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FOREWORD

Nuclear safety encompasses a spectrum of actions and measures undertaken
during the siting, design, construction and operation of a nuclear power plant
to protect man and the environment from radiological hazard.

An essential component of nuclear safety activities is the analysis of
postulated accidents which are taken as a design basis for a facility.

This analysis is usually carried out by using complex computer codes to
simulate the behaviour of the plant and to calculate vital plant parameters,
which are then compared with the design limits. Since these simulations
cannot be verified at the plant itself, computer codes must be validated by
comparing the results of calculations with experimental data obtained in test
facilities.

With this objective in mind, the Central Research Institute for Physics (KFKI)
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences designed and constructed the PMK-NVH
(Paks Model Circuit) test facility, a scaled down model of the WWER-440 Paks
nuclear power plant.

Hungary, with the aim of strengthening the international co-operation in
nuclear safety, made the PMK-NVH facility available to the IAEA.

The IAEA, having identified the need for experimental data due to the
difficulties of building integral test facilities and the high costs of these
experiments, has accepted the offer of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and
has organized three standard problem exercises. In these exercises,
experimental data from the simulation of loss of coolant accidents were
compared with analytical predictions of the behaviour of the facility,
calculated with computer codes.

The results of the first two standard problem exercises were published as
IAEA-TECDOC-425, entitled Simulation of a Loss of Coolant Accident, and
IAEA-TECDOC-477, entitled Simulation of a Loss of Coolant Accident with
Hydroaccummulator Injection, respectively.

The third standard problem exercise involved a different test, in which the
rupture was simulated to occur at the top of the hot collector of the steam
generator, therefore creating a leak from primary to secondary side. Both
hydroaccumulators and high pressure injection were allowed to actuate as
prescribed in the actual plant.

Eighteen organizations from 15 Member States took part in the exercise
presenting pre-test and some post-test analyses which were discussed in a
final meeting in Vienna in August, 1990.

This document presents a complete overview of the third standard problem
exercise, including description of the facility, the experiment, the codes and
models used by the participants and a detailed intercomparison of calculated
and experimental results.



It is recognized that code assessment is a long process which involves many
interrelated steps; therefore, no general conclusion or optimum code or best
model was reached. However, the exercise was recognized as an important
contributor to code validation.

The fact that more advanced codes were used in this exercise as compared to
the two previous ones demonstrate a definite advance in the safety analysis
capability in the participating Member States.

The IAEA would like to express its sincere appreciation to the Hungarian
Government for their contribution to this project, and to the Hungarian
specialists who not only provided the experimental data but also assisted in
preparing this report.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

The assessment of the safety of nuclear power plants requires sophisticated
computer codes. To increase the confidence in the results of calculations
performed by codes is a Standard Problem Exercise (SPE). The IAEA initiated
the first Exercise in 1984 and it was conducted during the period of 1984-86.

The IAEA and the Member States in the first SPE gained positive experiences.
Consequently, it was decided to organize the second SPE in 1987.

Both Exercises were performed in co-operation with the Central Research
Institute for Physics (KFKI) of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Tests were
performed on the PMK-NVH integral type test facility located at KFKI,
Budapest, Hungary.

In accordance with the high interests of countries having VVER-type Nuclear
Power Plants and other Member States which participated in the first and
second Exercises, the IAEA decided to organize the Third Standard Problem
Exercise (SPE-3) in co-operation again with KFKI.

Basic rules for SPE-3 were accepted at an IAEA Workshop held in Piestany,
December 1988. The test was again performed in the PMK-NVH facility.
The experts of KFKI prepared the Specification Report in September 1989. The
measurement was performed in December 1989. The report on the measured
initial condition was issued in January 1990. In accordance with the time
schedule, the report on the test results was provided in April 1990. The
deadline for the pre-test (blind) calculations: 30 April, 1990.

In response to invitations by the IAEA, 24 pre-test calculations were
presented by 14 Member States, until the deadline date of 30 April 1990. A
list of countries, organizations and codes applied to the calculations are
summarized in Table 1.1.

This report presents an overview of the SPE-3. Chapter 2 contains a
simplified facility description, Chapter 3 describes the experiment and
presents its results. In Chapter 4, analytical models used by participants
are summarized. Chapter 5 presents a selected intercomparison between the
results of the test and the calculations. In Chapter 6, results of post-test
calculations are presented and discussed. Chapter 7 contains the conclusions
adopted by the Final Meeting of the SPE-3.



Table 1.1 Participants and codes

COUNTRY

BRAZIL

BRAZIL

BRAZIL

BULGARIA

CHINA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

FINLAND

FINLAND

GERMANY, D.R.

GERMANY, D.R.

GERMANY , D.R.

GERMANY, F.R.

INDIA

ORGANIZATION

IPEN Cidade Universitaria

Comissao Nacional de
Energia Nuclear, CNEN-DR

Comissao Nacional de
Energia Nuclear, IPEN-SP

Energoprojekt

Southwest Institute for
Reactor Engineering

Nuclear Power Plant
Research Institute

Nuclear Power Plant
Research Institute

Nuclear Power Plant
Research Institute

Nulear Power Plant
Research Institute

Iraatran Voyma Oy

Technical Research
Centre of Finland

Zentralinstitut für
Kernforschung

Dresden University of
Technology

Zentralinstitut für
Kernforschung

Universität Stuttgart

Bhabha Atomic Research
Centre

IDENTIFICATION

IPEN-BRASIL R4/M5

CNEN-BRAZIL TRAG

CNEN-BRASIL R 5 /Ml

ENERGO-BULGARIA
R5/M2

CHINA R5/M1

NPPRI-CSFR SLAP

NPPRI-CSFR R4/M5

NPPRI-CSFR R5/M2

NPPRI-CSFR
DYNAMICA

IVO-FINLAND R5/M2

VTT-FINLAND R5/M2

ZFK1-GDR R4/M6

DU-GDR R4/M6

ZFK-GDR R5/M1

IKE-FRG R5/M2

BARC-INDIA R4/M6

CODE

RELAP4/MOD5

TRAC/PF1

RELAP5/MOD1

RELAP5/MOD2

RELAP5/MOD1

SLAP 3

RELAP4/MOD5

RELAP5/MOD2

DYNAMIKA

RELAPS /MOD 2

RELAP5/MOD2

RELAP4/MOD6

RELAP4/MOD6

RELAP5/MOD1

RELAPS /MOD 2

RELAP4/MOD6

ITALY Universita di Pisa DCMN-PISA R5/M2 RELAP5/MOD2



Table 1.1 (cont.)

COUNTRY ORGANIZATION IDENTIFICATION CODE

POLAND

SWEDEN

Institute of Atomic Energy

Studsvik Nuclear

IAE-POLAND R5/M2 RELAP5/MOD2

RELAP5/MOD2.5STUDSVIK-SWEDEN
R5/M2

USA

YUGOSLAVIA

Texas A & M University TEXASUNI-USA
R5/M2

Institute Jozef Stefan IJS6 - YUGOSLAVIA
R5/M2.5

RELAP5/MOD2

USSR

USSR

YUGOSLAVIA

0KB,

OKB,

Inst

"GIDROPRESS"

"GIDROPRESS"

itute Jozef Stefan

GIDR-USSR TECH-M

GIDR-USSR DYN

IJS3-YUGOSLAVIA
R5/M2

TECH-M- 4

DYNAMIKA

RELAP5/MOD2

RELAP5/MOD2.5

HUNGARY Central Research Institute
for Physics

KFKI-HUNGARY
EXPERIMENT

RELAP5/MOD2

Next page(s) left blank



Chapter 2
FACILITY DESCRIPTION

A detailed facility description is given in [1]. Main features of the loop
are prescribed here only to facilitate the experimental description and to
better understand the test results.

The PMK facility was primarily designed to investigate small-break LOCA
processes of VVER-440 plants. The volume scaling is 1:2070, and the reactor
power is scaled down by the same factor. The available power allows
transients to start from nominal operating conditions. The elevations are the
same as in the plant with the exception of the lower plenum and the
pressurizer. The six loops of the reactor are modelled by a single active
loop. The NVH loop serves as the secondary circuit to the PMK, resulting in
the PMK-NVH facility. On the secondary side of the steam generator the steam
volume ratio is kept. The coolant is water at the same operating conditions
as in the NPP.

The instrumentation applied to the test and the data aquisition is presented
in Chapter 3.

The flow diagram and the axonometric view of the PMK-NVH is presented in Fig.
2.1 and 2.2, respectively. A scheme of the core model representing the 19-rod
bundle applied to the experiment is shown in Fig. 2.3, with elevations of
spacers and locations of thermocouples for the wall temperature measurements.
The reactor model is presented in Figs. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7, the downcomer
is shown in Fig. 2.8, while the steam generator model, hot and cold legs, can
be seen in Figs. 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, respectively. Important components from
the point of view of the test are shown in Fig. 2.12. The component drawings
and the flow diagram provides information for the exact understanding of the
computer modelling and the experiment.

As shown in Fig. 2.1, the pump is accommodated in a by-pass line. The pump in
the PMK-NVH facility only serves to establish normal operating conditions.
During the steady state operation at a power level corresponding to full power
in the reactor, valve MV11 is closed and circulation is through the by-pass
line.

Since the pump is not designed to represent the main circulating pumps of the
NPP, pump trip is modelled during the transient.

Pump trip modelling is achieved by controlling pump flow rate by PV11 in the
by-pass line in a prescribed manner. When the flow rate decays to the natural
circulation flow rate level PV11 is closed and MV11 is opened simultaneously
thus allowing natural circulation to establish in the cold leg. The pump is
then switched off and the by-pass line valved off from the loop by closing
MV12.

11
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FIG. 2.1. Flow diagram of the PMK-NVH facility. FIG. 2.2. Axonometrie view of the PMK-NVH facility.



FIG. 2.3. Core model and fuel rod simulator.
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FIG. 2.4. Reactor model.



FIG. 2.5. Reactor model. FIG. 2.6. Reactor model.
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FIG. 2.7. Reactor model.
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FIG. 2.8. Downcomer.
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FIG. 2.9. Steam generator.
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FIG. 2.10. Hot leg with the pressurizer surge line.
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FIG. 2.11. Cold leg with the pressurizer spray line.
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FIG. 2.12. Breal simulator.



Chapter 3
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS OF THE TEST

The Standard Problem Test (SPT) is an experiment

-with a break on the upper head of the steam generator hot collector
(break with a diameter of 3.8mm),

-starting from full power,

-with 2 HPIS corresponding to the case when only two of the three pumps
are available,

-the secondary side is isolated after transient initiation by closing
vales PV21, PV22 (see Fig. 2.1).

3.1 Initial conditions

The initial conditions at 0 s for the Standard Problem Test (SPT) are
characterized by the data as follows (nominal is given in [1]):

Nominal Measured

-Primary circuit

= pressure in upper plenum 12.3 12.52 MPa
= loop flow 4.5 5.24 kg/s
= core inlet temperature 541 534.8 K
= core power 664 700.5 kW
= coolant level above bottom of
of pressure tap of pressurizer
(collapsed) 1.454 1.18 m

= SIT-1 pressure 5.9 5.84 MPa
= SIT-2 pressure 5.9 5.87 MPa
= SIT-1 level 1.650 1.44 m
= SIT-2 level 2.060 1.83 m

-Secondary circuit
= pressure in SG 4.6 4.59 MPa
= coolant level above bottom
pressure tap of SG secondary
side (collapsed) 1.97 2.11 m

= feed water flow 0.36 0.38 kg/s
= feed water inlet temperature 496 491.8 K

-Position of valves:

= MV11, PV12, PV23, PV24, PV25, MV21, PV31, PV91, MV92 are
closed

= PV11 is throttled, closing current is 11.15 mA
= MV12 is open
= PV21 and PV22 are throttled

19



3.2 Sequence of events

break valve PV24 starts to open
PV21, PV22 start to close (closing
time 2 s)
break valve open
transient for power is initiated at
(power vs time, see Table 3.1)
modelling of the pump coast down is
initiated at an upper plenum pressure of
of (closing current vs time of valve
PV11, see Table 3.2)
HPIS flow initiated at an upper plenum
pressure of
(flow rate v. time, see Table 3.3)
secondary pressure reducing valve
opens at

closes at

(the flow is limited by an orifice of
3.7 mm)

secondary side safety valve opens at
(the flow is limited by an orifice of
3.3 mm) does not close during the test

SIT-1 actuated at
SIT-2 actuated at
SIT-1 empty (MV91 closes) at a SIT-1
level of
SIT-2 empty (MV92 closes) at a SIT-2
level of
test was terminated at

Nominal Measured
0.0 0.0 s

0.0 s
0.1 0.1 s

10.5 10.05 MPa
(44 s)

9.5 9.00 MPa
(51 s)

11.5 10.05 MPa
(44 s)

5.3 5.26 MPa
(18 s)

4.9 4.89 MPa
(117 s)

5.7 5.63 MPa (54 s)

5.9 5.86 MPa (78 s)
5.9 5.86 MPa (78 s)

0.25 0.27 m

1.35 1.12 m
2000 1819 s

3.3 Other information

The pressure distribution in the loop is given in Table 3.4.
1-8 can be seen in Fig. 3.1.

Positions

The temperature of the upper plenum part 6 (item 16 in Table 2.2 of [1])
was found to be 539 K. The heat loss of the pressurizer is about 3 kW. The
polytropic exponent of accumulators was found to be 1.00. Table 4.1 of the
Specification Report fl] is modified and it is given as Table 3.5.

20



Table 3.1

Time (s)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
8

11
13
16
20
25
30
40
100
200
400

1000
1400
1819

Power (kW)

700
617
530
450
397
338
250
158
105
86
59
51
47
42
40
33
25
21
16
16
16

The variation of back pressure (PR01) is given below:

MPa

0
18
19
20
21
22
59
60
61
84
104
116
117
118
133
248
1819

0.1
0.1
0.13
0.15
0.17
0.20
0.20
0.36
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.30
0.18
0.14
0.13
0.13

The total mass leaked through the PV23 and MV21 valves is 51 +_ 1 kg.

The integral value of the heat loss of the secondary side modelled is 3.8
kW. This heat loss was compensated by electric heating to avoid steam
condensation for the whole transient time.

21



Table 3.2

Time { s )

0
l

2-3
4-6
7-10
11-14
15-18
19-22
23-27
28-31
32-35
36-40
41-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85-89
90-94
95-99
100-104
105-109
110-114
115-119
120-124
125-129
130-134
135-139
140-144
145-149
150-151
152-1819

Closing current (mA)

11.15
11.38
11.97
12.37
12.81
13.21
13.54
13.79
14.00
14.22
14.30
14.55
14.71
14.86
18.01
15.14
15.32
15.44
15.63
15.77
15.96
16.11
16.30
16.45
16.60
16.79
16.94
17.12
17.28
17.46
17.61
17.77
17.95
18.60
19.3
20.08

Pump

stopped

MV12

begins to
close

* At this time MV11 starts to open

22



Table 3.3

s

0
37
38

kg/s

0
0
0.028

s

500
1000
2000

kg/s

0.028
0.028
0.028

Table 3.4

Position

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

p (MPa)

12.624
12.598
12.539
12.547
12.833
12.772
12.730
12.650

FIG. 3.1. Measurement locations.
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Table 3.5. Measurement transducers data
Item
No.
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
ia
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
55

56

Identifi-
cation

2
TE11
TE12
TE13
TE14
TE15
TE16
TE17
TE18
TE19
TE20
TE23
TE62
TE01
TE60
TE61
TE63
TE22
TE41
TE42
TE81
PR21
PR71
PR81
PR91
PR92
PR01
DP11
DP41
LE11
LE21
LE22
LE23
LE31
LE4S
LE46
LE51
LE52
LE61
LE71
LE81
LE91
LE92
MA01
FLU
FL51
FL52
FL53
FL01
FL02
FL81
DE21
-
-

Location and type of measurement
3

Heater rod surface, thermocouple
"

" "
n n

» "
K M

» ..

" "

H It

1.

Wall in upper plenum, thermocouple
Wall in downcomer, thermocouple
Valve flow temperature, thermocouple
Coolant pump inlet, Pt resistance
Coolant downcomer inlet, Pt resistance
Coolant at core inlet, resistance
Coolant in upper plenum, Pt resistance
SG primary coolant inlet, Pt resistance
SG primary coolant outlet, Pt resist.
Feed water temperature, Pt resistance
Upper plenum
Pressurizer
SG secondary
SIT-1
SIT-2
Back pressure behind valves
Core
SG primary
Reactor model
Upper plenum 1. part, DP
Upper plenum 2. part, DP
Upper plenum 3. part
Hot leg loop seal, DP (reactor side)
SG primary, hot leg, DP
SG primary, cold leg, DP
Cold leg part 1, DP
Cold leg level, reactor side
Downcomer , DP
Pressurizer, DP
SG secondary, DP
SIT-1 level, PP
SIT-2 level, DP
Total mass leaked through valves, DP
Break flow, Venturi
Core outlet, Venturi
Upper plenum, turbine
Cold leg, Venturi, normal
Valve flow, turbine
Valve flow, Venturi
Feed water flow, Venturi
Upper plenum, Y attenuation
Electrical power (VTllxCUll)
Saturated temperature in the
primary loop
Saturated temperature in the SG

Elevation
(m)
4

3.464
3.464
3.464
3.464
3.464
3.464
2.954
2.084
1.494
1.074
6.300
4.995

3.525
4.520
0.190
4.644
5.995
5.995

3.754
10.077
9.343
10.130
10.130

3.754/0.190
5.995/5.995
0.190/9.22
5.974/9.22
4.644/5.974
3.754/4.644
4.802/6.080
4.802/9.070
2.725/9.070
2.725/5.995
3. 525/4. 825
0.190/4.995
4.644/5.974
6.580/9.343
8.130/10.130
8.130/10.130

9.973
5.504
4.904
4.825

5.104
2.725

Measurement
accuracy
less than *)

5
Ï

> 2 K

_,
2 K
2 K
2 K
1 K
1 K
1 K
1 K
1 K
1 K
1 K

0.05 MPa
0.05 MPa
0.02 MPa
0.05 MPa
0.05 MPa

1 kPa
1 kPa

4xlO~2 m
5xlO~2 m

l,5xlO~2 m
3xlO~2 m
3xlO~2 m
3,0 KW
1 kPa
5xlO~2 m
2xlO~2 m
5xlO~2 m
2xlO~2 m
2xlO~2 m
2xlO~2 m

0.06 kg/s
0.06 kg/s
0.06 kg/s

3.0 kW

Unit
6

K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
K
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
MPa
kPa
kPa
kPa
m
m
m

m
m
m
kW
kPa
m
m
m
m
m
m

kg/s
kg/ s
kg/ s
kg/s
kg/s

-
kW
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3.4 Time variation of the measured parameters

3.4.1 Information to data set presented

Parameters measured during the experiments are shown in Fig. 3.1.
Table 3.5 contains the parameters, with the measurement accuracy. In the
sequence of parameters the Specification Report is followed, but participants
should carefully read comments listed below:

Item No. 10: Heater rod surface temperature is not correct in
the time interval of 0.50 s. Use the data from 50 s only.

Item No. 17: Coolant temperature in upper plenum. In the
specification report (page 18) two temperatures are requested as
comparison parameters: Item No. 4. Coolant temperature t core
outlet and Item No. 8. Coolant temperature in upper plenum. For
the comparison of measured and calculated temperatures the
coolant temperature of Item No. 17 in Table 3.5 is used.

- Item No. 20: Feedwater temperature. As a consequence of the
sequence of events (PV21 and PV22 start to close), these
temperatures can be used in the time interval of 0-3 s, according
to the parameter of Item No. 50 in Table 3.5.

Item No. 24 and No. 25: Pressures in SIT-1 and SIT-2,
respectively. Valves MV91 and MV92 are continuously open from a
system pressure of 5.86 MPa to a SIT-1 level of 0.27 m and a
SIT-2 level of 1.12 m, when valves are closed.

Item No. 27: Core DP. It is a summarized value of the dynamic
and gravitational pressure drops. In this way the negative
values can be explained.

Item No. 28: SG primary DP. Measurement accuracy +_ 1 kPa and as
a consequence data presented are valid until 162 s only. From
this process time values are surely less than 1 kPa.

Item No. 31 and 32: LE22 and LE23. Upper plenum level part 2
and part 3. Transducers are failed.

Item No. 34: LE45. SG primary hot leg level. Failed just after
the break is open.

Item No. 39: Pressurizer level. This is the level in the
pressurizer vessel only. Surge line is not included!

- Item No. 43: total mass leaked through valves. At the end of
the measurement the total mass leaked was separately measured by
measuring the mass.

Item No. 46: FL52. Flow in upper plenum. The turbine flow meter
is failed.

- Item No. 45 and No. 47: FL51 and FL53, respectively. In the low
velocity range the FL51 is valid, in the high velocity range FL53
is valid.

Item No. 48: FL01. After opening the valve (PV23) the turbine
is out of range.
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Item No. 50: FL81. Feed water flow. Valve PV21 is closed at 3
s. The flow characteristics are given in the Figure.

Item No. 51: DE21. Density in upper plenum at the elevation of
5.104 m. Due to the high level of coolant in the reactor model
(Item No. 29) void cannot be detected.

Item No. 55 and No. 56: Saturated temperatures. They are
derived from PR21 and PR81, respectively.

3.4.2 Time variation of parameters

The time variation of parameters is presented in [2] both in tables and
plots. This report contains plots of parameters vs. time in Figs. 3.2 -
3.30.

3.4.3 The main features of the experimental and the data aquisition system.

The selection and the range of the measurement transducers presented in Fig.
3.1 and Table 3.5 was based on the results of the pre-test analyses and was
modified upon the experimental experiences.

Due to the complicated nature of the experiment, the high operational
parameters, the long transient time and the accuracy required, high quality
transducers were applied. This is the case for the valves, too. A part of
the transducers and valves were provided by the IAEA. To reach the accuracy
required three calibration procedures were made: pre-test calibration of
transducers (making a certificate for each of them); check of the measured
quantities by several energy balance measurements in the course of the
heating-up period; calibration of transducers of the key parameters after the
test. This procedure gives a qualitative and partly quantitative
qualification of the set of data obtained and decisions could be taken whether
the test should have been repeated or could be accepted. Actually, three
experiments were performed for the SPE-3 test and two of them gave practically
the same results.

Signals of measurement transducers are treated by a computerized system. The
control room comprises the following main parts:

- Conventional analog control desk for controlling the operation of
the facility in steady-state and partly in transient conditions.

- Measurement control system is applied for controlling parameters
(pump coast down, power, HPIS injection, SIT initiation) closing
and opening of valves, ets.

Burnout detection and monitoring system informs and helps the
operator and protects the electrically heated core model against
physical burnout.

- Performance and safety parameter monitoring system provides
information for the operator both in steady-state and transient
conditions.

The data acquisition is performed by two computer systems. Measured data are
stored on floppy disk units. This system is connected to a mega-mini
computer, which provides IBM-compatible magnetic tapes, a preliminary data
evaluation can be performed, printouts and plots can be made. In this way a
proper experiment documentation can be performed.
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3.4.4 Measured occurrences

The measured occurrances are derived from the measurement control system and
the results of the measurement and they are listed below:

OCCURRENCE TIMING (S)

0 Break valve opens 0
1 Pressurizer empty 54
2 Dryout first occurs No
3 Break flow two-phase 71
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared* No
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared* No
6 Core uncovery begins No
7 Collapsed level in upper plenum drops to

hot-leg elevation No
8 SIT-1 flow begins 78
9 SIT-2 flow begins 78
10 SIT-1 injection terminates 1258
11 SIT-2 injection terminates 1258
12 Steam generator filled up to the elevation of No

the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 18
14 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 117
15 Safety relief valve opens 54

* Definition of loop seal clearing: level is sufficiently low to allow steam to
pass the loop seal.

3.5 Interpretation of the experimental results

The time variation of the system pressure is presented in Fig. 3.10. Opening
of the break results in fast decrease of the pressure as well as in fast
decrease of the pressurizer level, which is presented in Fig. 3.18. The
pressurizer is emptied at 54s.

The injection from the hydroaccumulators (both from SIT-1 and SIT-2) begins at
78s. It can be seen in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 where a sharp decrease in pressure
indicates the opening of valves MV91 and MV92. The high pressure injection
begins at 44 s. As a consequence of the injection from SITS, effect of HPIS
injection on system pressure cannot be observed.

On the system pressure curve (Fig. 3.10), there is a slight change of shape at
44 s. This is the consequence of the start of the reactor trip. After this
time the pressure sharply drops near to the secondary side pressure, but
remains here until 78 s of process time when the injection from SITs begins.
When the pump is stopped and the pump bypass is valved off a slide ramp can be
observed on the pressure curve. After this process time no event can be seen
in the pressure curve until 1258 s when the injection from SITs is terminated.

Pressure histories of SITs are shown in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13, and the level
decreases are presented in Figs. 3.23 and 3.24. The level decrease is almost
a linear function of the process time.
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The coolant level in the reactor model appears at 197 s (Fig. 3.16). The
minimum value of the level is 6.25 m at 1375 s, but it does not drop to the
centerline of the hot leg evaluation, namely to 6.225 m. The level is
stagnating at about 6.3 m until the end of the process time of the test.

The time variation of the coolant levels in the cold part of the loop are
presented in Figs. 3.19, 3.20 and 3.22. the cold leg loop seal SG side does
not drop during the transient time (Fig. 3.19). Both the cold leg loop seal
reactor side (3.20) and the downcomer (Fig. 3.22) are almost full of coolant
in the course of the transient except for the process time of 1375 s. To
understand these phenomena a group of events should be discussed together as
follows below.

The injection from the hydroaccumulators is terminated at 1258 s. This is
evidenced by coolant temperatures, especially by the coolant temperature of DC
inlet (Fig. 3.8) and upper plenum (Fig. 3.9). When the SITS valved off the SG
secondary will play the role of the pressurizers governing the system
behaviour. This can be seen on the system pressure (Fig. 3.10). It starts to
drop sharply until about the value of the secondary side pressure (there is
0.2 - 0.4 bar difference between primary and secondary pressures in the late
phase of the transient). Because the break flow is governed by the pressure
difference between primary and secondary, the break flow continuously
decreasing until 1535 s when a pressure difference of 0.2 - 0.4 bar between
primary and secondary is reached.
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Chapter 4
ANALYTICAL MODELS

Participants from 14 countries, representing 18 organizations have presented
24 sets of results using 8 differnt computer codes at the prescribed pretest
calculation deadline.

Table 4.1 identifies the participants and provides data about codes and models,

This chapter summarizes the information about the models and codes used as
provided by participants in their report to the IAEA. In some cases analysis
of results or comments on the calculations are also presented as provided by
participants. Information on computers applied to the calculations and
characteristics of them are also included in the case where they have been
provided.

For each of the 24 results received/ an identification is established for the
use on the plot intercomparison of the next chapter (see abbreviations in
parenthesis in each of the following section titles).

More details on the calculations can be found in the individual reports listed
as references.

The presentation of Participants' information follows the alphabetic order of
countries in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Participants, Codes and Models

COUNTRY

BRAZIL

BRAZIL

BRAZIL

BULGARIA

CHINA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

FINLAND

FINLAND

GERMAN DEM. REP.

GERMAN DEM. REP.

GERMAN DEM. REP.

FEDERAL
REPUBLIC OF
GERMANY

INDIA

ITALY

POLAND

SWEDEN

USA

USSR

USSR

YUGOSLAVIA

YUGOSLAVIA

HUNGARY

ORGANIZATION

IPEN CIDADE
Universitaria
Comissao Nacional
Energ ia Nucl ea r ,
CNEN-DR

Comissao Nacional
de Energia
Nuclear, IPEN-SP

Energoprojekt

Southwest Institute
Reactor Engineering
Nuclear Power Plant
Research Institute

»
»
"

Imatran Voyma Oy
Technical Research
Centre of Finland
Zentralinstitut für
Kernforschung

Dresden University
of Technology
Zentralinstitut für
Kernforschung
IKE, Stuttgart

Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre
Oniversita di Pisa
Institut of Atomic
Energy
Studsvik Nuclear

Texas A S M
University
0KB Gidropress

0KB Gidropress

Institute Jozef
Stefan
Institute Jozef
Stefan
Central Research
Institute for
Physics

NOTIFICATION

IPEN-BRASIL R4/M5

CNEN-BRAZIL TRAC

IPEN-BRASIL R5/M1

ENERGO-BULGARIA
R5/M2

CHINA R5/M2

NPPRI-CSFR R4/M5

NPPRI-CSFR SLAP

NPPRI-CSFR R5/M2

NPPRI-CSFR
DYNAMIKA

IVO-FINLAND R5/M2

VTT-FINLAND R5/M2

ZFK1-GDR R4/M6

DU-GDR R 4 /MS

ZKF-GDR R5/M1

IKE-FRG/ R5/M2

BARC-INDIA R4/M6

DCMN-PISA R5/M2

IAE-POLAND R5/M2

STUDSVIK-SWEDEN
R5/M2

TEXASUNI-USA
R5/M2

GIDR-USSR DYN

GIDR-USSR TECH

IJS3-YUGOSLAVIA
R5/M2

IJS6 - YUGOSLAVIA
R5/M2.5

KFK1-HUNGARY
EXPERIMENT
(Post test)

CODE VOLUMES

RELAP4/MOD5 30

TRAC/PF1 43/131

RELAP5/MOD1 41

RELAP5/MOD2 139

RELAP5/MOD2 77

RELAP4/MOD5 22

SLAP 16

RELAP5/MOD2 113

DYNAMIKA IB

RELAP5/MOD2 113

RELAP5/MOD2 98

RELAP4/MOD6 27

RELAP4/MOD6 30

RELAP5/MOD1 155

RELAP5/MOD2 95

RELAP4/MOD6 19

RELAP5/MOD2 181

RELAP5/MOD2 106

RELAP5/MOD2 . 5 212

RELAP5/MOD2 100

DYNAMIKA 39

TECH-M 36

RELAP5/MOD2 79

RELAP5/MOD2.5 79

RELAP5/MOD2 102

JUNCTIONS

36

49

42

143

84

28

13

125

21

125

104

33

37

173

98

24

188

122

221

106

44

43

84

84

108

HEAT
SLABS

9

~

31

115

72

21

7

90

16

90

67

20

20

30

80

2

175

92

180

67

35

32

41

41

66

Note: This report was compiled before the recent reunification of Germany.
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4.1 BRAZIL - Comissäo Nacional de Energia Nuclear (IPEN)
(IPEN - Brazil R4/M5)

The computer code used was RELAP4/MOD5 available at IPEN-CNEN/SP
Computer Center (IBM 4381).

4.1.1 Nodalization

The nodalization scheme used is shown in Figure 4.1.1. It consists of
30 volumes; 36 junctions (29 normal, 2 leak, and 5 fill junctions); 9 heat
slabs (5 in the core and 4 in the steam generator); 13 heat exchangers and 10
check valves.

The pressure vessel was modelled by 9 volumes, two in the lower plenum,
one in the core barrel and six in the upper plenum. The hot leg was
represented by one volume. The primary side of the steam generator, including
both hot and cold collector, was represented by three volumes. The
pressurizer and surge line were modelled by two volumes connected to the hot
leg. Each SIT's and the corresponding surge line were modelled by two volumes.

FIG. 4.1.1. Nodalization scheme.
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Two fictitious valves (V10) and fill junctions were used to simulate
the pump outlet (J34) and inlet (J35). Valves V10 were in a closed position
at the beginning of the transient. This approach does not alter the system
initial conditions. The pump coast-down curve, given in the problem
specification, was used in the fill junction data.

Due to code limitations, the closing of valve PV23 is simulated by adding a
fictitious valve V8.

The relief valve PV21 was not modelled since preliminary runs indicated that
it would not open during the transient.

In order to calculate the fuel surface temperature at the measured points, the
5 heat slabs located in the core have different heights.
The plots representing the level in the cold leg and the hot leg, and in the
downcomer are mixture levels.

4.1.2 Physical models and options used

-Two-phase friction multiplier with Fanning friction losses was used to
increase the wall friction loss for two-phase fluid flow in all volumes;
-The Bubble rise model was used in the SIT's, steam generator secondary
side and in the pressurizer. The initial pressure distribution in the
primary loop was based on measured data;

-The junctions were not distributed vertically. The junctions enthalpy
were smoothed when the two-phase mixlevel interface was near the
junction elevation.

-The compressible single-steam flow with momentum flux was chosen for
all junctions. The option "special case" was used in those junctions
with negative flow.

-The Moody critical flow model was selected for the break junction and
the SIT's. The momentum flow model (no choking) was used for all other
junctions ;

-The loss coefficients for all junctions was taken from input data, and
the inertia was calculated internally by the code.
-The Dougall-Rohsenow heat transfer correlation was used in all heat
slabs.

4.1.3 Computer system used and main characteristics

-Computer: IBM 4381 (16 Mbytes)
-Elapsed cpu time: around 15 hours for 1650.0 seconds of the transient
simulation. A time step of 0.02 seconds was selected.

4.1.4 Sequence of events

The main events observed during the simulation of the transient are listed in
Table 4.1.1. The simulation was terminated at 1650.0 seconds due to
convergence of the problem.
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Table 4.1.1 - Sequence of Events

Occurrences Timing (s)

Break valve opens 0.1
Pressurizer empty 25.0
Dryout first occurs ____(*)
Break flow two-phase 29.0
Hot-leg loop seal cleared ____(*)
Cold-leg loop seal cleared ____(*)
Core uncovery begins ____(*)
Mixture level in upper plenum ____(*)
drops to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins 49.0
SIT-2 flow begins 48.0
SIT-1 injection terminates ____(*)
SIT-2 injection terminates 1649.0
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line 1345.0
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 22.0
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 94.5
Safety relief valve opens ____(*)

(*) not observed
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4.2 BRAZIL - Comissäo Nacional de Energia Nuclear
(CNEN-Brazil TRAC)

4.2.1 Code information and physical models used

The computer code used is the TRAC/PP1, version 7.6 available at Comissao
Nacional de Energia Nuclear (CNEN), Brazil.

This simulation was run on a machine IBM XT compatible microcomputer with a
CPR 2025/4 coprocessor board, based on a MOTOROLA 68020 microprocessor with
68882 floating point processor and 4MB RAM, operating at 25MHz under MS-DOS
V.3.3 operational system. The code was compiled with SVS FORTRAN 77 compiler.

The TRAC/PF1 model adopted to simulate the PMK-NVH/IAEA/SPE-3 pre-test
consisted of 43 one-dimensional components linked by 49 junctions, yielding a
total of 131 cells. The heat loss to environment was not considered, as shown
in Figures 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and Table 4.2.1.

The steam generator (SG) component of TRAC code has two options, which are the
once-through, and the vertical U-tube SG types. Since the PMK-NVH SG is one
of them, the SG model adopted in this paper, Figure 4.2.2, is composed of 3
stacks of U-tube SG. The primary sides of the SG's are in parallel between
the hot and cold collector, and the secondary sides of them are in series.
Both hot and cold collector are modelled by 3 TRAC-tee components.

This SG model was able to represent the hydrodynamic and thermal effects of
the transient more adequately.

SITS

PV28

STERM
GENERRTOR

CORE

TV?——I
PUMP

FIG. 4.2.1. TRAC/PF1 nodalization scheme for the PMK-NVH circuit.
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Physical models of heat transfer coefficient, critical heat flux, critical
flow and wall friction correlations are already implemented in the TRAC code
and, depending on the heat transfer and flow regimes, it automatically
searches which model will be used in the calculations. The code's users do
not have the option to select any correlations.

Initial and boundary conditions are shown on Tables 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

85 VflLVEl« BRERKM

TEE51 TEE59

111
FILL?

FIG. 4.2.2. TRAC/PF1 nodalization scheme for the steam generator.
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Table 4.2.1 - Components description

PMK-NVH Circuit

Pressurizer
Pressurizer
Hot leg
SG Feedwater
PV-23
PV-23 outlet
PV-22
SO steam outlet
Cold leg
MV-12
Cold leg
Pump
Cold leg
PV-11
Cold leg
MV-11
Cold leg
HPIS
Downcomer
Cold leg
Cold leg
MV-91
SIT-1
Core
Upper plenum-1
Upper plenum-2
Upper plenum-3
Upper plenum-4
MV-92
SIT-2
Hot colle ctor-1
Hot collector-2
Hot collector-3
Steam generator-1
Steam generator-2
Steam generator-3
Cold collector-1
Cold collector-2
Cold collector-3
Steam domme-1
Steam domme-2
Rupture tube/PV-24

Total

TRAC/PF1 Code
Type component

FILL
PRIZER
TEE
FILL
VALVE
BREAK
VALVE
BREAK
TEE
VALVE
PIPE
PUMP
PIPE
VALVE
TEE
VALVE
TEE
FILL
TEE
TEE
FILL
VALVE
ACCUM
CORE
PIPE
TEE
TEE
FILL
VALVE
ACCUM
TEE
TEE
TEE
STGEN
STGEN
STGEN
TEE
TEE
TEE
TEE
TEE
VALVE

A3

Component Dumber

1
2
4
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
32
28
34
35
29
30
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Number of cells

_
2
4
-
2
-
2
-
3
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
6
-
6
6
-
3
2
6
2
5
3
-
3
2
4
3
4
5
5
6
4
3
4
9
4
8

131
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Table 4.2.2 - Initial and boundary conditions

Conditions Experiment TRAC/PF1
Primary circuit:

pressure in pressurizer MPa
pressure distribution
loop flow (Kg/s)
core inlet temperature (K)
core power (KW)
coolant level above bottom
of pressurizer-collapsed (m)
SIT-1 pressure (MPa)
SIT-2 pressure (MPa)

. SIT-1 level (m)

. SIT-2 level (m)

see table 3
5.24
534
700
1.18

5.84
5.87
1.44
1.83

12.52

5.246
535.1
700
1.18

5.84
5.87
1.44
1.83

Secondary circuit

pressure in steam generator (MPa) 4.59
coolant level above bottom of 2.11
SG secondary side-collapsed (m)

. SG feedwater flow (Kg/s) 0.377
SG feedwater temperature (K) 492

4.589

0.377
492.3

Position of valves:

MV 11, PV 23, PV 24, MV 91,
MV 92
PV 11
MV 12
PV 21

closed

throttled
open
throttled

closed

throttled
open
throttled.

-Boundary conditions:

. feedwater and vapour outlet
flow of SG

. HPIs

. core power

. heat loss and heat added by
the pump

. pressurizer spray line

like experiment [2]

considered

present

not considered

omitted
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Table 4.2.3 - Pressure distribution along loop

Position Pressure (MPa)
(see pag. 28 [1] Experiment TRAC/PF1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

.624

.598

.539

.547

.833

.772

.730

.650

12.59
12.55
12.50
12.51
12.67
12.65
12.67
12.59

4.2.2 Results of the calculation

To get the steady state balance it was necessary to increase the steam
generator heat transfer area. The "null transient" (~ 50 s) necessary to
get the steady state condition with TRAC/PF1 code was run in approximately 45
min CPU-time. Main steady state conditions obtained in this balance are
presented on Tables 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.

The simulation of 1800 s of IAEA/SPE-3 pre-test transient took 240 min
of CPU-time. Time steps used were within the range of 1.x 10~5 - 1.0 s with
time steps automatically controlled by the code.
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Table 4.2.4 - Timing of major occurrences

Occurrences Timing (s)

0 Break valve opens
1 Pressurizer empty
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum

drops to hot-leg elevation
8 SIT-1 flow begins
9 SIT-2 flow begins
10 SIT-1 injection terminates
11 SIT-2 injection terminates
12 Steam generator filled up to the

elevation of steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve opens
14 Pressure reducing valve closes
15 Safety relief valve opens
16 SIT-1 empty
17 SIT-2 empty
18 Scram
19 Pump trip simulation starts
20 HPIS initiated
21 Simulation end

0
20

7.2 to 110
21/31/57

33

35.2/57.0/178.4

59
56

18.6
80.5

15.1
21.1
53.6
1800
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4.3 BRAZIL - Comissâo Nacional de Energia Nuclear (IPEN)
(IPEN - Brazil R5/M1)

4.3.1 Nodalization
The computer code used was RELAP5/MOD1 cycle 18 available at IPEN-CNEN/SP
computer centre (IBM-4381, 16 Mbytes).
The nodalization scheme is shown in Figure 4.3.1. It consists of 41 control
volumes, 42 junctions, 31 heat slabs and 10 valves. The Pressure Vessel (head
downcomer, lower and upper plenum and core), Steam Generator and Pressurizer
(liquid and vapour volumes) are modelled, with 15, 5 and 2 control volumes,
respectively.
Boundary conditions were used to represent the High Pressure Injection System
(HPIS), the Main Feed Water System, the steam exit of Steam Generator
Secondary and the mass flow rate in the pump.
Constant heat transfer coefficients were used to calculate the heat
dissipation to the ambient (volume 45 in Figure 4.3.1.).
It was assumed that the valves 13, 15 and 44 remain closed during all the
transient simulation.

FIG. 4.3.1. Nodalization scheme.
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4.3.2 Physical models and options used

-Non Equilibrium Thermal and Wall Friction (HTFS modification of the
Baroczy two-phase friction multiplier correlation was used with the
Colebrook correlation for the single-phase friction factor including
wall roughness effects) for all control volumes;

-Critical flow (V.H. Ransom and J.A. Trapp model) for the break
junction and the relief valve steam generator;

-Two velocity model was used for all junctions;

-Subcooled discharge coefficient equal 1.0;

-Two-phase discharge coefficient equal 1.0;

-Abrupt area change modelling assumptions were used in junctions 34 and
40 in Figure 4.3.1;

-No heat transfer was calculated in the wall accumulator.

Computer system and main characteristics

-Computer: IBM 4381 (16 Mbytes);

-Elapsed cpu time: 12 hours for 2000 seconds of the transient
simulation. Time steps used were between 10~^ - I0~" seconds.

Table 4.3.1 summarizes the main sequence of events observed during the
simulation of the transient:

Table 4.3.1 - Sequence of events

Occurrences Timing (s)

Break valve opens 0.1
Pressurizer empty 69.0
Dryout first occurs _____
Break flow two-phase 22.0
Hot-leg loop seal cleared 272.0
Cold-leg loop seal cleared 261.0
Core uncovery begins _____
Mixture level in upper plenum 244.0
drops to Hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins 44.0
SIT-2 flow begins 47.0
SIT-1 injection terminates 1430.0
SIT-2 injection terminates 1250.0
Steam Generator filled up to the elevation 1350.0
of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 19.0
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 296.0
Safety relief valve opens ____
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4.4 BULGARIA - Energoprojekt
(ENERGO-BULGARIA R5/M2)

4.4.1 Nodalization

The criteria applied for setting up the nodalization of the PMK-NVH facility
for the SPE-3 test are based on 2 considerations:

-to create proper facility model having in mind the expected phenomena
during the transient in manner to have best prediction of the events
and their timing;

-not to generate very large facility model impossible to be run on
PCPPS system.

In Figures 4.4.1, 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 the detailed nodalizations of the main
PMK-NVH facility parts, respectively - reactor pressure vessel, primary loop
with pressurizer connection and steam generator, are presented. In the same
Figures, without numbering, the heat structures are presented, too.

Few cross flow junctions have been used to model the most critical connections
of the facility:

- cold leg - downcomer head;
- downcomer - vessel
- upper plenum 1 - upper plenum 2;
- upper plenum 2 - upper plenum 3;
- SIT-1 surge line - downcomer;
- SIT-2 surge line - upper plenum 5;
- SG hot collector - SG cold collector;
- SG tubes (all 4 sections) - SG tubes cold collector

The reactor pressure vessel is simulated by 28 volume nodes. The elements
which have been modelled with more accuracy having in mind the expected
dynamical processes in these regions are:

- reactor active zone (reactor core);
- reactor downcomer
- reactor upper head.

The SIT's surge lines are presented by 5-nodes pipe elements.

The loop is simulated by 10 components with 22 computational nodes (without
pump simulation system).

For better simulation of the SG level dynamics, the volume of the secondary
side has been divided in 10 nodes including the steam line subsystems. Break
line has been modelled like a single volume. SG tubing is presented by 4
horizontal packages with different number of tubes in height depending on the
SG primary tubes distribution. Each tube package consists of 5 subvolumes
along the package.

Most of the junctions are simulated as "normal non-homogeneous junctions" with
horizontal stratifications and with smooth area change option. The flow
energy loss coefficients have been determined and imposed for each junction
after running many steady state analyses and tuning the pressure drops
according to the measured values.
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FIG. 4.4.1. Nodalization of the reactor vessel
of the PMK-NVH facility for SPE-3.
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FIG. 4.4.2. Nodalization of the loop of the PMK-NVH facility for SPE-3.
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In Table 4.4.1 the main parameters of the PMK-NVH SPE-3 nodalization are
presented for comparison with other participants.

Some remarks should be stressed in relation to the problem of obtaining stable
initial steady state conditions:

- the energy balance of the SG secondary side taking into account the
prescribed heat losses, has been achieved with difficulty after 100
seconds initial regulations;

- nevertheless the exact energy balance of the primary side and the
flow and pressure distributions among the loop, the core inlet
temperature did not remain constant and increased to the value of
540,9°K. On this level this temperature has been stabilized.

4.4.2 Calculation performance, files and output data organization

The installed version of RELAP5/MOD2 computer code has been changed in order
to cancel the "multiple flow junctions" model and to generate the "cross flow
junctions" model. The reason for this modification was the author's previous
acquisition with the cross flow junction model and his intention to apply it
properly.

Table 4.4.1 — Characteristics of the RELAP5/MOD2 nodalization of the
PMK-NVH facility for the SPE-3 test

Parameter Dimension Value

1. Number of nodes
2. Number of junctions
3. Number of slabs

Number of mash points
4. Number of care structures
5. Free volumes masses

A. Primary side
- reactor vessel
- cold leg
- PRZ surge line
- SG collectors
- SG tubes

total
B. Secondary side

6. Heat transfer areas
- core stabs
SG stabs (incl. collectors)

7. Overal heat transfer area to
the fluid

- in primary side
- in secondary side

(a?

139
143
115
823

5
(m3) (kg)

0,49/41,221
0,00799/6,0
0,01175/9,08
0,02088/9,06

0,02243 23>866

0.00875
0.404/

0,409/169,47

1,3579
6,7822

5,496
4.167
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Pré-test calculation of the SPE-3 has been performed on the PCPPS system
without restart using about 80 Mbyte disk space for the restart-plot file.
After that, the restart file has been transfered to IBM mainframe computer
system where further data elaborations have been organized.

The restart file has been elaborated in tow-steps procedure.

- First step: data sorting by parameters;

Second step: data plotting on BENSON-1425 model plotter.

4.4.3 Test results

The pre-test has been run on the PCPPS. 1920 seconds (100 seconds initial
steady state analysis and 1820 seconds of real time transient) required about
70 000 seconds CPU-time (ratio 1:385). Having in mind the expected phases of
the transient and without any information about the timing, a choice for
constant maximum time step of 0.1 sec all during the analyzed transient has
been made. In this way, it has been eliminated the possible and not low
probable for RELAP5/MOD2 code unstability. Heat losses from all structures
have been taken into account during all phases of the study.

The main phases of the analyzed transient and their timing are reported in
Table 4.4.2.

Table 4.4.2 — Main events and their time sequence PMK-NVH SPE-3

NS EVENT/QUANTITY

PRIMARY SIDE:

1. Break open
2. SCRAM & HPIS signal reached

(10,5 MPa)
3. Pump coast down start

(9 MPa)
4. Flashing in the core section

(upper part)
5. PRZ empty, break flow two-phase

8. Flashing in RPV upper head
9. Hot leg loop seal (cleared)

10. Cold leg loop seal (cleared)

11. Core uncovery begins
12. Mixture level in upper plenum

drops to hot-leg elevation

14. SIT's flows begin
15. SIT's flows terminated*

SECONDARY SIDE:

5. Maximum SG secondary
side pressure reached

6. Maximum SG secondary
side pressure

7. First BRU-A open

13. SG filled up to the
elevation of the steam line

TIMING
(sec)

10,55

12,55

14
16

5,28MPa
(26 sec)
5,28MPa
(26 sec)
~26
~40
not
not

not

not

~450
-870
-1600

*due to low PS/SITs pressure differential
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4.5 CHINA - Southwest Institute for Reactor Engineering
(CHINA R5/M2)

4.5.1 Nodalization scheme
Two nodalization schemes were used to investigate their influence in the
results :

The first scheme for nodalization, shown in Figure 4.5.1, has 113 control
volumes and the second scheme shown in Fig. 4.5.2 has 72 control volumes.
Calculations with the first scheme was performed first. It was found that l s
of process time was completed at a cost of 140 s of CPU time of computer, so
for the 2000 s of process time 280,000 s of CPU time would be required, that
is about 78 hours of CPU time. In order to reduce the CPU time for
convenience and economical reasons under the condition that all the necessary
information will be acquired through the calculation, another nodalization
scheme was tried, which involves 72 control volumes as shown in Figure 4.5.2,
which results in a large reduction of CPU time and a relatively less detailed
information. The results based on the second nodalization could also meet the
demand of number and precision of parameters needed. l s was completed at a
cost of about 75% of CPU time in this scheme, and this was used to nodalize
the test loop.
During this process, it is known that the initial temperature of the control
volumes affect more on the calculated time than other parameters, especially
the temperature distribution along steam generator and core. There is more
uncertainty in the value of temperature in SG and core than that of
temperature in hot leg, cold leg, etc., where there is no source of energy
added to fluid and no heat exchange between fluids. Relatively, the
distribution of pressure and mass flow rate have less uncertainties and also
they affect the CPU time less.

The nodalization for some of the components like steam generator and pump
deserve special attention. The steam generator used in this test is
vertical. There are 91 rows (with 9 rows blocked) of horizontal coiled pipe
connecting the hot collector and cold collector. All these parts of steam
generator forms the flow channel of primary side of SG, and are contained in
the SG vessel which forms the secondary side of SG, together with the vessel
steam dome and two steam pipes. The nodalization of it is illustrated in
Figure 4.5.2. Another special part in nodalization is the pump. There is a
special computer code component called "pump" to simulate real pump in the
test. The pump was simulated by a time-dependent junction which is very
simple to use.

4.5.2 Assumptions and defaults in modelling the actual test

In order to simplify the nodalization scheme and then make the calculation
easier and faster, some of the structure of the actual facility are ommitted
on the bases of not affecting the calculation results. For example, the pipes
which connect the two steam model to outside are omitted, and modelled by
junctions with no volume and flow length. The only important parameter is
flow are of the orifices (following these volumes, respectively) through which
the vapor and fluid passes into ambient. The flow area is taken into account
by using junctions instead of the actual orifices. Elsewhere in the break
simulator, the size of the break nozzle is very small. At first, every actual
component of this part of the facility were considered in the nodalization
scheme, including either break nozzle or volume of break valve (PV24).
Nevertheless, this ended in failure. There is hardly any fluid or vapor flow
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through this break tube, ony about 10 ? kg/s of the flow rate. Thus, the
pressure and temperature in primary system became higher and higher after the
feed water of secondary system was isolated. The calculation could only give
incorrect results and this method proved to be faulty. The practical way that
the break simulator is modelled then is almost the same as the orifice being
modelled, that is, only the area of the break nozzle is taken into account
using a system junction where break nozzle is accomodated. After this change,
the break flow takes place in the break tube in the calculation which
proceeded normally until the end of transient time, therefore, proving a
functional and practical way to reproduce the break simulation.

4.5.3 Result and discussion

The code results begin with 100 s period of steady state, and then continued
by 1819 s period of transient time (see comparison plots).

Primary and secondary pressures

Due to the break from primary system to secondary system, the primary
inventory decreases and the secondary inventory increases because the primary
pressure is far higher than the secondary pressure in nominal case.
Therefore, causing a temporarily sharp increasing of the secondary pressure at
the very beginning of the transient time. Simultaneously, the primary
pressure decreases sharply. Two factors undoubtedly enter into the increasing
of pressure of secondary side. The first is the large amount of mass from
primary system because of the large differential pressure between primary and
secondary. The second is the isolation of secondary feed water which causes
the increase of temperature of secondary side, therefore increasing the
secondary pressure. On the other hand, the differential pressure between
primary and secondary can affect the mass of fluid or vapor flow through this
channel. So at the very beginning of transient, the abrupt change in both
primary and secondary brings about the abrupt decreasing of primary pressure
and the same abrupt increasing of secondary pressure. Then, when the
secondary pressure reducing valve high setpoint is reached, there is
decreasing trend in the secondary pressure. More and more mass leave from
secondary system to the ambient, this decreasing effect becomes more and more
strong, exceeding the factors which cause the pressure increase. The
secondary pressure decreases and remains so until the pressure reducing
valve's low setpoint is reached. The core power keeps decaying and it's
effect is to reduce the primary temperature, and then primary pressure gets
stronger. Consequently, the secondary pressure decreases too, until the end
of transient time. As to primary pressure, the closing of the pressure
reducing valve brings about a short term of increasing at about 1500 s of
transient time. Then it slightly drops until the end of transient time.

Primary temperature

At the beginning of transient, as the break valve is being opened, the primary
pressure falls. Because the break mass flow rate is small, the primary
temperature has not apparent change. At about 16 s of transient time, the
primary pressure reaches the scram set-point, and the power added by core
decreases. The hot-leg temperature falls quickly. Then, the reduced
differential pressure between two sides of break causes the even smaller
pressure drop in primary side, so the temperature drop becomes slower than
before. There is a step showed in the trend of fluid temperature at SG hot
side during the decreasing phase. The step is in synchronization with the
closing of secondary pressure reducing valve, that is to say the change of
pressure in primary system causes the change of temperature in primary side.
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Since the isolating of secondary feed water causes less heat exchange between
SG hot side and cold side, temperature of SG cold side increases at the
beginning of transient time. Then, due to reduced power in the core, the
differential temperature of SG hot and cold side decrease. At about 176 s the
SITs injection begins, adding low temperature fluid to the loop. The hot side
temperature becomes even lower than the cold side. This difference in
temperature becomes bigger and bigger until about 1000 s. Since the
accummulator component in RELAPS contains an internal valve that opens on
static pressure drop and closes on reverse flow, when pressure outside the
accumulator becomes larger than that inside the accumulator, it stops
injection temporarily until the static pressure drop becomes positive. At
about 1000 s, the accumulator stops injection temporarily, so the system
temperature becomes higher, exceeding the saturated temperature. Vapour is
generated which causes mass flow rate fluctuance and then the temperature
fluctuates as well. Only when the accumulator injects again, the fluid
temperature drops under the saturated temperature, the vapor condensation
gives stable mass flow rate, and therefore stable system temperature.
Temperature of core outlet is relatively stable, in contrast with that of core
inlet. This is also because SIT-2's injection affects this part of fluid more
directly due to the closer distance. On the other hand, the injection is very
small in comparison with the loop flow, so the temperature value does not
decrease abruptly.

Levels

In SG secondary system, because of the abrupt increase of pressure at the very
beginning of transient, the steam in upper part of secondary vessel
condenses. This condensation causes the abrupt raising of secondary collapsed
level. Then the level decreases quickly because the sudden isolation of feed
water causes the raising temperature in secondary side fluid, until an
equilibrium state is reached. As secondary pressure reducing valves are
opened, the pressure decreases. And then the power added by core gradually
deminishes, thus causing lower temperature in both primary and secondary
system. Taking account of variations of pressure and temperature, the level
remains relatively stable. Since the temperature drops faster than pressure
the level has a slight increase during the transient time. In the primary
system, due to the isolation of feedwater at secondary side, the heat being
removed from primary to secondary is quickly reduced while the pressure of
primary system drops. If there were not accumulators injection at certain
time within transient, there would be "hot leg loop seal clearing". When the
accumulator sometimes stops injecting temporarily, the hot leg loop seal is
influenced, but the continuous injection then returns primary levels to
normal. During all of transient, the loop seals are not cleared.

Mass flow rates
As seen before, at break opening, the primary pressure drops quickly. During
this process, the pump begins to coast down so the loop mass flow rate drops
in the prescribed manner, until the cold leg flow rate decays below 0.454
kg/s. Then, the pump stops and natural circulation is established, thus
giving a very small flow rate in loop within the rest of the transient time.
Meanwhile, the sudden pressure drop in primary system causes steam generation
and then gives non stable mass flow rates in loop. When pressure in secondary
side increases to the secondary pressure reducing valve setpoint, the valve's
opening causes the first turning point of mass flow rate in the break pipe.
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Then, as pressure drops, the valve's closing causes the mass flow rate peak
from about 70 s to 200 s. Break flow is affected mainly by the differential
pressure between primary and secondary. As differential pressure becomes
smaller, mass flow rate in break tube becomes small as well.

Occurrences Timing (s)

0 Break valve opens 0
1 Pressurizer empty 92
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase 28
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared 308
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation 180
8 SIT-1 flow begins 80
9 SIT-2 flow begins 80
10 SIT-1 injection terminates 1072
11 SIT-2 injection terminates 1464
12 Steam generator filled up to the

elevation of the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 20
14 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 184
15 Safety relief valve opens 100
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4.6 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute
(NPPRI- CSFR R4/M5)

4.6.1 Nodalization

The nodalization scheme applied for the SPE-3 pre-test calculation consists of
22 control volumes, 28 junctions (23 normal junctions including break, 2 leaks
from the SG-secondary side and 3 fill junctions), 21 heat slabs (6 in core, 9
with constant heat sink in different parts of the primary, resp. secondary
circuit, 5 in the SG and 1 representing the ceramic material around the heated
tube in the core), 1 heat exchanger (modelling the heat added by the pump and
heat losses), 6 check valves and 1 pump (see Fig. 4.6.1).

Unlike the SPE-2 nodalization scheme, 1 control volume only was used to model
accumulator with its surge line. Number of the heat slabs with heat losses
was also reduced. The mian reason for these modifications was to reduce
consumption of CPU-time.

The break was modelled by normal junction connecting SG-collector with the
SG-secondary side, without another volume along the flow path. SG-secondary
side was simply modelled as a single volume with the safety relief valve
(SG-RV), pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) and with 2 fill junctions modelling
both feedwater and steam flow. Unlike the SPE-2 the steam part of the
SG-secondary side was increased in accordance with specification.
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FIG. 4.6.1. PMK-NVH nodalization for the SPE-3.
Pre-test calculations by the RELAP4/MOD5 code.
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4.6.2 Assumptions and options

Input data were prepared in accordance with the specification. Because of
incorrect enthalpy transport model in our version of RELAP4/MOD5 code, this
option was not used for steady-state calculation. Consequently, satisfactory
energy balance in the SG with actual heat transfer area was not reached. For
this reason, the SG-tubes heat transfer area was increased 1,25 times,
SG-secondary side coolant temperature was decreased about IK and primary
coolant temperature was increased about IK. After that, good steady-state was
reached.
The vertically stacked volumes option was not used because of higher CPU-time
requirements. For the junctions J2, J3, J8, J13, J14, J17, J18, J19, J21 and
J22 vertical slip model was considered. For the Henry Fauske - Homogeneous
Equilibrium critical flow model flow rate multiplier 0,85 was used. A
constant value of 0,13 MPa for sink pressure was used for leak junctions
(SG-RV, resp. BRU-A).

Volumes V2, V10, Vil, V12 and V15 were assumed to be homogeneous, for other
primary control volumes phase separation was assumed (see Tab. 4.6.1).
Initial mixure void fraction = 0,05 for SG-secondary side was used.

The pressure-loss coefficient of the break line was found equal 7,4
(corresponding to the diameter 3,8mm). For the SIT1s surge lines values 13,
resp. 12 were used.

The pump coast-down was modelled by time dependent pump speed in a prescribed
manner.
The total heat losses from whole system (primary and secondary circuit) was
considered to be 20 kW, for the SG-secondary side part it is 6 kW. The heat
added to the primary coolant from the pump was considered to be 20 kW.

Table 4.6.1 — Phase separation model

ALPH /-/

0.

0.8

0.8

0.8

VBUB /«/s/

0.

0.914

12.192

1.219

VOLUME NUMBER

V2.V10.V11.V12.V15

V1.V3.V4.V5.V6.V7.V8,V9.V13.
V14,V16,V17.V19
V18.V21.V22

V20
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4.6.3 Computer requirements and results
The calculations were performed by using the EC 1034 computer in NPPRI (0,6
Mip)

During a great part of the transient the time step in the range 0,05-0,0005
was used. At the beginning of the transient time step 0,1-0,001 was used.

For analysis of 695 s of the transient elapsed CPU time was about 900 min.
The average time step was about 0,02 s.
The calculations was stopped at 695 s because unrealistic pressurizer and
upper plenum-top behaviour after beginning of their refill. Timing of
occurrences are shown in Table 4.6.2.

Table 4.6.2 — Tinning of the occurrences

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

OCCU RANCH
Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Oryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenu« drops
to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 floM begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the s team line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU- A) opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU- A) closes
Safety relief valve opens
Pressure in UP drops to 1O.05 MPa
Pressure in UP drops to 9.0 MPa

TIMING (s)
0
27

not before
37-61 ;87- 98
not before
not before
not before
not before
87
87
65O
65O
not before
20
127
37
25
33

695

695
695
695
695

695
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4.7 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute
(NPPRI CSFR SLAP)

4.7.1 Description of the SLAP 3 Code

SLAP 3 - a present version fo the SLAP codes was used for the analysis. SLAP
(Small Leak Analysis Program) is a simple multinodal thermodynamic equilibrium
code modelling a pressurized water system by the chain of arbitrary number of
control volumes arbitrarily connected by junctions. Several closed loops can
be formed from these volumes and junctions.

In comparison with other multinodal codes the most important simplifying
assumptions of the SLAP are:

- thermodynamic pressure is equal for all nodes, excluding
hydroaccumulators, secondary circuit, optionally also the pressurizer
- coolant inertia is neglected
- coolant state equation is linearized for enthalpy as a function of
specific volume, with different pressure-dependent coefficients for
subcooled, two-phase and superheated regions, respectively.

Balance equations for the coolant
Pressure and temperature within each ordinary node is considered uniform. One
mass blaance and one energy balance equation is written for each node.
Moreover, for a node with steam separation one mass balance equation is
written for steam above the mixture level. Mass flow rates between nodes are
calculated from the assumption of the equal thermodynamic pressure in all
nodes and from the momentum balance along each closed loop.

Steam-water properties are calculated from simplified analytical equations.

Usual bubble rise approach is used for steam separation model, bubble
distribution is uniform below two-phase mixture level, bubble velocity is
calculated as a function of pressure, void fraction and node hydraulic
diameter as a function of pressure and void fraction. Optionally, any node
can be specified either as homogeneous one or a threshold void fraction can be
given for any node with formation of two-phase mixture level after reaching
the threshold value and keeping the void fraction below mixture level
constant. Cross-section of any node is considered variable with height.

Momentum balance is considered for each closed loop, taking into account pumps
and hydrostatic pressure differences as well as irreversible pressure losses.
Time dependent pressure loss coefficients are optionally considered e.g. for
valves.
Dependency of pressure loss coefficients on Reynolds number is neglected. For
two-phase flow optionally the homogeneous model, Martinelli-Nelson or Becker
correlation is used. Homogeneous flow without change of coolant properties
along junctions is assumed. Coolant properties are determined by ideal mixing
in upstream node within the junction inlet cross-section.

Core model

The core can be subdivided into arbitrary number of sections with uniform
average fuel temperature in each section. Total thermal resistance between
fuel and coolant consists of corresponding parts due to heat conduction in the
fuel as well as in the cladding, gas gap heat transfer and heat exchange
between cladding and coolant. Temperature dependent transport properties of
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fuel and cladding are considered. Heat transfer from the cladding to the
coolant is conservatively calculated from a subcooled convection correlation
below the mixture level and from the superheated convection correlation above
the level.

Time dependent reactor power can be specified either as input function, or can
be calculated from one-point kinetics equation with one group of delayed
neutrons. Optionally, it is possible to specify directly a time function of
heat flux from the cladding to the coolant.

Steam generator
Primary-secondary heat transfer area in steam generators can be subdivided
into arbitrary number of subareas. Heat flux through SG-tubes in both
directions is calculated by quasi-stationary radial heat transport model.
Initial overall thermal resistance primary-secondary is calculated from input
initial primary and secondary temperatures and heat transfer area. time
variation of two components of the thermal resistance corresponding to the
heat exchange on both sides of the tubing is taken into account through proper
heat transfer correlations. Following heat transfer regimes are considered
with appropriate heat transfer correlations.

primary side -
subcooled convection, nuclear boiling, steam condensation, convection
to saturated or superheated steam

secondary side -
pool boiling, subcooled convection from large volume into a tube in
natural circulation regime.

Heat transfer area reduction is taken into account, heat transport through
uncovered part of tubing being neglected. Thermal resistance of the tubing
material is considered constant.

Steam generator secondary side is modelled as one special node with steam
separation option, bubble rise velocity being constant.

Pressurizer

Pressurizer can be optionally modelled either as other usual nodes, or as a
special node with possible thermal non-equilibrium between steam and water.
Heaters, spray system and safety valves operation is considered.

For special model of the pressurizer, two options can be chosen by the user:

1. For small breaks, thermal non-equilibrium between steam and water
is possible following primary coolant expulsion into the
pressurizer through the surge line. In this case, pressure in
the primary circuit and in the pressurizer is equal, steam
separation is assumed to be ideal and complete thermal isolation
between steam and water takes place. This regime is
automatically switched into thermal equilibrium one, if water
temperature reaches the saturation line. Ideal mixing in the
water volume is supposed. Steam is always considered as
saturated.
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2. For medium and large breaks, with coolant outflow from the
pressurizer only, a pressure difference between pressurizer and
primary circuit is taken into account. Both phases are in
thermodynamic equilibrium and a bubble rise model with variable
bubble velocity is used for the steam separation.

Main circulation pumps
Pump speed is specified as input time function. Pump specific energy is
approximated by constant value for low volumetric flow and by quadratic
functions of volumetric flow with different coefficients for different pump
regimes. For two-phase flow regime, pump specific energy is reduced through
degradation factors.

Safety coolant injection

Safety coolant injection from high and low pressure pumps or accumulators can
be located into any node. Coolant flow from accumulators is calculated from
steady-state momentum equation, with isoentropic gas expansion above the water
level. Flow from pumps is done as input function of time, downstream pressure
and/or water level in specified node.

Secondary circuit

The secondary circuit as a whole together with secondary sides of all steam
generators is lumped together to form one equivalent node with uniform value
of the pressure. Feedwater flow, turbine steam flow, steam by-pass station
controllers as well as steam generator safety valves operation are simply
modelled.

Break flow

Rupture location can be specified in any node of the primary circuit into
either containment or secondary circuit. Critical flow model is based on
modified Bernoulli equation for highly subcooled water (A t sub ä 20 K),
Moody model for two-phase coolant outflow and linear interpolation with
respect to enthalpy between these two regions. A smooth transition from the
critical to subcritical flow is done by the so called Bendemann's ellipse.

Heat exchange with walls

One heat slab is considered in contact with coolant in each node. Only
average temperature is calculated for each heat slab. Two values of heat
transfer coefficients (including thermal resistant of the wall) are specified
as inputs for inner side of the wall, with step-wise change of the coefficient
at given value of the void fraction. For outer wall, constant heat losses to
the environment are considered.

Method of solution

Special method of numerical solution is used. Mass, energy and momentum
balance equations are transformed into the system of algebraic equations with
one non-linear equation with respect to the system pressure, other equations
are linear with respect to mass flows in junctions.

The system is solved by proper combination of an interaction procedure and a
solution of a system of linear algebraic equations by elimination method of
Gauss. Time steps can be either specified by the user or automatic time step
control option can be used.
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4.7.2 Input data and assumptions

Nodalization used is shown in Fig. 4.7.1. The scheme consists of 13 volumes
(plus 2 accumulators, plus secondary side volume) and 13 junctions. As can be
seen from Fig. 4.7.I/ both pump section and pump delivery lines between valves
V2 and V3 were not modelled. Without this simplification, the calculation
should be done in two steps (the code assumes a uniform pressure in the system
during the transient). Up to the isolation of the pump lines, capacity of the
system is partly changed by this simplification.

Pressurizer was modelled as a standard node without utilization of the special
features available for this component. Vessel head was chosen as a separate
node. Five axial sections of the core were chosen in such a way that the
bottom of the sections were located at heights 0; 1.25; 1.494; 2.214; 2.447 m
above the bottom of the core.

V3

C5

C - cor» «citons
SG - slum gonerttor sections

HA - hydroaccumulalofa
HPIS - high prosjuf« Injection systam

FIG. 4.7.1. Nodalization for the SLAP 3 analysis of the PMK-NVH
SPE-3 standard problem.
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One heat slab was assumed in each coolant volume. Heat losses to the
environment were specified by constant power values and their distribution was
in accordance with specification. Constant heat transfer coefficients from
the walls to the coolant were estimated as corresponding to the natural
circulation coolant mass flow rate. Heat addition by the pump was considered
during the pump operation.

Actual dependency of mixture level versus mixture volume was considered for
each volume.

Initial mass flow rate, coolant inlet and outlet temperatures and secondary
pressure were the same as measured. The agreement was achieved by the
adjustment of 1) pressure loss coefficient of the pump delivery line, 2)
overall thermal resistance between primary and secondary side of the steam
generator. Vessel head coolant temperature was also specified as measured
just before the test.

Time dependency of the heat production in the fuel simulator was assumed as
measured during the test. Transient for power was initiated at 10.05 MPa.
Total power was distributed uniformly along the heated part of the simulator.
Because of the assumption of the ideal mixing, steady state coolant
temperature in the upper part of the core must be equal to the core outlet
temperature, in the lower part it must be equal to the average temperature of
the primary circuit.

Total steam generator heat exchange surface was subdivided into two equal
parts. For steady state, 68.7% of the total power was transferred through the
first half of the steam generator.

Plow decrease in the by-pass line in accordance with measurement was achieved
by the purnp speed reduction (proportionally to the required mass flow) instead
of by pump delivery valve closure. This process was initialized at primary
pressure equal to 9.0 MPa. After specified time interval onto the transient,
15 s, valve VI in by-pass line was assumed to close partly to obtain a
required value of pressure loss coefficient of the by-pass line.

Steam flow as well as feedwater flow for the steam generator were assumed to
decrease linearly from their initial value of 0.377 kg/s to 0 within first 4
seconds of the transient. The secondary side relief valve was assumed to open
and to close within 2.5 s at specified opening and closing pressure, steam
generator safety valve was assumed to open immediately at 5.63 MPa and it
remained open for the rest of the transient.

The rupture point was located at the top of the hot collector. the break was
assumed to occur instantaneously at 2.0 s onto the transient. Discharge
coefficient equal to 0.8 was applied. Besides this the pressure loss
coefficient for the flow path from the hot collector to the secondary side of
the steam generator was estimated to e 7.4, including friction (corresponding
to the diameter 3.8 mm). For steam outflows (relief valve, safety valve),
discharge coefficient was equal to 1, no pressure losses were considered.
Steam separation was considered in all nodes excluding lower plenum, lowerpart
of the core and steam generator tubing.

Seeker's correlation was used for two-phase friction losses calculation.
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Bubble rise velocity for respective primary nodes was calculated by
correlation from Ishizuka, for steam generator secondary side the velocity was
assumed constant approximately 12 m/s, resulting in very rapid steam
separation.

Pressure loss coefficients for different parts of the primary circuit were
found mostly from the measured coolant mass flow and pressure distribution.

Coolant flow between accumulators and the primary circuit was allowed only in
one direction from accumulators to the primary circuit. Coolant inertia in
the connecting line between SITs and primary circuit is neglected, thus
allowing very rapid changes of the SITs flow.

For proper modelling of the electrically heated stainless steel simulator it
was assumed, that "stainless-steel fuel rod" is with internal radius 3.55 mm,
external radius 4.55 mm, very large gas-gap heat transfer coefficient and
negligible cladding thickness.

4.7.3 Computer and CPU time calculation

Calculation was performed on EC 1034 computer (0.6 Mips). Time steps used
were mostly within the range 1.10~4 - 0.1 s (limitations given by the
user). For 1138.5 s of transient, total number of time steps was 12385,
average time step was 0.092 s, total CPU time was approximately 187 minutes.
For comparison, it will be about 9 minutes on IAEA mainframe computer IBM 3081,

4.7.4 The calculated timing of the occurrences

Occurrences Timing (s)

0 Break valve opens 0
1 Pressurizer empty 45
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase 49 - 147; 353 - 395
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared 114 - 129; 340 - 378
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops to

hot-leg elevation 247 - 370
8 SIT-1 flow begins 130
9 SIT-2 flow begins 130
10 SIT-1 injection terminates 1079
11 SIT-2 injection terminates 1064
12 Steam generator filled up to the elevation

of the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 21
14 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 147
15 Safety relief valve opens 35
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4.8 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute
(NPPRI - CSFR R5/M2)

4.8.1 Nodalization

The computer code used for these calculations is the RELAP5/MOD2/RMA version
installed on the IAEA PCPPS computers in the beginning of February during IAEA
Workshop in Budapest, Hungary.

Nodalization scheme (Fig. 4.8.1) is derived from the scheme used for SPE-2
analyses at the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), input data for
these analyses were distributed during the RELAP5 Workshop in Vienna, November
1989. The modified scheme considers break pipe as a PIPE component (700)
connected to the steam part of the SG (500) by BREAK VALVE (707), and the
model of both the pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) and the secondary side
safety valve (RV-SG).

The attention was focussed on modelling a BREAK PIPE component, especially on
junction loss coefficient estimate. Updated data were actuated according to
the actual test condition of the SPE-3.

311-1

630 250
2*8

__ ÏIKB MPEHDÏSÎ JWCtlOH
X CROS3ÏXOY JTOCT10S

FIG. 4.8.1. Nodalization scheme for SPE-3 pre-test analysis by the RELAP5/MOD2 code.
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The steady state control system for pressurizer liquid level - not included in
the nodalization scheme - was used to achieve desired initial conditions for
transient calculation. The key parameters of the system (except the primary
circuit flow and the SG secondary side water level) at the end of the
steady-state calculations (5 s process time, 320 s CPU) are quite near to the
measured ones at the beginning of the transient. For comparison of calculated
and measured steady-state parameters see Table 4.8.1.

On the other hand, an energy imbalance of the system was recognized at that
moment.

Table 4.8.1 — Comparison of calculated and measured steady state parameters

P a r a m e t e r
Pressure in upper plenum
Primary circuit flow
Core inlet temperature
Water level in
pressurizer (collapsed)
SG secondary side pressure
SG secondary side water
level (collapsed)
SIT-1 level
SIT-2 level

Units
MPa
kg/s
K

m
MPa

m
m
m

RELAP 5/MOD 2/RMA
12,582
5,49
534,14

1,20
4,646

2,39
1,439
1,824

SPE-3
12,624
5,24
534

1,18
4,59

2,11
1,44
1,83

The pressure loss coefficients of the SIT's surge lines were assumed 13 and
12, respectively (as given in the test specification).

Based on the comparison of the SPE-2 calculated and measured data, the
discharge coefficients for BREAK VALVE, pressure reducing valve and SG safety
valve have been set 0.8 for both subcooled and two phase flow. P
coefficients for remaining part of the system were not changed. Pump coast
down was simulated using motor-valve model for MV11 and MV12 with operating
time 2 s, and servo valve model for PV11 (valve flow area was calculated from
special time table to indicate flow rate behaviour in a close agreement with
the experiment). Closing time of this valve was 152 s.

Heat transfer in the core and SG was modelled according to VTT's SPE-2
calculations, only environmental temperature for heat losses assessment was
assumed 298 K.
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Calculation was done on the IAEA PC Based Parallel Processing System.

Characteristics of the calculation are as follows:

Transient time
[s]

-5.
0.
45.
115.

- 0.
- 45.
- 115.
- 1200

Time step used [s]
min. max. dominant

10~6 0.1
10~6 0.1
10~6 0.1
10~6 0.1

0.1
0.00625
0.0125
0.025

CPU time
[s]

320.
100080.

20560.
92570.

Step number

70
5960
11950

56450

During detailed analysis of the results, some user errors were found in
connection with:

SG water level calculation without influence on the process
behaviour

- SIT termination trip signal.

4.8.2 Timing of the occurrences

Occurrences

0 Break valve opens
1 Pressurizer empty
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation
8 SIT-1 flow begins
9 SIT-2 flow begins
10 SIT-1 injection terminates
11 SIT-2 injection terminates
12 Steam generator filled up to the

elevation of the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens
14 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes
15 Safety relief valve opens

Timing (s)

0.
56.

52.

104.
102.

not before 1200*
not before 1200*
not before 1200

12.
138.
38.

SIT's isolation was not realized due to user error of trip signal.
Conditions for the termination were reached at 1104s.
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4.9 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute
(NPPRI - CSFR DYNAMIKA)

4.9.1 Description of DYNAMIKA-90 Code

DYNAMIKA-90 is a modified version of a Soviet code DINAMIKA, used for analyses
of dynamic behaviour of both primary and secondary circuits of WWER-type
reactor unit. Original Soviet version was designed for a wide range of
accidents (reactivity excursions, main pump trips, steam or feedwater-tube
break, turbine trips). Due to this reason this version is different to the
DYNAMIKA version used by Soviet participants.

Several versions of the code have been developed in Nuclear Power Plant
Research Institute, last of them is DYNAMIKA-90. The main purpose of
modifications was to adapt the code for Czechoslovakian NPPs, to model
secondary circuit more in detail and to spread applicability of the code for
small break LOCA accidents.

The essential features of the code are as follows: Each circulation loop can
be modelled separately together with all important equipment, e.g. horizontal
U-tube steam generator, pumps, main isolation valves. Pressurizer is
connected by the surge line to the hot line of the loop. Active core is
divided into arbitrary number of fuel channels. Reactor power is influenced
by the control rod movement, reactivity feedbacks and by the changes of bor id
acid concentration. The secondary system model includes secondary side of SG,
feedwater lines as well as steam lines and turbines. All important control
and protection systems in primary as well as secondary circuit are modelled,
e.g. reactor power control, reactor protection system, primary coolant volume
and pressure control, secondary system pressure control, secondary feedwater
flow control, turbine power control.

For a mathematical description, the system is subdivided into arbitrary number
of flow sections and plenums, each of them being described by mass and energy
balance equations.

Momentum equations for homogeneous incompressible flow is written for each
circulation loop and for each fuel channel in the core with an assumption of
the axially independent flow (except for the loop with pressurizer).
Assumptions of thermal equilibrium and homogenity are applied for all parts of
the system except the pressurizer (generally the thermal non-equilibrium is
considered between separated steam and water) and SG secondry side (separated
phases in thermal equilibrium). In addition to the coolant mass, energy and
momentum balance alsoneutron kinetics, heat conduction in the fuel rods and in
the walls, circulation pumps, valves, controllers and protection system etc.
are described by respective equations. Number of equations can be up to 1000.

For the integration of the differential equations a combination of various
method is used the Runge-Kutta method with different time steps for different
equations, the Euler method for the equations with constant right sides,
special reactivity dependent methods for neutron kinetics equations.

Most important limitations for applicability of the code for SB LOCA analysis
are:

the coolant outflow must be low in relation to the loop mass flow
rate (this limitation does not exist if the leakage is from the
pressurizer),
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- no phase separation is accounted for and extensive boiling is not
allowed in the primary circuit/

the pressurizer cannot be completely filled by the liquid,

heat transfer in the SG is not predicted adequately if heat is
removed from the secondary to the primary side.

Because of these reasons the code is usually applied for SB LOCA only for the
initial portion of the accident (several minutes of the real time) when there
is a subcooled liquid or low quality two-phase mixture in the primary circuit
and when the controllers and protection systems actions substantially affect
the course of an accident.

4.9.2 Nodalization and assumptions

The nodalization scheme used for the pre-test calculation of the PMK-NVH SPE-3
by the code DYNAMIKA-90 is shown in Fig. 4.9.1. The code has a fixed
nodalization of reactor, where downcomer and lower plenum is modelled by one
volume, another volume is corresponding to the upper plenum. The core was
represented by one channel subdivided into five sections. Both cold and hot
leg were modelled as one volume each.

Pressurizer was represented by one volume with separated phases.

The steam generator heat transfer area was subdivided into five sections.
Heat exchange with both primary and secondary walls (represented by one heat
slab in each volume) was considered.

SIÏ-2 8IT-1

PRBSSURIZER SG-RV BRU-A TO KVH

STEAM GENERA1

.BREAK

JT
,HPIS

FIG. 4.9.1. PMK-NVH nodalization for the SPE-3.
Pre-test calculations by the DYNAMIKA-90.
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Coolant mass flow rate was given as a function of time throughout the closing
period of PV11 valve, afterwards it was determined by momentum balance
equation taking into account gravity forces and irreversible pressure losses.
Dependency of pressure loss coefficients on Reynolds number was neglected.

Steam generator secondary side was considered as a one thermodynamic
equilibrium volume. Void fraction in two-phase mixture was given as a
function of steam mass flow from the steam generator.

The steam and feedwater mass flow rate was given as a function of time.
The mass flow rate through the steam generator safety valve, through the
pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) as well as mass flow through break were
determined by modified Bernoulli equation.

High pressure injection system delivers constant mass flow into cold leg.
Safety coolant injection from SIT-2 and SIT-1 is delivered into downcomer and
upper plenum, respectively. Mass flow rate from SIT's is determined by
modified Benoulli equation.

Because of the code DYNAMIKA-90 don't respect phase separation, mixture levels
in individual volumes could not be determined. Only the hypothetical upper
plenum level was derived persuming ideal separation. In other volumes
(excluding the pressurizer, SIT's and SG secondary side) one phase coolant or
homogeneous mixture is considered.

The calculations were carried out on the personal computer KNC (Intel 80386
with coprocessor 80387) and a time consumption for 1900 sec of analysed
process was about 8000 sec. CPU. Time step used in calculation was in the
range of 0,025 - 0,1 s.

4.9.3 Timing of occurrences

Occurrences Timing (s)

0 Break valve opens 0
1 Pressurizer empty 26
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase -
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation
8 SIT-1 flow begins 155
9 SIT-2 flow begins 155
10 SIT-2 injection terminates 1476
11 SIT-2 injection terminates 1082
12 Steam generator filled up to the elevation

of the steam line -
13 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 32
14 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 96
15 Safety relief valve opens 66
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4.10 FINLAND - Imatran Voima Oy
(IVO - FINLAND R5/M2)

4.10.1 Nodalization
The nodalization used for the calculations is shown in Fig. 4.10.1 and Table
4.10.1 The primary side nodalization is based on the one used for the IAEA
Standard Problem Exercise 2 by VTT of Finland. For the SPE-3 calculations,
the secondary side was added to the model and also several changes concerning
friction coefficients and wall heat transfer coefficients were made.

The nodalization consists of 108 computational volumes including 5 time
dependent volumes/ 123 junctions including 2 time dependent junctions and 90
heat structures.

PMK

RELAP5/MOD2

• HEAT STRUCTURE

. HtAT SOURCE

X > (BOSS-ROW JUNCTION

— "TIME DEPENDENT VOtUME

•— • TIKE DEPENDENT JUNCTION

IVO

FIG. 4.10.1. Nodalization scheme.
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Table 4.10.1 Node designations

100 - 112 hot leg
120 - 128 steam generator hot collector
130 - 142 steam generator tubes, primary side
148 - 156 steam generator cold collector
160 - 162 cold leg loop seal descending leg
165 - 175 pump loop
190 - 192 pep coast down simulation valves
179 - 183 cold leg
200 downcomer upper plenum
202 - 210 downcomer
212 downcomer lower plenum
216 reactor vessel lower plenum
218 core (without heat input)
220 - 228 core (with heat input)
230 - 250 upper plenum
400 - 426 pressurizer with surge line
620 HPIS
660 - 680 SIT
511 - 540 steam generator volumes
500 separator
540 steam generator downcomer
545 - 550 steam dome
580 - 585 feedwater system
598 - 599 steam line
552 - 579 secondary side
780 - 730 break

4.10.2 Initial boundary conditions

In RBLAP5 calculations, the boundary conditions for mass balance are
determined by time dependent junctions (user given flow rate) and time
dependent volumes (user given thermodynamic state). In this case time
dependent volumes were used for the steam line (discharge volume behind valve
PV 22) as well as for the discharge volumes of pressure reducing valve (PV23)
and safety valve (MV21). Time dependent junctions were used for feedwater and
HPIS injection.

The convergence of the steady state calculation toward the given initial
conditions was facilitated by using several auxiliary control systems. The
total primary system mass was adjusted by an auxiliary water-injection into
the pressurizer controlling the pressurizer liquid level. The primary
pressure was controlled with an auxiliary time-dependent steam filled volume
connected to the top of the pressurizer. The primary side mass flow rate was
controlled by an auxiliary control system adjusting the valve pvll (junction
191). Auxiliary steady state control systems were applied also for the steam
generator collapsed level by adjusting feedwater flow and for steam generator
pressure by adjusting valve PV22 (junction 598). In the beginning of the
transient, the temperatures in the water filled control volumes of pressurizer
and in the reactor vessel upper head (above hot leg) were set manually to 600
K and 539 K, correspondingly.
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In the steady-state calculation, no satisfactory solution was found for
obtaining the core inlet temperature equal to 534 K (measured value) while
keeping steam generator (SG) secondary side pressure at 4.59 MPa. To get the
core inlet temperature 534 K, dramatic changes should have been done to
increase heat transfer from primary to secondary side calculated by
RELAP5/MOD2. Thus, a decision was made to use SG pressure 4.59 and the
existing heat transfer correlations for SG tubes in the steady state
calculation, which resulted in the core inlet temperature 540 K.

In the steady-state calculations the steam generator secondary side collapsed
water level is lower than the measured one in order to avoid water flow into
the steam line.

The main parameters at the end of the steady-state calculation are presented
in Table 4.10.2.

Table 4.10.2. Calculated and measured initial conditions

Parameter

Pressure in upper plenum
Loop flow
Core inlet temperature
Core outlet temperature
Core power
Collapsed coolant level above
pressurizer bottom

Pressurizer temperature
Secondary side pressure
Collapsed SG level
Feedwater flow
Feedwater inlet temperature

Calculated

12.52
5.24
540
566
700

1.18
601
4.59
1.95
0.378
492

MPa
kg/s
K
K
kW

m
K
MPa
m
kg/s
K

Measured

12.52
5.24
534

700

1.18

4.59
2.11
0.377
492

MPa
kg/s
K

kW

m

MPa
m
kg/s
K

4.10.3 Code and computational capacity

The calculations were conducted with the IBM version of RELAP5/MOD2 cycle
36.05. The computer used was an IBM 3083J with the operating system MVS/XA
2.2.0 and VSFORTRAN 2.3.0 compiler.

During the transient RELAPS was allowed to use the time step as adjusted by
the build-in time step control of the code. The time step was limited mainly
by the Courant limit in nodes 552, 700 and 780. The average time used was
0.041 s.
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Table 4.10.3 Main occurrences in the transient calculation

Occurrence Time (s)

Break valve opens 0
Pressure reducing valve opens 10.5
Pump trip simulation initiated 30.9
Pressurizer empty 31
Safety relief valve opens 32.1
Break flow two-phase 37
HPIS injection begins 62.3
SIT-1 flow begins 68.6
SIT-2 flow begins 68.6
Pressure reducing valve closes 102
Upper plenum water level drops to hot leg elev. 380
SIT-2 injection terminates 828
SIT-1 injection terminates 850
Hot leg loop seal cleared 1300
Core uncovery
Steam generator filled up to the elevation of
steam line
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4.11 FINLAND - Technical Research Centre of Finland
(VTT - FINLAND R5/M2)

4.11.1 Physical model and options

The calculation was carried out using the frozen version of the
RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 36.05 computer code. No user changes has been made in the
code.

The user of the RELAP5 code is not able to select the correlations used
for constitutive relations. Those are automatically determined by the
programmed logic according to two-fluid conditions. The constitutive
relations include decisions for defining flow regimes and flow regime rleated
models for interfacial drag, wall friction, heat transfer, interfacial heat
and mass transfer, and reflood heat transfer. Table 4.11.1 briefly summarizes
the correlations included in the code. They are closer described on pp. 73 -
164 of the Vol. 1 of the RELAP5/MOD2 Code Manual.

Table 4.11.1

Flow regimes

Interphase drag:

Wall friction:

Wall heat transfer:

Interphase mass transfer:

Reflood heat transfer:

Special process models:

Vertical and horizontal maps for pipe flows
and high mixing map pump flow (based on the
work of Taitler and Dunkler, and Ishii).

Dependent on flow regime maps (based mainly
on the work of Ishii).

Wall shear effect based on a two-phase
multiplier approach in which the two-phase
multiplier is calculated from the HTFS
modified Baroczy correlation and phasic wall
friction components from Lockhard-Martinelli
model. The single phase friction factor is
computed from an approximation fo the
Colebrook correlation.
Losses due to abrupt area changes are
calculated by mechanistic form loss models.
Other geometric losses with user given
energy loss coefficients.

single phase forced convection;
Dittus-Boelter
saturated nucleate boiling; Chen
subcooled nucleate boiling; Modified Chen
CHF; Biasi (high flow)

Modified Zuber (low flow)
transition film boiling; Chen
film boiling; Bromley-Pomeranz

Dougal1-Rohsenow
condensation; (based on work by Collier)

Modelled according to the thermodynamic
process, interphase heat transfer regime and
flow regime
A special reflood model is included to
calculate the reflood process at low
pressure and low mass flow rate.

Choked flow model; Ransom-Trapp
Horizontal stratification entrainment model
Abrupt Area Change
Crossflow junction
Vertical stratification model
Water packing mitigation scheme
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4.11.2 Nodalization scheme

The nodalization model is in principal the same as used in earlier
calculations of SPE-1 and -2. The additional parts needed for SPE-3 have been
added, and some minor changes and corrections have also been made.

The RELAP5-model of the PMK-NVH facility consists of

- 98 volumes
- 104 junctions
- 67 heat slabs (288 mesh points)

The nodalization scheme is in Figure 4.11.1 and the identification of the
control volumes is shown in Table 4.11.2.

All connections to the reactor vessel and downcomer are modelled by crossflow
junctions (see Figure 4.11.1), as suggested in user guidelines.

Steam generator tubing is modelled by three horizontal channels, each divided
into three volumes. The uppermost channel represents 30 tubes and is on the
level of the highest tube to allow steam flow when the liquid level drops
below that level. The lowest channel represents 22 tubes and is on the level
of the lowest tube to allow water flow to the tubes as long as the water level
is above the lowest tube.

The break assembly is modelled as a valve junction connecting the break line
from the hot leg collector to the top of the steam generator secondary. At
break valve junction the two velocity option and discharge coefficient of 1.0
for both subcooled and two phase regimes are used. The pressure loss of the
break orifice (d = 3.8 mm) is computed with the valve abrupt area change
option.

The high-pressure injection system is connected to the horizontal part of cold
leg. The HPIS flowrate is given as function of time. HPIS was activated at
38 s after the primary pressure reached 10.05 MPa.

One accumulator (SIT-1) is connected to the downcomer top and the second
(SIT-2) to the upper plenum. Accumulator injections are activated when the
primary pressure decreases the accummulator pressures 5.84 MPa and 5.87 MPa.
The secondary side model of the steam generator includes a separator component
where void fraction limits 0.35 and 0.55 for vapor outlet and liquid fall back
junctions are applied. Those values allow to maintain the correct collapsed
water level. As a result an internal circulation with a mass flow rate of
approximately 100 times greater than the feedwater rate is established.

The steam generator safety relief valve MV21 and the secondary pressure
reducing valve PV23 (BRU-A) are modelled as a valve junction connected to
boundary volumes at atmospheric pressure. At both valve junctions the two
velocity option and discharge coefficient of 1.0 for both subcooled and two
phase regimes are used. The pressure losses of the valve orifices (d = 3.3mm
and 3.7 mm) are computed with the valve abrupt area change option.
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Table 4.11.2

Group of Components

hot leg
primary side of steam generator
cold leg from steam generator
collector to pump simulator bypass

pump coast down valve MV11
pump isolation valve MV12
pump simulator bypass tubes
pump flow controller valve PV11
cold leg from pump simulator tubes
to downcomer

reactor vessel
HPIS system
accummulators SIT-1 and SIT-2
primary to secondary break simulation
pressurizer and surge line
feedwater simulation from NVH
secondary side of steam generator
secondary steam line volumes
secondary side steam relief valve MV21
secondary side pressure reducing valve
(BRU-A) PV23

steam dump simulation to NVH

component
numbers

100-112
120-156

160-165
199
192
166-174
191

175-183
200-250
620-621
660-680
300-302
400-426
580-581
500-550
560-599
562

566
596-597

number of
components

6
19

3
1
1
6
1

6
22
1
2
3
6
1

13
5
1

1
2

Heat losses to the environment are modelled as convective boundary conditions
where the constant heat transfer coefficient is used. The ambient room
temperature (T = 293 K) is the sink temperature of the boundary volume. In
order to achieve the amount of heat losses given by KPKI different values for
the heat transfer coefficients were used in the walls of the primary side,
pressurizer and secondary side models. Table 4.11.3 summarizes the values
used in the model.

Table 4.11.3

Primary walls
Pressurizer walls
Secondary walls

Measured
22.9
3
3.8

Heat losses (kW)
Calculated

22.1
3.1
3.7

Heat trans. coeff.
(W/m**2 K)

7.5
10.0
3.5
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The distribution of heat losses in the primary side was not checked but it is
in proportion to the outside wall area of different parts of the primary.

The secondary steam line volumes (vols. No. 560, 561 and 565) are modelled
without heat structures. This was judged to be appropriate, because electric
heating compensates the heat losses and the heat transfer rate to steam is
negligible.

4.11.3 Calculations performed

The RELAP5/MOD2 code was run on a CDC Cyber 180 computer consisting of the
model 840 CPU with 16 MB of central memory (in NOS operating environment only
256 K word (=2 MB) can be utilized). The speed of the model 180-840 CPU is 1
MPlops (6 MIPS). The operating system is NOS 2.7.1 level 716.

4.11.4 Steady state calculations

The calculation model presented above is mainly the same as supplied
in the IAEA SPE-1 and SPE-2. The pressure loss coefficients had slightly to
be modified. The pressure distribution of the changed model is compared with
data of SPE's in the Table 4.11.4.

Table 4.11.4. Pressure distribution

position
dp!2
position
dp23
position
dp34
position
dp45
position
dp56
position
dp67
position
dp78
position
dp81

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

12
+0
12
+ 0
12
-0
12
-0
12
+ 0
12
+0
12
+0
12
+ 0

SPE-1
,629
.026
.603
.059
.544
.008
.552
.286
.838
.066
.772
.042
.730
.080
.650
.021

SPE-2
12
+ 0
12
+ 0
12
-0
12
-0
12
+0
12
+ 0
12
+0
12
-i-O

.161

.024

.137

.052

.075

.016

.091

.254

.345

.054

.291

.038

.253

.073

.180

.019

12
+ 0
12
+ 0
12
-0
12
-0
12
+0
12
+0
12
+ 0
12
+ 0

SPE-3
.624
.026
.598
.059
.539
.008
.547
.286
.833
.061
.772
.042
.730
.080
.650
.026

SPE-3
RELAPS
12
+0
12
+ 0
12
-0
12
-0
12
+ 0
12
+ 0
12
+ 0
12
+0

.501

.032

.469

.07

.399

.011

.410

.364

.774

.066

.708

.062

.646

.125

.521

.020

SPE-0
RELAP5
12
+ 0
12
+0
12
-0
12
-0
12
+ 0
12
+ 0
12
+ 0
12
+ 0

.272

.024

.248

.053

.195

.014

.209

.272

.481

.053

.428

.038

.390

.100

.290

.018

primary mass flow rate 4.73 ?
valve PV11 opening ratio

4.6 ? 5.24? 5 . 2 4
0.205

4.45
0.145

The calculation model showed a greater sensitivity of loop flow rate than the
measured date (SPE-3/SPE-0 simulations vs. SPE-3/SPE-2 measurements). Because
there is no evidence that the resistance values have changed, the model was
kept unchanged even the calculated pressure losses are higher than
measurements. Only the opening area of valve PV11 was controlled in order to
achieve the correct pump power rate. The information of the loop flow rate
with the data of measured pressure distribution would be essential.
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The steady state initiation model included additional components to regulate
the primary and secondary conditions. Primary pressure was kept unchanged by
a time dependent volume connected to the top of the pressurizer. The
pressurizer water level was maintained with a controller allowing water
injection or suction in the primary loop. The secondary side included similar
components.

The initiation search run was performed using the RELAP5/MOD2 steady-state
option. The code needed 170 seconds to achieve the steady-state. The flows
to or from the steady state boundary volumes were at that time negligible.

The initial conditions for the transient were mainly the same as measured
initial conditions, that can be seen in the Table 4.11.5. However, the
calculated core inlet temperature was 8 K higher than in the test. Because
the same model gives better agreement when calculating SPE-2, the differences
of initial conditions were examined. Some indicator values are calculated in
the lower part of Table 4.11.5.

Table 4.11.5

parameter units SPE-1 SPE-2 SPE-3 RELAPS
primary circuit

Pressure in upper plenum MPa
loop flow kg/s
core inlet temperature K
core power kW
water level in pressurizer m
accummulators:
SIT-1 pressure MPa
SIT-2 pressure MPa
SIT-1 level m
SIT-2 level m

12.65
4.73
538
654
1.25

12.18
4.6
546
662
1.55

5.97
6.02
1.55
1.98

12.52
5.24
534
700
1.18

5.84
5.87
1.44
1.83

12.52
5.24
540
700
1.18

5.84
5.87
1.44
1.83

secondary circuit:

pressure in SG
water level in SG
feedwater flow

values for comparison:

estimated temperature
increase in core
core inlet temperature
secondary saturation
temperature Tsat
temperature difference

MPa
m
kg/s

- Tsat

K
K

K

K

4.67
2.25
0.353

27.01
538

532.9

5.1

5.07
1.67
0.406

27.3
546

538.0

8.0

4.59
2.11
0.377

26.5
534

531.8

2.2

4.59
2.10
0.371

(25.8)
540

531.8

8.2
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When the secondary side is at saturated condition, the secondary temperature
is constant and determined by secondary pressure. The temperature difference
between secondary and primary is only dependent of the rate of the heat flow
through the steam generator tubes and the thermal resistance over the heat
transfer areas. If it is assumed that the increase of primary flow rate or
heat flow from primary to secondary does not affect the heat transfer rates at
the primary or secondary side wall/ the temperature difference between primary
and secondary will increase when the heat flow is increased. From the data in
Table 4.11.5 this is not evident. The heat flow is very similar in SPE-1 and
SPE-2, but still there is about 3 K deviation in the temperature difference
between primary and secondary. Even more unbelievable seems the comparison
between SPE-2 and SPE-3. The temperature difference change from 6 - 2.2 K
results in a four times greater linear thermal resistance of heat transfer.
Such a movement is not possible only due to the slightly different conditions
at the primary or secondary walls. At any rate the code does not calculate
so. The code model could be changed to give similar core inlet temperature as
was measured. This was not justified because it needs rather radical changes
of thermal resistance or heat transfer area. Also the discussion above gives
some doubts on the accuracy of the initial conditions. However, the higher
initial primary temperature of the calculation will disappear very quickly in
the beginning of the transient and the slightly higher energy content hardly
will have any significant effect to the transient.

4.11.5 Transient Calculation

The transient calculation was stopped at 2000 s. This required 5335 s CPU
time on the CDC Cyber 180-840. The number of calculated time step was 9603 of
which 266 was repeated due to the time step control of the code.

No severe failures in running the code were met.
summarized as follows:

The computer runs can be

Code used
Computer used
Average CPU/simulation time ratio
Steady state CPU-time
Transient CPU-time

RELAPS/MOD2 cycle 36.05
CDC Cyber 180-840
2.7
909 s (170 s calculated)
3124 s (see Table 4.11.6)

Table 4.11.6

simulation time
seconds
0.0 - 1.0
1.0 - 25.0
25.0-100.0
100.0-200.0
200.0-300.0
300.0-400.0
400.0-500-0
500.0-1000.0
1000.0-1250.0
1250.0-1500.0
1500.0-2000.0

used
maximum
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.05

.10

.125

.25

.5

.5

.125

.25

.25

.25

.5

time steps
average
0.5
0.0976
0.1012
0.2469
0.3876
0.2283
0.125
0.1850
0.2498
0.2495
0.2902

current
0.0494
0.0584
0.1825
0.1993
0.1917
0.1835
0.1141
0.5786
0.4227
0.2159
0.2544

CPU-time
seconds
12.1
137.7
446.1
228.8
173.4
237.8
435.35
1485.8
562.4
550.6
1056.3

no. of
time steps
20
249
111
410
303
448
800
2714
1002
1004
1876
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Sequence of Initiation Events

The initiation of sequence of events was mainly as stated in the measured
initial conditions. Only following discrepancies were noted:

- The break valve opening time was 2.3 s/ as stated on p. 13 of the
Specification Report.

- The closing time of steam valve PV22 is 4.0 s. The closing curve
of the valve model was linear, which kept the flowrate unchanged
until 3 s. It is not known, if this is similar behaviour as in
the test facility.

- Both the opening and closing time of the model of the pressure
reducing valve PV23 is 2.3 s.

Both accumulator were closed at the low level of SIT-2.

Major Occurrences
The transient was very mild and many of the events asked by the organizer did
not occur. Table 4.11.7 summarizes the major occurrences.

Table 4.11.7

Event Calculated
timing (s)

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurred
Break flow two-phase first

last
Hot leg loop seal cleared
Cold leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum
drops to hot leg elevation

SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes
Safety relief valve opens

0.0
37

0.0-100
980-2000

80.4
80.4
876.8
876.8

12.0
97.6
35.1
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4.12. GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC - Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung
(ZFK1-GDR R4/M6)

4.12.1 Nodalization scheme
Fig. 4.12.1 shows the nodalization scheme applied. It consists of 27 volumes,
33 junctions and 20 heat slabs.

The heat losses to ambient were accounted for by 3 heat sinks (upper
plenum:slab 16, downcoiner: slap 13, SG secondary side: slab 11.).

The heat addition by the pump (18,5 kW) was modelled by a heat exchanger in
volume 14.

4.12.2 Characteristics of computer, code and calculations

- Computer: EC 1057
Main storage 2 MByte (16 MByte virtual)
Speed about 1 MFLOPs

- Code: RELAP4/MOD6, KfK version

27 ü-oluws
33 J-unctiens
28 S-lats
3 H-eat sinks

FIG. 4.12.1. PMK-NVH nodalization scheme.
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4.12.3 Physical models used

The standard RELAP4 program with minimal controls (ISPROG=0) was used.

Hydrodynamic models

- Flow equation:
Incompressible single-stream flow without momentum flux

- Critical flow model:

Henry-Fauske / HEM combined critical flow model with a dial of 0.85,
the contraction coefficients were 1.0 for the break (J26) and 0.8 for
the BRU-A (J30) and relief valve (J31).

This selection is based on experience gained from the previous two
PMK-NVH Standard Problem Exercises.

- Wall friction model:

Two-phase friction multiplier with Fanning friction losses and smooth
pipe walls

- Phase interaction models:

Homogeneous model
Volumes 11,26,27 (SG primary)
Volume 25 (steam line)

Bubble rise model with ALPH-0.8 and VBUB=12 ft/s for
the secondary side

Volumes 4,21,23,24

Complete separation of phases:

Volume 1 (pressurizer)
Volumes 2,3 (SIT's)

Wilson bubble rise model (ALPH=0.8):
remaining volumes

Vertical slip model:
Junctions 1-3,8,10,12-15,17,19,20,25,26,29

-Enthalphy transport model:

Junctions 1,2 (Core)
Junctions 6,32,33,7 (SG primary)

CHF and heat transfer correlations

-MOD6 blowdown heat transfer correlations (Subroutine HTS2)
Transition boiling: Modified Tong-Young
Film boiling : Condi-Bengston III
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-CHF correlations:
W-3, Hsu-Beckner and modified Zuber

-SG secondary side:
SG natural convection correlation

4.12.4 Characteristics of the calculation

process time
interval /s/

CPU time
/s/

Max/Min
time step
size /s/

Steady state

Transient
-100

0
0.1
14
20

0

0.1
14
20

1896

23 070

346 930

0.01/0.0001

0.01/0.00001
0.01/0.0001
0.001/0.00001
0.01/0.0001

4.12.5 Timing of major occurrences

Occurrence Time (s)

0 Break valve opens
1 Pressurizer empty
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation (6.248 m)
8 SIT-1 flow begins
9 SIT-2 flow begins
10 SIT-1 injection terminates
11 SIT-1 injection terminates
12 Steam generator filled up to the elevation

of the steam line(9.332 m)
13 BRU-A opens
14 BRU-A closes
15 Safety relief valve opens

0.
10.7

13.9

31.
31.

38,
16,

128,
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4.13 GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC - Dresden University of Technology
(DU-GDR R4/M6)

4.13.1 Nodalization

Fig. 4.13.1 shows the nodalization scheme applied. It is composed of 30
volumes, 37 junctions and 20 heat slabs. In this scheme the upper part of
upper plenum and the pressurizer vesses are represented by single volumes.
The heat losses of the facility are realized by the use of heat slabs in all
volumes of the primary circuit (without dead-end volumes and steam generator
collectors) and in the steam generator vessel. In the core volume one slab
for modelling of ceramic material is arranged. A detailed volume and heat
slab distribution for steam generator tubing is chosen.

CV«

V20

J33
-N-i

CV8

V25
J27

"•*-.

V24

J30
-M-
J28 V26 J29 V27

J31

(J25

J17
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S
2
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S

g

s

|J3
J2

S
2 V2

S
1 V1

Jjl

J70 S13
" V19

ÎJ34
I

H

X

J21

CV3

£ V18
~V7 S12

J18
^<J-

S
1
1

s
V17 1

0

FIG. 4.13.1. Nodalization scheme.
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4.13.2 Code and computational information

The calculation has been performed using RELAP4/MOD6 update 4 (KfK-version) on
the computer EC 1055/1056 at Dresden University of Technology.
The transient ends at 1806. s real time. For the transient 118 CPU-hours with
21 933 standard time steps and 226 230 actual time steps were necessary.

The following table shows the real time, the CPU time, the number of
time steps and the maximum and minimum time steps for the calculation.

real time
(s)
40.

246.
321.
523.
785.

1429.
1612.
1787.
1811.

CPU-time
(s)

10800.
46800.
82800.
118800.
154800.
226800.
280800.
352800.
424800.

time steps
max/min (s)

0.05/0.0001
0.05/0.0001
0.05/0.0001
0.10/0.0001
0.10/0.0001
0.10/0.0001
0.10/0.0001
0.10/0.0001
0.10/0.0001

number of time steps
standard/actual (. )

1900/ 7796
5517/ 25118
7031/ 43076
9047/ 60061
11667/ 78068
18109/114811
19934/144333
21087/185093
21933/226230

4.13.3 Physical models and options

- Wilson-bubble rise model for primary volumes without steam generator
tubing
- homogeneous model in steam generator tubing
- phase separation model with a constant bubble rise velocity in steam
generator secondary side (V̂ yj-, = 1.49 m/s)
- complete phase separation in the SIT's
- enthalpy transport model for core and steam generator junctions
- RELAP4/MOD6 heat transfer correlations (HTS2)
- natural convection model on right slab surfaces of steam generator
tubing
- Henry-Fauske critical flow model for BRU-A and SG-SV
- polytropic expansion model with exponent of 1.0 for the SIT's
- heat exchanger model for the pump heat

A special option for the opening and closing of the BRU-A with
hysteresis has been used. It has been prepared by H. Hilse.

4.13.4 Remarks on the steady-state conditions

The heat transfer from primary to secondary circuit is one of the most
important problems for the steady-state conditions of this model. In order to
reach stable conditions, the mass flow rate of the steam generator feedwater
has been decreased and the thermal conductivity of the tubing material has
been increased.
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4.13.5 Major occurrences

(s)

Break valve opens 0.
Pressurizer empty 9.5
Dryout first occurs 15.5
Break flow two phase 11.0
Hot-leg loop seal cleared 303.8
Cold-keg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins -
Mixture level in upper plenum drops to
hot-leg elevation 277.8

SIT-1 flow begins 29.5
SIT-2 flow begins 29.5
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the elevation of
the steam line 220.0

Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 18.5
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 70.0
Safety valve opens
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4.14 GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC - Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung
(ZFK - GDR R5/M1)

4.14.1 Nodalization

The computer code used was RELAP5/MOD1/ISPRA.

The nodalization scheme consists of 155 volumes, 173 junctions and 30 heat
slabs. Heat losses have not been taken into account in the pretest
calculations. The steam generator tubing is modelled by five horizontal
channels, each of them divided into five subvolumes. Nodalization scheme is
shown in Fig. 4.14.1.

301

RElftPS/nodi
Nodalization
for SPE3

155 voliwes
173 Junctions
30 slabs

ZfK Kossenaorf, GDR
FIG. 4.14.1. Nodalization scheme.

4.14.2 Physical models used

The user cannot choose any correlation in RELAP5/MOD1. The code uses the
following constitutive relations.

wall heat transfer regime_______________________________________model
single phase forced convection
saturated nucleate boiling
subcooled nucleate boiling
high flow transition boiling
high flow film boiling
high flow subcooled CHF
high flow saturated CHF
low flow CHF

modified
modified

modified

Dittus-Boelter
Chen
Chen
Cond ie-Bengston
Condie-Bengston
Tong
HSU and Beckner
Zuber

wall friction: based on two-phase multiplier approach
phase interaction models: based on vertical and horizontal flow rebime maps,
one phase is assumed to be at saturated conditions.
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critical flow model: Ransom-Trapp

Following the recommendations of the participants in SPE-2 from the University
of Pisa (using RELAP5/mod2) the subcooled and two-phase discharge coefficients
used were 0.85 and 0.65, respectively. Based on the experience of the post
test calculation of the blowdown experiments performed on the pressurizer test
facility in Zittau, the discharge coefficient used for steam flow was 0.5.

Computer type was EC-1057, (1 MFLOP/sec)
CPU-time required for steady-state calculation: about 10 hours

for transient calculation: about 115 hours.

4.14.3 Calculated occurrences

Occurrence Calculation

0 break valve opens . 0
1 pressurizer empty 47.
2 dryout first occurs -
3 break flow two-phase 6.
4 hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 cold leg loop seal cleared
6 core uncovery begins
7 mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation 360.*
8 SIT-1 flow begins 69.
9 SIT-2 flow begins 69.
10 SIT-1 injection terminates
11 SIT-2 injection terminates
12 steam generator filled up to the

elevation of the steam line -
13 pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens 16.
14 pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes 116.
15 safety relief valve opens 32.

* Collapsed level instead of mixture level. The collapsed level drops to hot
leg elevation only for a few seconds, after this it increases again.
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4.15 GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF - Institut für Kernenergetik und
Energiesysteme

(IKE -FRG R5/M2)

4.15.1 Nodalization

The computer code used for SPE-3 is RELAP5/MOD2 version 36.05. The model used
In the analysis is given in Fig. 4.15.1 and has the following character«tics.

660

SIT-1 SIT-2

KV91

MV21

590

580

-Symbols:
valve

"t" crossflow junction

time dependent volume

h«at structure ior
energy generation
heat «tractor« for
energy removal

Hot«: Environs..!*«! heat lo.s i» modelled for all primary loop conconent«
and SG «hell «ide

FIG. 4.15.1. Nodalization scheme of the PMK-NVH test facility.
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. Number of volumes: 95

. Number of junctions: 98

- Normal junctions: 93
- Crossflow junctions: 5

. Number of heat structures: 80

- Heat structure for core: 10 (heat generation)
- Heat structure for pump: 1 (heat generation)
- Heat structure for heat loss: 69 (environmental heat loss)

. Number of pump: 1

. Number of valves: 11
- Trip valve: 6
- Motor valve: 5

Since the accident scenario is strictly dependent upon both the steam
generator primary and secondary side conditions/ a relatively detailed model
is prepared for steam generator component. Hot and cold collectors are
composed of three volumes each and steam generator tubes are lumped as three
horizontal channels. Each of these horizontal channels are modelled by using
four volumes each corresponding to one tube volume. Elevations of the first
and second tube volumes-representing 9 and 20 tubes respectively, are arranged
so that they are placed in the middle of zones having different number of
tubes in test facility. The third tube volume i.e. the uppermost one
representing 53 tubes, is on the elevation of uppermost tube (8.19 m) so that
vapor flow could be enabled. But it should be emphasized that, the effect of
elevations and number of tubes-selected for lumped tube volumes- upon the
simulation is questionable.

All the junctions to the reactor vessel and downcomer are modelled by
crossflow junction option.

The pump characteristic curves are taken from LOBI test facility but speed and
head of the pump are adjusted to the steady-state conditions of PMK test
facility.

All the valves opening and closing within a definite period of time are
modelled as motor valve. Others operating instantaneously are trip valves.
Environmental heat losses are modelled by using tabular data for constant
temperature (20°C) and heat transfer coefficient (5 W/m2K), and considered
for all components in primary system (including pressurizer) and shell side of
steam generator.

4.15.2 Physical models used

Wall heat transfer: A boiling curve is used in RELAP5 to select
suitable heat transfer correlations. In particular, heat
transfer regimes modelled are classified as pre-CHF, CHF and
post-CHF regimes. Condensation effects are also considered.
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Heat transfer regime Name of correlation

Single phase forced convection
Saturated nucleate boiling
Subcooled nucleate boiling
CHF

Transition film boiling
Film boiling

Flow Models
Choked flow
Wall friction (incl. wall shear)
Friction factor model
Abrupt area change model
Phase interaction models

Dittus-Boelter
Chen
Modified Chen
Biasi (high flow)
Modified Zuber (low flow)
Chen
Bromley-Pomeranze
Dougall-Rohsenow

Name of correlation
Ransom and Trapp
Modified Baroczy
Colebrook
Bourda-Carnot
based on flow regime map

Value used for both subcooled and two-phase discharge coefficients of
break junction is 1.0.

4.15.3 Characteristics of Computation

Computer code used:

Computer used:

Main characteristics
of computer used :

Steady state problem time:

Steady state CPU time:

- CPU/simul. time:

Transient problem time:

Transient CPU time:

- CPU/simul. time:

RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 36.05

CRAY-2 under UNICOS operating system

approx. 2 GByte common memory

theor. 2000 MFlops

4 processors (only 1 is active in
our calculations)

64 GBytes/s data transfer rate out of
main memory (total)

200 s

241 s

1.21 (average)
1819 s

2753 s

1.51 (average)

problem time
(s)______

time step (s)
max.____average

CPU time
(s)

0.0 - 5.0

5.0 - 1819.0

0.025

0.05

0.025

0.05

802

1951
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4.15.4 General Occurrences

Occurrence Timing (s)

0 Break valve opens
1 Pressurizer empty
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase

Break flow two-phase or nearly sat.

4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation

8 SIT-1 flow begins
9 SIT-2 flow begins
10 SIT-1 injection terminates
11 SIT-2 injection terminates
12 Steam generator filled up to the

elevation of the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve opens
14 Pressure reducing valve closes
15 Safety relief valve opens

0.0
58.5

70.0 (first)
70.0-153.0
232.0-239.0
473.0
895.0-1128.0 (last)

207.0 (collapsed)
111.0
103.0
705.0
674.0

7.5
126.0
21.5
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4.16 INDIA - Bhabha Atomic Research Centre
(BARC - INDIA R4/M6)

4.16.1 Nodalization

The computer code used is the RELAP4/MOD6.

The nodalization scheme adopted is given in Fig. 4.16.1, with number of
components as follows: volume = 19, junction = 24, heat slabs = 2, fill
junctions = 3, valves = 8.
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VOL
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TMV91
Ï2I

VOL 9

HP'IS
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VOL 11

VOL

MV11

-CXJ-
LOWER PLENUM PV11 15

13

FIG. 4.16.1. Pré-test nodalization scheme.
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4.16.2 Code information and component modelling

All parts of the loop were simulated on the code as a set of control volumes
and junctions.

The fuel was modelled as a heat generating cylindrical slab.

The steam generator is simulated as a cylindrical heat slab transferring heat
from primary to secondary volume.

The pump coast down was simulated by adjusting the pump speed as a function of
time. Valves MV12 and PV11 on the pump suction and discharge lines are closed
and the valve MV11 on the pump by-pass line is opened once the flow reduces to
5% of initial value.

Non-return valves are used on the accumulator lines allowing flow from
accumulator to the loop only. These valves are closed on low level in the
respective accumulator.

To simulate opening and closing of the relief valve MV21, a non-return valve
is used along with a time dependent volume on its downstream side. Pressure
in this volume is maintained at 13.81 MPa to simulate closed condition and is
changed to 0.1 MPa to allow the flow through the valve.

Heat exchanger is used on volume No. 8 for simulating heat losses on the
primary side.

4.16.3 Brief discussion of results

The initial pressure in the upper plenum is 12.62 MPa. On initiation of the
transient (i.e. opening of the break valve PV24) it falls to saturation
pressure at about 15 seconds and closely follows the saturation pressure till
about 30 seconds. Flow from accumulators 1 and 2 is initiated at 29.7 and
27.9 seconds respectively. As a result the degree of subcooling of water in
the upper plenum gradually increases till about 580 seconds, after which it
reduces and settles to a more or less constant value.

The standard RELAP4/MOD6 program with minimal controls (i.e. ISPRÛG = 0) was
used.

The following options were used:

Numerical Scheme
Time Step
Phase separation
Pressure Drop

Critical Flow
Flow

Slip

Heat transfer correlations

Implicit
Fixed time steps
Wilson Bubble Rise Model
1. Fanning friction with two phase
multipliers (smooth pipe walls)
2. Expansion and contraction
losses.
HEM with a dial factor 0.9
Compressible single stream flow
with momentum flux
Vertical slip at all vertical
junctions. No horizontal slip
RELAP4/MOD6 Heat transfer package.
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Time Step Data

Time (s) Time Step (milli seconds)

0.0 - 25.0
25.0 - 590.0
590.0 - 1870.0

CPU Requirement

1.0
0.1
1.0

1 hour for 2.5 sec. transient
with 0.1 msec time step

1 hour for 2.5 sec. transient
with 1.0 msec time step

Total CPU time for 1870 sec.
transient, about 280 hours

Throughout the transient water in the upper plenum and downcomer remains
subcooled. The downcomer, core and the upper plenum are always completely
filled with water.
The upper plenum pressure drops to 10.05 MPa at about 10.4 seconds when the
core power is tripped. This also sends an initiating signal for HPIS
injection. HPIS flow starts at 48.4 seconds. The pump coastdown is initiated
at 9.0 MPa pressure in the upper plenum, which occurs at 11.9 seconds.
The secondary side pressure starts rising from an intial value of 4.59 MPa,
reaching a peak value of 5.71 MPa at about 20 seconds. Relief valve opens at
5.26 MPa at 8.4 seconds. The flow through its orifice is not sufficient to
arrest the rise of pressure in the SG secondary side. Hence the safety valve
opens at 5.63 MPa at about 64.5 seconds. The total discharge through the
valves PV23 and MV21 reaches a peak value of about 0.14 kg/s at 20.0 seconds.
After closure of MV21 the discharge flow gradually comes down to a value of
0.0077 kg/s at 1870 seconds.

4.16.4 Calculated occurrences

Occurrence Time, s

0 Break valve opens
1 Prezzurizer empty (first time)
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two phase
4 Hot leg loop seal clear

5 Cold leg loop seal clear

6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum

drops to hot leg elevation
8 Accumulator 1 flow begins
9 Accumulator 2 flow begins
10 Accumulator 1 injection terminates
11 Accumulator 2 injection terminates
12 S.G. filled up to the elevation

of the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve opens
14 Pressure reducing valve closes
15 Safety relief valve opens

0.0
10.4

does not occur
0.0 +

not explicitly
modelled

not explicitly
modelled

does not uncover
does not drop

at all
29.7
27.9
580.0
565.0

does not get filled
to this level

8.4
64.5
16.2
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4.17 ITALY - Universita di Pisa
(DCMN - PISA R5/M2)

4.17.1 Nodalization and steady state calculation

A detailed nodalization of the PMK-NVH facility has been set up by RELAP5/MOD2
code following the criteria found from the code application to other
facilities.

The details of the nodalization can be seen from Fig. 4.17.1 and from Table
4.17.1. The code scheme is essentially the same utilized for the previous SPE
analysis. With respect to the above scheme, the present one includes a larger
number of nodes for simulating the horizontal tubes in the primary side and
the overall secondary side of the steam generator; in particular the break
line, the two additional tanks and the lines comprising the valves have been
nodalized.

481

IX] TMDPVOL

I — I SNGLVOL

PIPE OR ANNULUS

P PUMP
A ANNULUS

HEAT STRUCTURES

I ACTIVE
STRUCTURES

—— JUNCTION

IX] VALVE

FIG. 4.17.1. Nodalization of the PMK-NVH facility for RELAP5/MOD2.
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Table 4.17.1 - IAEA SPE 3: Summary of utilized code resources.

QUANTITY VALUE

Number of control nodes (volumes)
Number of junctions
Number of thermal structures
Overall number of mesh points
Number of time dependent volumes
Number of time dependent junctions (fills)
Number of valves
Number of core slabs
Number of trips
Number of pumps

182
188
175
1094

12
5

11
5
40
1

Table 4.17.2 - IAEA SPE 3: Calculated boundary and initial conditions.

Primary Circuit Calculated
_
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

pressure in upper plenum
loop flow
core inlet temperature
upper plenum temperature
part 6
core power
coolant level above bottom
of pressurizer (collapsed)
SIT-1 pressure
SIT-2 pressure
SIT-1 level
SIT-2 level
Heat losses

MPa
Kg/s
K

K
kW

m
MPa
MPa
m
m
kW

12.52
5.21

537.

541.
700.5

1.2
5.84
5.87
1.44
1.83
26.9

Secondary Circuit

- pressure in SG MPa
- coolant level above bottom

of SG secondary side (collapsed) m
- feed water flow kg/s
- feed water inlet temperature K
- heat loses kW

4.59

2.18
0.38

491.8
10.

The overall number of hydraulic nodes is 182, and the number of meshes for the
conduction heat transfer is 1094.

On the basis of the experience gained in previous similar analyses it was
decided to use area reduction factors equal to 1. for both the break orifice
and for the orifice in the safety valve.

In order to demonstrate the consistency between measured and calculated
initial conditions, 100 s of steady state were run before the transient
beginning.
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It should be mentioned that an attempt was made to nodalize parallel vertical
channels in the secondary side in order to simulate the natural circulation
flows occurring in the steam generator with cold water (presumably) coming
down near the external walls and hot water rising in the center, in the
horizontal tubes zone. Difficulties were encountered in fixing the parameters
for the cross flow junctions connecting the vertical stacks. The
considereration that no tubes uncovery presumably occurs in this test,
suggested to not submit the calculation performed with this more detailed
nodalization.

Information on the computer and CPU time is given in Table 4.17.3.

Table 4.17.3 IAEA SPE 3: Relevant information about the calculation
performed by RELAP5/MOD2

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

QUANTITY

Computer utilized

Memory requested-bytes-

Steady state "physical" time -s-
CPU time consumed during steady state -s-

CPU time consumed during steady state/unit

VALUE

IBM 3090-K

2.5

100

837

D6

physical time/number of nodes -s- 0.045

6. Transient "physical" time -s- 1900.

7. CPU time consumed during the transient -s- 17017.

8. CPU time consumed during transient time/unit
physical time/number of nodes 0.049
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4.18 POLAND - Institute of Atomic Energy
(IAE - POLAND R5/M2)

4.18.1 Nodalization

The nodalization scheme applied to the final pre-test calculations is shown in
the Fig. 4.18.1.

All connections to the reactor vessel and downcomer are modlled by crossflow
junctions.

Steam generator tubing is modelled by three horizontal channels, each divided
into three volumes. The uppermost channel represents 30 tubes and is located
at the level of the uppermost channel to allow steam flow when the liquid
level drops below that level. The lowest channel represents 20 tubes and is
at the level of the lowest tube to allow water flow as long as the water level
is above the lowest tube.
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FiG. 4.18.1. Nodalization scheme.
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Break simulation line is modelled by volume 600 with the valve 610. Steam
line to BRU-A is represented by volumes 560, 570 and 572. Steam line to the
secondary side safety valve is modelled by volume 565 and valve 567. Time
dependent volumes 568 and 575 are used to represent containment back
pressure. Steam outlet is modelled by valve 598 and TDV 599.

4.18.2 Physical models

The user cannot choose any correlations when using RELAP5/MOD2.

The heat losses to the environment are modelled using the ambient room by a
TDV, and constant heat transfer coefficient 5.0 W/(m**2*K) at the walls.

The following subcooled and two-phase discharge coefficients were used
respectively:

break valve
BRU-A
safety valve

0.8
0.8
0.8

0.8
0.2
0.8

4.18.3 Characteristics of the calculation

Code used
Computer used
Steady state simulation time
Transient simulation time

RELAPS/MOD2
PC-PPS
91.0 s
1820.0 s

Simulation time

0
10
50
100

(S)

.0 -

.0 -

.0 -

.0 -

Time
maximum

10
50
100

1820

.0

.0

.0

.0

0
0
0
1

.05

.1

.05

.0

step CPU time
average

0
0
0
0

.05

.1

.35

.5

Current

0
0
0
0

.118

.368

.806

.222

(s)

394
1123
1374
5929

.7

.3

.6

.7

4.18.4 Calculated occurrences

Occurrence Time (s)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Break opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot leg loop seal cleared
Cold leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in UP at hot leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 flow terminates
SIT-2 flow terminates
SG filled to the steam line elevation
BRU-A opens
BRU-A closes
RV opens

0.0
26.0____
11.0

210.0
29.0
29.0

1820.0
1820.0
1580.0

7.0
230.0
16.0
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4.19 SWEDEN - Studsvik Nuclear
(STUDSVIK - SWEDEN R5/M2)

4.19.1 Nodalization and Code

The nodalization applied to the calculation is shown in Pig. 4.19.1.

XXX : Volume type of component
XXX : Junction or Valve component

FIG. 4.19.1. Nodalization for PMK-NVH SPE-3.
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Number of volumes: 212
Number of junctions: 221
Number of structures: 181
Number of meshpoints: 753

The calculation was performed with RELAP5/MOD2.5dO/V251,

4.19.2 Information and remarks of the calculation

List of initial and boundary conditions

Quantity

Secondary circuit
pressure in SG
SG coolant level
feedwater flow
feedwater temperature
prim.-sec. heat transfer

measured

(MPa)
(m)
(kg/a)
(K)
(kW)

4.59
2.11
.377

492.

calculated

Primary circuit
pressure in upper plenum
loop flow
core inlet temperature
core power
pressurizer level
SIT-1 pressure
SIT-2 pressure
SIT-1 level
SIT-2 level
heat losses
differential pressures
pos. 1 to pos. 2
pos. 2 to pos. 3
pos. 3 to pos. 4
pos. 4 to pos. 5
pos. 5 to pos. 6
pos. 6 to pos. 7
pos. 7 to pos. 8

(MPa)
(kg/s)
(K)
(kW)
(m)
(MPa)
(MPa)
(m)
(m)
(kJ)
(kPa)

12.52
5.24

534.
700.
1.18
5.84
5.87
1.44
1.83

(22.23)

26.
59.
-8.

-286.
61.
42.
80.

12.5198
5.2399

537.67
700.
1.1800
5.8400
5.8700
1.4400
1.8300
23.173

28.5
60.0
-10.2
-250.5

36.2
28.8
80.1

4.58990
2.1125
.377

492.
682.207

Remarks on initial conditions

Primary side pressure

PRZ level

mass flow

3.2 kW heaters in PRZ or top spray initiated from
the error in the pressure (Vol. 120). During the
first part of the steady state run an additionally
connected time dependent volume assisted to avoid
oscillations.

by flow controlled bottom connection of a time
dependent volume

by time dependent junction (PV11). Control of the
pump speed so that this junction adds only to the
reduced 10% pressure gain from point 4 to point 5.
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Secondary side pressure

level

Sequence of events,

Primary mass flow,

Break line

valve area of PV22 adjusted

by time dependent junction 586 to adjust level as
obtained from pressure difference.

of valves and pump according to data reported.

by control of the time dependent jucntion 355 to
reproduce the characteristic flow of PV11 as a
function of the closing current until pump stop.

study of impact of the modelling on the opening
time of valve PV23. No mach with a time read from
the PR01 curve could be obtained.

4.19.3 Characteristics of the calculation

Computer
model
kind
integer performance
floating performance
main memory
mass storage

CPU/real time
steady state
transient

SUN4/SPARC 330
32-bit, double precision
16 MIPS (25 MHz)
2.6 MFlops
8 MB
327 MB

18.2 (time step approx. .0625 s)
23.1 (time step approx. .05 s)

Table 4.19.1

01
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

Occurrence

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared*
Cold-leg loop seal cleared*
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum drops to
hot leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line

Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes
Safety relief valve opens

Timing (s)

0
34.85

6.20

335.
60.9
60.9

975.
975.0
————

11.1
84.3
32.55
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4.20 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Texas A&M University
(TEXASUNI - USA R5/M2)

4.20.1 Nodalization and modelling information

Calculation was performed by RELAP5/MOD2.

Figure 4.20.1 is the nodalization scheme used to model the PNK-NVH test
facility. For the steady state calculation, the feedwater flow, loop flow,
and pressurizer level were maintained at constant levels. The controls for
these variables were disabled for the transient calculation.

The Initial and boundary conditions

The initial conditions reached by a steady state simulation prior to the
transient initiation are shown in Table 4.20.1. Overall, the initial
conditions used for this simulation closely resembled the measured test
conditions in most cases. The most notable exception being the coolant level
in the steam generator secondary side. (2.11m vs. 1.96 m).

The boundary conditions for the relief valve outlets consisted of time
dependent volumes (575 and 579) set to room temperature (293 K) and
atmospheric pressure (0.101 MPa). During the steady state calculation, the
feedwater inlet was maintained at 491 K with a quality of 0, while the time
dependent volume at the steam dome outlet operated at atmospheric pressure
with a quality of 1.
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FIG. 4.20.1. Nodalization scheme for a RELAP5/MOD2 model of IAEA SPE-3.
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Table 4.20.1 Initial conditions

Initial Conditions Measured
in the test

Used in
the model

Primary Circuit
Pressure in the upper plenum 12.52 MPa
Loop mass flow rate 5.24 kg/s
Core inlet temperature 534 K
Core power 700 kW
Coolant level (collapsed) above
the bottom of the pressurizer 1.18 m

SIT-1 pressure 5.84 MPa
SIT-2 pressure 5.87 MPa
SIT-1 level 1.44 m
SIT-2 level 1.83 m
Secondary Circuit
Pressure in the SG 4.59 MPa
Feedwater flow rate 0.377 kg/s
Feedwater inlet temperature 492 K
Coolant level (collapsed)
above the bottom of the SG
secondary side 2.11 m

12.56 MPa
5.24 kg/s
542 K
700 kW

1.18 m
5.84 MPa
5.87 MPa
1.44 m
1.83 m

4.77 MPa
0.377 kg/s
491 K

1.96 m

Hardware used

RELAP5/MOD2 was run on an Amdahl 5860, an IBM mainframe clone. No special
modifications were made to the code. The CDC version of the code was
rewritten for IBM mainframes by the Commission of the European Communities,
Ispra, Italy.

The steady state case, which encompassed 398.7 seconds, required 20 minutes
and 20.3 seconds of CPU time with a minimum time step of 1.0 x 10~^ seconds
and a maximum time step of 0.10 seconds. Using the same maximum and minimum
time steps, the transient ran for 477.0 seconds which required 101 minutes and
16.18 seconds of CPU time. (The code stopped at that time).

4.20.2 Results

The timetable of major occurrences appears in Table 4.20.2. As
mentioned previously, the data only covers 477.0 seconds of the transient
since the transient had reached a steady state condition at that time. The
main cause of any errors could be due to the water packing scheme employed in
MOD2. Several hundred attempts were made by the code to resolve waterpacking
occurring in the steam generator inlet and outlet legs. No other major
indications of problems appeared. Extension of this simulation to RELAP/MOD3
in an effort to eliminate water packing problems is ongoing and the actual
test results would certainly be very useful to help resolve any troublespots.
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Table 4.20.2 Occurrences

Occurrence Time after
Transient Inititation

(s)

Break valve opens 0.0
Pressurizer empty 64.7
Dryout first occurs ———
Break flow is two phase 6.7
Hot-leg loop seal cleared 25.0
Cold-leg loop seal cleared 43.0
Core begins to be uncovered ———
Mixture level in the upper plenum drops to
hot leg elevation ————

SIT-1 flow begins 17.4
SIT-2 flow begins 24.4
SIT-1 injection ends 141.7
SIT-2 injection ends 135.7
Steam generator is filled up to the steam line ———
Pressure reducing valve opens 3.0
Pressure reducing valve closes 7.5
Safety relief valve opens ———
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4.21 YUGOSLAVIA - Institute Jozef Stefan
and (IJS3 - Yugoslavia, R5/M2, US - Yugoslavia R5/M2.5)
4.22

Note; Report provided contains six calculations. Results of two
calculations are compared to the experiment: Case C which was
performed by RELAP5/MOD2 and case F which was performed by
RELAP5/MOD 2.5. Authors put the description together and there
is no possibility to give information here on the two cases
only. For this reason the description of all six cases are
included.

4.21.1 Computer code used and input models description

For this calculation the RELAP5/MOD2/36.05 VAX version and RELAP5/MOD2.5 were
used.

Four different model nodalization were prepared for third IAEA-PMK-NVH
standard problem exercise calculation (Nodalization 1, 2, 3 and 4). The
simplest ones are based on the model previously used in RELAP4/MOD6. The
nodalization scheme is on figure 4.21.1. Other three models are presented on
Figures 4.21.2, 4.21.3 and 4.21.4.

Only the simple model is described more in detail.

The complete simplest model (Figure 4.21.1) consists of 41 volumes, 42
junction and 18 heat structures. The standard non-equilibrium option was
selected for all volumes of the RELAPS nodalization during the whole course of
the transient.

The core was divided into three equal volumes. Upper structure is modelled
with two volumes, upper head with one. Lower plenum is represented with one
volume as well.
Pressurizer and surge line are modelled with two volumes connected to the hot
leg. Primary sides of steam generator tubes are divided into five horizontal
volumes. Vertical collectors are added to the hot and cold leg pipes and
modelled as one volume each.
Loop seal in hot leg is modeled with the junction between hot leg volumes
30201 and 30202.

Complete piping under the valve MV11, including pump, is modelled with the
junctions: 330, 331, 332 30601, 30202, 30303 and volumes 304, 305, 308, and
309. Pump is modelled as time dependent junction. Junction 330 in by-pass
line is modelled an a motor-operated valve.
Steam generator hot collector break was modelled with volumes 430 to 432 and
junction 435 to 439. Break valve is presented with vale 435.

Other three nodalizations (Figs. 4.21.2-4.21.4) are more detailed with more
volumes compared to the simplest one, each deduced from the previous.
Time dependent junction 331 which simulated pump and volumes 308 and 309 were
deleted after the pump trim to consume computer time.
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FIG. 4.21.1. Nodalization for the 3rd IAEA PMK-NVH exercise with RELAP5/MOD2 calculation ('nodalization 1 ').
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FIG. 4.21.2. Nodalization for the 3rd IAEA-PMK-NVH exercise with RELAP5/MOD2 calculation ('nodalization 2').
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FIG. 4.21.3. Nodalization for the 3rd IAEA PMK-NVH exercise with RELAP5/MOD2 and RELAP5/MOD2.5
calculation ('nodalization 3").
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FIG. 4.21.4. Nodalizatton for the 3rd IAEA-PMK-NVH exercise with RELAP5/MOD 2 calculation ('nodalization 4').



Break was simulated as a junction 347 connected to a steam dome of break pipe
was represented with four volumes (430, 431, 432 and 433) and four junction
(435, 436, 438 and 439). Break pipe nodalization was the same for all of
input models.

Heat slabs are modelled in each component except in the pump and bypass
volumes. In the core there are two stacks of heat slabs. Stack No. 1040001
to 104003 represents heated rod, stack No. 1080001 represents ceramics and
steel vessel of the core.

Secondary side of steam generator is represented with volumes 402, 420, 422,
423, and 425. This nodalization models internal recirculation of steam and
condensation water on steam generator's wall. Volume 422 is internal
separator and volume 423 fictive downcomer.

The initial conditions of the presented parametric study run are slightly
different from the actual.

The heat losses to the surrounding are modeled in the presented run on heat
slabs 101, 108, 302, 303, and 306 as a heat sink.

Six different calculations have been performed based on different input model
nodalization (Figure 4.21.1-4.21.4):

Case A: Figure 3, Nodalization 1
- Safety valve 465 (MV 21) closes on pressure decrease to 43 bar

Case B: Figure 4, Nodalization 2
- Safety valve 465 (MV 21) closes on pressure decrease to 43 bar
- SG System with safety and relief valve are simplified

Case C: Figure 5, Nodalization 3
- Safety valve 465 (MV 21) closes on pressure decrease to 43 bar

Case D: Figure 5, Nodalization 3
- Safety valve 465 (MV 21) closes on pressure decrease to 55 bar

Case E: Figure 6, Nodalization 4
- Safety valve 465 (MV 21) closes on pressure decrease to 43 bar
- Junctions 100, 121, 123, 124, 133 are cross junctions.

Case F: The same as Case D but performed with RELAP5/MOD2.5 computer
code. The steady state conditions were the same as for
RELAP5/MOD2 (Case D).

4.21.2 Conclusions

The Institute "J. Stefan" pretest parametric study calculation of IAEA-PMK-NVH
third standard problem exercise was performed with RELAP5/MOD2/36.05 and with
RELAP5/MOD2.5 computer code. The nodalization and SG safety valve setpoint
were changed in the parametric study.
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The main conclusions inferred from the calculations are the following:

nodalization of the system influences the SPE-3 results of
RELAP5/MOD2 computer code. Results are different but trends are
the same except the results of input with cross junction (case E
calculation) where pressure in primary system decreased very
slowly and completely changed the course of the transient without
accumulators activation. The nodalization for case E is the most
detailed with the greatest number of volumes and junction but
gave us according to our opinion the worst results.

- during the transient (2000 s) the primary system pressure was
generally decreasing for all cases;

- secondary pressure is influenced of nodalization and safety
relief valve setpoints (case C and D). There is not calculation
in our parametric study once safety valve is open remains open;

- temperature of heater rod and primary coolant were decreasing in
general all the time except at the beginning of the transient;

accumulator SIT-2 terminated injection of cold water into reactor
upper plenum at water elevation reached 1.6 m at all calculation
instead at 1.12 m. The reason for this comes from error in input
model where trips for injection termination are inverted from
accummulator SIT-1 to SIT-2 and opposite;

until 2000 seconds of the transient accummulators SIT-1 injection
of cold water into downcomer was not terminated and might be
correct in spite of trips definition error;

- primary system mass was decreasing in general all the time which
means that break mass flow rate was greater than all safety
injection flows (high pressure safety injection and accummulators
flow);

results of RELAP5/MOD2.5 are very similar or equal to RELAP5/MOD2
(case D and F).
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4.21.3 Timing of events for cases calculated

Occurrence A E

0

1

2

3

4

5

Break valve begins
to open

Pressurizer empty
first

Dryout first
occurs

Break flow
two-phase
Hot-leg loop
sealcleared*
Cold-leg loop

0 0 0 0 0 0

40 40 66 66 120 66

— — _ _ _ _

40 40 42 42 160 42

- - - 160 - 160

6

7

8

9

10

seal cleared*

Core uncovery begins

Mixture level in upper
plenum drops to hot-leg
evaluation

SIT-1 flow begins

SIT-2 flow begins

SIT-1 injection

—

120

185

80

80

525

385

120

210

90

90

372

—

120

132

120

114

590

—

120

132

157

159

1720

- -

120 120

-

-

159

1720
terminates

11 SIT-2 injection
terminates

12 Steam generator filled
up to the elevation
of the steam line

13 Pressure reducing 10 10
valve (BRU-A) opens

14 Pressure reducing 90 90
valve (BRU-A) closes

15 Safety relief valve
opens 30 30

16 Safety relief closes 210 210

1556 1320 204 1320

12 12 16 12

104 164 525 164

24 24 24 24

250 48 976 48

*Note: Definition of loop seal clearing: level is sufficiently low to allow
steam to pass the loop seal
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4.23 UNION OP SOVIET SOCIALISTS REPUBLICS - 0KB Gidropress
(GIDR-USSR TECH-M)

4.23.1 Short description of the code TECH-M-4

TECH-M-4 code was used for the calculation. The code was developed at
the OKB "GIDROPRESS". The code was developed basically for the analysis of
the first part of the LB LOCA, but the code is applied to the break size which
corresponds to the rupture of a tube having 200 mm diameter in WWER-440-type
reactors and 300 mm diameter tube rupture in VVER-1000 reactors.

For the calculation of the parameters of the coolant the continuity-,
energy- and momentum equations are used in ID approximation. To calculate the
temperature distribution in the fuel and steel the ID heafc conduction equation
is used. Point kinetics approximation is applied to the neutron kinetics
calculations.

The code is written in FORTRAN language.

The coolant parameters can be calculated in 48 points in the loops,
downcomer and upper plenum and in 70 point in the core.

4.23.2 Nodalization and other information

The nodalization scheme is shown in Fig. 4.23.1. It was developed in
accordance with the Specification Report and tiie special code features,
addition the computer limitations were also considered.

In

PW23

it-
11 10

...

9

pgs

8

HV21

FIG. 4.23.1. Nodalization scheme.
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Numbers of volumes correspond to the special features of the code. The pump
coastdown was modelled as prescribed in the specification. This is the case
also for the power decrease.

The initial conditions of the calculation are as follows:

Parameter______________Unit_______Experiment_______Calculation

System pressure
Flow rate in the loop
Core outlet temperature
Power
Level in pressurizer
Feed water flow

MPa
kg/s
K
kW
m
kg/s

12.52
5.24

534
700

2.11
0.377

12.56
5.24

536
700

2.11
0.353

Correlations used are listed below

. Heat transfer coefficients

Nusselt number for one-phase flow
Borishanski equation in two-phase flow

. Critical heat flux

.. BezruKov correlation

.. Smolin correlation

.. Kutateladze correlation.

Break flow
VTI experimental results in subcooled conditions
Moody in two-phase flow conditions
The discharge coefficient is 0.7 both for subcooled water,
two-phase coolant and steam).

Computer information

ES-1066 computer was used with an active memory of 640 Kbyte. The CPU
time was about 100 h.
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4.24 UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS - 0KB Gidropress
(GIDR-USSR DYN)

4.24.1 Short description of DYNAMIKA code

The DYNAMIKA code was used for the calculations/ which was developed a the 0KB
"GIDROPRESS".

For the calculation of the coolant parameters the continuity-, energy- and
momentum equations are used in ID approximation. To calculate the temperature
distribution in the fuel and steel the ID heat conduction is used.
Point-kinetics approximation is applied to the neutron kinetics calculations.

The code can be applied to the analysis of plant transients and accidents
including SB LOCA.

The coolant parameters can be calculated in 105 points in the loops,
downcomer, upper plenum and in 70 points in the core.

The code is written in FORTRAN.

4.24.2 Nodalization and other information

The nodalization applied to the calculation is presented in Fig. 4.24.1. The
nodalization was developed to fulfil the requirements of the facility and to
take into account the code features. The computer limitations were also
considered.

It should be mentioned that DYNAMIKA was developed to analyze processes in
WER plants and as a consequence the scheme is almost fixed.

The core consists of one volume and it is subdivided into 5 parts in the
heated section, 1 sub-volume in the lower part and 1 in the upper part. The
upper plenum is modelled by one volume, etc. The heat loss is also taken into
account in the cold and hot legs, the downcomer, the upper plenum, the
pressurizer and the steam generator.

The calculated initial condition almost comletely agree with the experimental
data.

The models, correlations applied to the calculation are the same as in the
TECH-M-4.

Computer information

ES-1066 computer was used with a memory of 640 kbyte. The CPU time was about
8 h.
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FIG. 4.24.1. Nodalization scheme.
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5.1

Chapter 5

COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED PARAMETERS

Selection of parameters for comparison

The measurement and the calculations can be well characterized by a proper
selection of parameters. As a consequence there is no need to compare all
parameters measured and calculated. On the basis of the experiences gained
during the test, the evaluation of the experiments, the overall evaluation of
the results of calculations of the participants offer the key for the
selection.

Paramaters selected are as follows: (plot numbers correspond to item numbers
of parameters requested in the Specification Report).

Parameters for comparison

Plot
No. Parameter

Identification

2 Fuel rod surface temperature at the outlet TE11

3 Coolant temperature at core inlet TE63

8 Coolant temperature in upper plenum TE22

9 Pressure in upper plenum PR21

10 Steam generator secondary side pressure PR81

11 SIT-1 pressure PR91
15* Pressure difference between primary and PR21-

secondary side PR81

16 Collapsed level in reactor model LEU

24 Collapsed level in SIT-1 LE91

26 Collapsed level in steam generator LE81
secondary side

29 Break flow FLU

30 Valve flow (BRU-A + SRV) FL02

*Derived parameter (PR21 - PR81)
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5.2 Groups of plots

It was specified in the Specification Report that the safety relief valve MV21
opens on pressure signal and remains open. Results of calculations are highly
effected by the position of the valve/ open or closed. As a consequence, the
basic idea for the selection of the groups of plots is whether the valve opens
or not and it is left open or closed.

In accordance with the basic idea the 22 calculations are divided into 6
groups. Tape with pre-test data of OKB "GIDROPRESS" arrived at the IAEA after
the deadline. For this reason a special group (7th group) is formed. Other
considerations for the selection can be found at each group.

1st Group: Safety relief valve does not open
Earlier versions of the RELAP code family are
compared to the RELAP5/MOD 2

EXPERIMENT

IPEN-BRAZIL RELAP4/MOD5
ZFK-GDR RELAP4/MOD6
DU-GDR RELAP4/MOD6
TEXASUNI-USA RELAP5/MOD2

2nd Group: Safety relief valve does not open
TRAG is compared to RELAPS

EXPERIMENT

CNEN-BRAZIL TRAC/PF1
IPEN-BRAZIL RELAP5/MOD1
ENERGO-BULGARIA RELAP5/MOD2
CHINA RELAP5/MOD1

3rd Group: Safety relief valve opens
SLAP is compared to different RELAP versions

EXPERIMENT

NPPRI-CSFR RELAP4/MOD5
NPPRI-CSFR SLAP
IKE-FRG RELAP5/MOD2
BARC-INDIA RELAP4/MOD6

4th Group: Safety relief valve opens
Different RELAP5 calculations are compared to each other

EXPERIMENT

NPPRI-CSFR RELAP5/MOD2
IVO-FINLAND RELAP5/MOD2
VTT-FINLAND RELAP5/MOD2
ZFK-GDR RELAP5/MOD1
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5th Group: Safety relief valve opens
The Soviet DYNAMIKA is compared to
RELAP versions

EXPERIMENT

NPPRI-CSFR DYNAMIKA
DCMN-PISA RELAP5/MOD2
IAE-POLAND RELAP5/MOD2
STUDSVIK-SWEDEN RELAP5/MOD2.5

6th Group: Safety relief valve opens, then is closed

EXPERIMENT

IJS3-YUGOSLAVIA RELAP5/MOD2
US-YUGOSLAVIA RELAP5/MOD2 .5

7th Group: Special group. Tape with pre-test data arrived at the IAEA after
the prescribed deadline.

EXPERIMENT

GIDR-USSR TECH-M-4
GIDR-USSR DYNAMIKA

5.3 Comparison of occurrences and time variation of parameters

The comparison of the calculated occurrences is presented in Table 5.1 as
provided by the participants together with the measured occurrences. The last
column of Table 5.1 shows the transient times as stored in the computer for
plotting.

The IAEA Computer Section developed a routine which is applied to the plotting
by use of the SAS code package.

Each plot contains a plot number (PARAMER = X) and legend with the
identification of the participants (see comparison plots).

The plots are groups as presented in the sub-chapter 5.2 and follows the order
given there.
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Table 5.1 - Occurrences

PARTICIPANT 0

IPEN-BRAZIL R4/M5 0

CNEN-BRAZIL TRAC 0

IPEN-BRAZIL R5/M1 0

ENERGO-BULGARIA R5/M2 0

CHINA R5/M2 0

NPPRI-CSFR R4/M5 0

NPPRI-CSFR SLAP 0

NPPRI-CSFR R5/M2 0

NPPRI-CSFR DYNAMIKA 0

IVO-FINLAND 0

VTT-FINLAND 0

ZFK1-GDR R4/M6 0

1 2 3 4 5

25.0 - 29.0

20 - 7.2 21 3
110 57

69 - 20 272 261

16 16 16 - -

92 - 28 308

7 37 7 7
27 695 87 695 695

45 - 49 114
395 378

56 - 52 - -

26 - -

31 - 37 1300

37 - 0-100
980

10.7 - 13.9

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 T
[S]

49.0 48.0 - 1649 1435 22 94.5 - 1651

32.5 59 56 - - - 18.6 80.5 - 1796
178.4

244 44 47 1430 1250 1350 19 296 - 2000

870 870 1600 1600 450 26 1910

180 80 80 1072 1464 - 20 184 100 1816

7 7 7
695 695 87 87 650 650 695 20 127 37 695

277
370 130 130 1079 1064 - 21 147 35 1138

500 104 102 1200 1200 1200 12 138 38 1196

155 155 1776 1082 - 32 96 66 1838

380 68.6 68.8 850 828 - 10.5 - 32.1 1998

- 80.4 80.4 877 877 - 12. 98 35.1 2000

31 31 - 38 16 128 - 1841

For Notes see p. 140.



Table 5.1 (Cont.)

PARTICIPANT

DU-GDR R4/M6

ZFK - GDR R5/M1

IKE-FRG R5/M2

BARC- INDIA R4/M6

DCMN-PISA R5/M2

IAE-POLAND R5/M2

STUDSVIK-SWEDEN R5/M2

TEXASUNI-USA R5/M2

GIDR-USSR TECH-M

GIDR-USSR DYN

US 3 - YUGOSLAVIA

IJS6-ÏUGOSLAVIA

EXPERIMENT

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9.5 15.5 11 304 - - 278 29.5

47 6 - - - 360 69

58.5 - 70.0 - 111

10.4 - 0.0 - 29.7

26 - 900 - - - 250 44

26 - 11 - - - 210 29

35 - 6.2 - - - 335 60.9

64.7 - 6.7 2.5 73 - - 17.4

25 - 55 - - - - 68

21 - 80 - - - - 75

66 - 42 - - 120 132 120

66 - 12 160 - 120 -

54 NO 71 NO NO NO NO 78

9

295

69

103

27.9

44

29

60.9

24

71

73

114

159

78

10 11 12

220

_

705 674

589 565

918 887 700

1820 1820 1580

975 975

141.7 135.7

1080 1040

1270 1255

590 - 1556

1720 - 1320

1258 1258 NO

13 14

18.5 70

16 116

7.5 126

8.4 64.5

15 12

7 230

11.1 84.3

3 7.5

18 127

17 123

12 104

12 164

18 117

15 T[sJ

1808

32 1819

21.5 1819

16.2 1870

12 1798

16 1820

32.6 1900

577

40 1860

33 2000

24 2000

24 2000

54 1819

<JO For Notes see p. 140.



Notes to Table 5.1

0 Break valve opens
1 Pressurizer empty
2 Dryout first occurs
3 Break flow two-phase
4 Hot-leg loop seal cleared
5 Cold-leg loop seal cleared
6 Core uncovery begins
7 Mixture level in upper plenum drops

to hot-leg elevation
8 SIT-1 flow begins
9 SIT-2 flow begins
10 SIT-1 injection terminates
11 SIT-2 injection terminates
12 Steam generator filled up to the

elevation of the steam line
13 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) opens
14 Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) closes
15 Safety relief valve opens.

5.4 Brief overview of the results
The transient is highly affected by the opening of the safety relief valve and
the modelling of the coolant injection from the hydroaccumulators. Another
effect is the right selection of the value of the energy loss coefficient
applied to the break junction or pipe.

If one studies the results of the 22 calculations/ the safety relief valve
opens in 12 calculations. In the case of Poland, the valve opens/ but the
flow rate is too small. In 8 calculations the relief valve does not open. In
the case of US Yugoslavia the valve opens, but it is closed on pressure
signal.

Even in the case when the safety relief valve opens the injection from the
hydroaccummulators is too fast (see group 4), or the injection does not
terminate. Generally, the break flow is too high, but the flow from valves MV
21 and PV 23 is well modelled. Due to the fast injection from
hydroaccumulators, lower values of the system pressure are predicted. The
prediction of the level in the reactor model mainly depends on the injection
rate from the SITs.

In cases where the safety relief valve does not open the predictions can be
considered to be poor, except for the very early phase of the transient
process.
In the case of Yugoslavia the prediction is very good until the safety relief
valve is closed.
The advanced versions of RELAP, as well as SLAP and DYNAMIKA can model the
transient fairly well.

Results of pre-test calculations performed at 0KB "GIDROPRESS" by use of
TECH-M-4 and DYNAMIKA are in good agreement with the experiment.
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INTERCOMPARISON PLOTS
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Chapter 6
RESULTS OF POST-TEST CALCULATIONS

This chapter contains the results of post-test analyses and other information
provided by the participants either in reports (see list of references from
item 26) or in other written form during the final meeting of the SPE-3.

Results are presented from country to country. If possible the selected
parameters are the same as in the case of the pre-test calculations.

6.1 BRAZIL - Comissao Nacional de Energia Nuclear (IPEN)
(IPEN-BRASIL R4/M5 POSTTEST)

By comparing the experimental results with the pre-test calculations it can be
observed that they agree from the beginning of the transient up to the opening
of the safety valve MV21. The simulated pressure rise on the secondary side
of the steam generator did not reach the set-point of MV21. Therefore after
the opening of the this valve (at 55 s) the calculated results are not
satisfactory.

A number of tests could be performed in order to produce a better agreement
with the experimental results. However, due to the short time available to
perform the post-test calculations it was decided to alter only the
nodalization scheme of the secondary side of the steam generator.

In the pre-test, the secondary side of the steam generator was modelled with
only one control volume (Fig. 6.1.1). In this case the two-phase flow coming
from the break is mixed with the saturated liquid at the region of interface
between liquid and vapor. As a result a higher condensation rate and
consequently a lower pressure increase in the secondary side was observed.
In the post-test calculation two additional control volumes were included
(Fig. 6.1.2). In this case the break flow is initially mixed with the
saturated liquid. This scheme results in a higher pressure increase in the
secondary system. Still this pressure increase is not sufficient to open the
relief valve and no substantial improvement is observed in the calculated
results.

The results of pre and post-test calculations are very similar. In the
post-test results, higher temperatures and pressures are observed. A better
response in the collapsed level of the steam generator is obtained. Other
possible simulation models should be tried to improve the calculation. A more
detailed nodalization scheme in the steam generator (primary and secondary
side) should be tested. Tests on the loss coefficients of the valves should
also be performed.

Table 6.1.1 shows the sequence of events in this transient.
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FIG. 6.1.1. Nodalization scheme of the secondary side
of the steam generator (1 volume).

VI

\J34

FIG. 6.1.2. Nodalization scheme of the secondary side
of the steam generator (3 volumes).
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Table 6.1.1 - Sequence of Events

OCCURRENCES
Pré-Test

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
—

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Collapsed level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam Generator filled up to
the elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
Safety relief valve opens

0.
25.
No
29.
No
No
No

No
49.
48.

1649.
No

No

22.
94.
No

1
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

TIMING
Exp.
0.
54.
No
71.
No
No
No

No
78.
78.

1258.
1258.

No

18.
117.
54.

(s)

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Post-test
0.1
30.0
No
30.0
No
No
No

No
47.0
46.0
No
No

No

23.0
130.0
No

Results of the post-test calculations are compared to the experimental results
in Figs. 6.1.3 - 6.1.13.
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6.2 BRAZIL - Comissäo Nacional de Energia Nuclear (IPEN)
(IPEN-BRASIL R5/M1 POSTTEST)

A post-test analysis is presented with the same nodalization scheme as in the
pre-test using different discharge coefficients at the break point. It was
not possible to analyze other nodalization schemes and perform some
sensibility tests with the present model due to the short time available.

The depressurization curve in the upper plenum shows that in the initial part
of the transient the calculated depressurization rate is higher than in the
experimental results until saturation pressure is reached. To compensate this
higher rate it was decided to change the discharge coefficient at the break
point. The following values were used.

Pre-test Post-test

- sub cooled discharge coefficient 1.0 0.2
- saturated discharge coefficient 1.0 1.8

For the post-test calculations the following remarks can be made:

- in general, the simulation of the transient shows a more stable
behaviour;

- although the pressure peak in the secondary side of the steam
generator is higher than in the pre-test case, it is not
sufficient to open the safety relief valve (MV21). Up to 54.0 s
of the transient the calculated and experimental results agree
well but after that, significant differences can be observed.

- better agreement with the experiment is obtained for the
depressurization curves at the upper plenum, SIT-1 and SIT-2
prediction of flow reversal in the cold leg and in the core
outlet was not eliminated in the post-test calculation.
Réévaluation of the friction losses along the primary circuit is
needed.

- loop-seal clearing was not observed in the post-test calculation.

Table 6.2.1 shows the sequence of events.

A comparison between calculated and experimental results is given in Pigs.
6.2.1 - 6.2.11.
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Table 6.2.1 - Sequence of Events

OCCURRENCES TIMING ( s )

Pré-test Exp. Post-test

Break valve opens 0.1 0.0
Pressurizer empty 69.0 54.0
Dryout first occurs No No
Break flow two-phase 20.0 71.0
Hot-leg loop seal cleared 272.0 No
Cold-leg loop seal cleared 261.0 No
Core uncovery begins No No
Collapsed level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation 244.0 No
SIT-1 flow begins 44.0 78.0
SIT-2 flow begins 47.0 78.0
SIT-1 injection terminates 1430.0 1258.0
SIT-2 injection terminates 1250.0 1258.0
Steam Generator filled up to
the elevation of the steam line 1350.0 No
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
opens 19.0 18.0
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
closes 296.0 117.0
Safety relief valve opens No 54.0

0.1
50.0
No
90.0
No
No
No

No
100.0
100.0
1560.0
1344.0

No

20.0

250.0
No
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6.3 BRAZIL - Comissäo Nacional de Energia Nuclear
(POST-TEST/TRAC)

This sub-chapter presents comments about the comparisons between the results
of pre-test simulation and the experimental results of the IAEA/SPE3. It also
presents the main results of the preliminary post-simulation. The TRAC/PF1
code is used for the analysis.

After analysing the comparison of the pre-test and experimental results, some
divergence is verified between the results. The main reasons are:

the low flow resistance inputed to the broken line,
the simulated closure of safety relief valve (PV23) of steam
generator that was kept open during the test.

Because of the first reason a very high mass flow through the rupture
occured. It generated a very fast depressurization of the primary circuit
causing the earlier trip actuations.

As a consequence of the second reason, with an earlier valve closure, the
system energy and pressure stopped the decay and the system pressure went to
an equilibrium value between steam generator and accumulator.

In the post-simulation of IAEA/SPE3 the model applied to the calculation is
the same as in the pre-test case, introducing the corrections to overcome the
limitations described above.

Steady state results are the same as in the pre-test simulation. Table 6.3.1
shows the comparison of major occurrences between the calculation and
experimental results. Figures 6.3.1-6.3.8 show measured and calculated
parameters.

Some remarks about the results are:

a) the limitations observed in the pre-test case were correctly
identified since the new tendency of the results is more
representative,

b) the Figure 6.3.7 shows that the pressure loss coefficient imposed
on break line now was too high. It generated a low flow rate
peak and so, delaying the depressurization of the primary circuit
(see Figure 6.3.3),

c) with the primary circuit depressurization delayed, several trips
in the model actuated after experimental ones. An example of
this effect was the beginning of the SIT-1 injection (see Figure
6.3.5),

d) due to the delay of scram, the secondary side of steam generator
received much more energy transferred from primary circuit and it
caused the steam generator secondary pressure to go up too much.
Despite this, the mass flow rate peak through the valves MV21 and
PV23 in themodel was higher than the experimental one (see Figure
6.3.8),
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e) the Figure 6.3.6 shows SIT-1 water level that behaves like SIT-1
pressure,

f) Figures 6.3.1 and 6.3.2 show the coolant temperature at core
inlet and in upper plenum, respectively, where the very high peak
is due to the delay in the scram. The second peak in Figure
6.3.1 occurs when the pump flow coastdown is terminated,

g) the post-test calculation was interrupted at 1100s due to
numerical instabilities.

In general, the results of IAEA/SPE3 with TRAC/PF1 code obtained in post-test
simulation show a great improvement, although further efforts are still needed.

Table 6.3.1 - Timing of major occurrences (in seconds)

Occurrences Experiment Post-test Pre-test

0.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break-flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper
plenum drops to hot-leg
elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to
the elevation of steam line
Pressure reducing valve opens
Pressure reducing valve closes
Safety relief valve opens
Scram
Pump trip simulation starts
HPIS initiated
Simulation end

0
54
-
71
-
-
-

-

78
78

1258
1258

-
18

117
54

44
51
44

1819

0
90
-

110
-
-
-

-

203
194
*
*

-
20

165
43

93
106
93

1000

0
20
-

7.2 to 110
21/31/57

33
-

35.2/57.0/178.4

59
56
-
-

-
18.6
80.5
-70

(closes -90)
15.1
21.2
53.6
1800

*do not occur until the simulation end.
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6.4 BULGARIA - Energoprojekt

Bulgaria presented pre-test calculations only. In general there were no
particular problems with the development of the nodalization and the
calculation. User's errors were made in the input, in the calculation of the
component during the development of the nodalization.
The availability of additional experimental results however, (e.g. radial
temperature distribution in the SG secondary side) could support the better
understanding of the results of the calculations.

Models and options:

crossflow junction model is applied to 9 junctions
horizontal stratification model is used in hot leg volumes,

- smooth area change option is selected for all junctions.

The safety valve does not open due to the relatively high BRU-A flow.

Problems in modelling of HA injection are:

- late start of injection is due to the high upper plenum pressure,
problem concerning the determination of the exact K factors in
the connection lines is important

The break volume is modelled by a pipe having 3 sub-volumes with different
diameters. The problems are:

* determination of K-factors
* determination of the proper pipe roughness of the tubes in order

to have adequate friction losses.
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6.5 CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Nuclear Power Plant Research Institute

No post test analyses have been performed by the participants from
Czechoslovakia. Brief information, remarks presented at the Final Meeting on
the calculations performed by RELAP4/MOD5, SLAP, RELAP5/MOD2.5 and DYNAMIKA
are given below.

Calculation with RELAP4/MOD5

For this case with SIT's injection into volumes with cold water, RELAP4 code
is capable of giving good results up to the time of cold water penetration to
the dead volumes (UP-top part, pressurizer). By realistic modelling of the
steel construction of reactor vessel head, the heat added to the steam could
prevent cold water penetration to these steam volumes and the transient could
run successfully.

SG-RV opening is determined mainly due to keeping the primary pressure above
scram initialization value for a sufficient time (by realistic modelling of
the primary break flow).

Remarks on SLAP3 calculation

Safety valve opened in SLAP3 calculation. SV opening is influenced mainly by
following variables or processes:

break flow
- heat exchange with walls and heat losses to the environment

reactor power, which should be mostly transfered to the secondary
side.

Probably the most important factor was to have a sufficient delay to the
reactor scram (i.e. to keep high reactor power for a longer period). This
delay was determined by a good estimation of the pressure loss coefficient for
the break line. Higher value of the loss coefficient would improve the
results.

Results of SLAP3 for timing of SIT's can be considered to be acceptable;
explanation of differences can be summarized as follows:

- Start of injection: During the initial period of the accident
the code calculated higher temperature in the upper plenum. This
was a consequence of more rapid increase of the secondary
pressure (due to higher break flow) and lower capacity of the
primary circuit (both pump suction and delivery lines were not
modelled). Because of higher temperature a pressure "plateau"
occurred above SIT's operating pressure, leading to a delay in
the start of injection (exp. 78s, calc. 130s).

- Injection and its termination: Injection from Sit's was with an
interruption and its effect was too strong. This is a
consequence:

elimination of the coolant inertia in the SITs lines,
the code assumes a thermodynamic equilibrium between phases,
i.e. condensation rate is overestimated,
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backward flow with SIT's was not allowed; the value in the
SIT's line was modelled as a check valve. In the experiment,
after a short-term increase of the primary pressure, the
injection from SIT"s could continue without any delay. In the
calculation, under the same circumstances, the injection was
interrupted and the new injection was delayed up to the
sufficient primary pressure decrease.

The break flow is calculated by the code in the following way:

Gbreak ~ Gideal discharge

*»break line
where Gideal *s mass f°r flow rate corresponding to the ideal

nozzle (modified Bernoulli equation in the subcooled region,
Moody model for the two-phase region)

discharge ~ is an empirical value of the flow discharge
coefficient; usual value of 0.8 was used,

£ break line ~ total pressure loss coefficient of the
break line, corresponding to all irreversible pressure losses,
including friction. The value was calculated, using Jables,
to be equal to 2.4, substantial part of this coefficient
(5.64) is due to the friction. Both values correspond to the
tube diameter 3.8 mm. Practically all irreversible pressure
losses occur in the small diameter (04 mm) tube. For the
calculation, the theoretical value of the break flow as
decreased 3.62 times.

Remarks on the RELAP5/MOD2.5 calculations

In general the code is a suitable tool for modelling SPE-3. The nodalization
is appropriate except for some modifications (SG tubing, steam line, etc.).

The key parameter of the modelling is the correct break flow calculation.

Calculation with DYNAMIKA-90

The code was designed for the analyses of transients and accident processes
including an SB LOCA.

The code isn't proper for such processes, in which extensive boiling in the
primary circuit occurs.

Nodalization for SPE-3 calculation was rather simple (15 volumes, 15 junction,
10 heat slabs).
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No phase separation was accounted in the volumes, except for the pressurizer
and the SG-secondary side.

Quasi-steady-state radial heat transport in SG was used. Break flow was
determined by modified Bernoulli equations.

Some delay of the beginning SIT's flow (~ 72 s) was caused by the rapid
depressurization of a primary circuit.

The time of the termination of the SIT's injection (1082 and 1476 s) is
reasonable in comparison with the experiment (1258 s).

Break was derived by the modified Bernoulli equation with tota.l pressure loss
coefficients equal to 6.3.
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6.6 FINLAND - Imatran Voima Oy

Remarks on pre-test calculations

There is no question about the capability of RELAP5/MOD2 or RELAP5/MOD3 to
calculate this kind of transient. Unfortunately, the critical flow model/
which is one of the most decisive factors in LOCA simulations, could not be
assessed in this case, because of too uncertain pressure drop in the thin pipe
preceding the break valve.

Because the behaviour of the steam generator secondary side in the experiment
is not known, there are some uncertainties in the SG modelling. The knowledge
on whether there is circulating flow in the secondary side of the SG or not,
would be valuable in the choice of the nodalization.

The errors in the timing of the hydroaccumulator injection termination in our
pre-test calculation was mainly due to the discrepancy in break mass flow
rate, as evidenced by sensitivity analyses made.

In our pre-test calculation the break line was modelled with three
computational volumes. The frictional pressure loss due to pipe wall was
calculated by RELAP5 using wall roughness 3.0-10~^m. In addition, a local
pressure loss coefficient of 1.0 was used for the inlet of the 4.0 mm diameter
pipe and a coefficient 1.5 for the orifice (O3.8mm) following the break valve.

It is probable that the error in the calculated break mass flow rate is due
essentially to higher pressure losses in the 4.0mm pipe.

Post-test sensitivity runs

After the release of RELAP5/MOD3, sensitivity analyses were conducted with
RELAP5/MOD3 v. 5m5 on a VAX Station 3200 with VAX/VMS. In the first case, the
input deck used was identical to the one used in the pre-test calculation with
MOD2 excluding the additional left/right boundary cards in the heat structure
input needed for MOD3.

In the steady-state calculation with MOD3, the main parameters obtained were
the same as with MOD2 (Table 6.6.1) excluding the core inlet temperature (542
K) which was 2K higher than in MOD2. RELAP5/MOD3 was able to maintain SG
collapsed level at 2.11 m without expelling water into the steam line, but in
order to facilitate comparison between MOD2 and MOD3 the initial SG water
level 1.95 m was used also in this case.

The main events in the calculations are presented in Table 6.6.1 and the main
parameters are plotted in Pigs. 6.6.1-6.6.4. Table 6.6.1 shows that in the
beginning of the transient the secondary side pressure relief valve opens
earlier in the MOD3 calculation. After the opening, the secondary side
pressure rises slightly slower in MOD3, which is enough to cause the safety
valve to remain closed. However, in order to make the comparison of the two
code versions possible, the safety valve was forced to open at the moment of
maximum pressure in the secondary side. Pigs. 6.6.1-6.6.4 clearly show that
there is no essential difference in the calculation results of the two code
versions.
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Table 6.6.1 Main events in the simulations (time in Seconds)

Occurrence MOD2 MOD 3 Measured

Break valve opens
Pressure reducing valve opens
Scram
Pump trip simulation initiated
Pressurizer empty
Safety relief valve opens
HPIS injection begins
SIT-1 injection begins
SIT-2 injection begins
Pressure reducing valve closes
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates

0
10.5
24.3
30.9

-31
32.1
62.3
68.6
68.6
102

-850
-830

0
7.8

27.2
36.2

-34
37.4*
65.2*
87.6*
87.6*
110.0*
-860*
-830*

0
18
44
51

-5
54
82
78
78
117

-1250
-1250

* values obtained when the SG safety valve was forced open

The CPU-time consumption of MOD3 on VAX Station 3200 was about 5.4 times that
of MOD2 on IBM 3083.

It is obvious that the major discrepancy in the pretest calculations compared
with the experimental data was the overprediction of the break mass flow
rate. Therefore/ with MOD3 a sensitivity run was conducted, in which the
inlet pressure loss coefficient of the 4.0 mm diameter break line was
increased from 1.0 to 3.0. The break nozzle was modelled similarly as in the
previous runs, i.e. using smooth area change with a pressure loss coefficient
1.5 and discharge coefficients 1.0. The main calculated and measured
parameters of this run are plotted in Figs. 6.6.5-6.6.8. Until about 400 s
the calculated break mass flow rate is now very close to - or even less than -
the measured value (Fig. 6.6.5). After 400 s, the break mass flow is
overpredicted. The accumulator injection rate (6.6.7) and the primary
temperature (6.6.8) decay rate are now in relatively good agreement with the
measured values, which indicates that the problem of the too early termination
of SIT injection in the pretest calculation is mainly due to the incorrect
prediction of the break mass flow rate.

Discussion

Generally, the agreement between the calculated and experimental results was
satisfactory. The most important discrepancy in the transient calculation was
the overprediction of. the break mass flow rate. The too high break mass flow
rate was also the reason for the predicted hot leg loop seal clearing and the
presence of steam in the hot collector after about 1200 s, which caused
oscillations in the loop seal and pressure vessel water level as well as in
the natural circulation rate. The difference between calculated and measured
break mass flow rate is presumably due to higher pressure losses in the 4.0 mm
pipe preceding the break valve than expected.

Another major discrepancy concerns the behaviour of steam generator. In the
steady-state calculations, the heat transfer from primary to secondary side
was clearly underpredicted. To be able to explain this, more experimental
information of the flow and temperature conditions in the SG secondary side is
required.
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6.7 FINLAND - Technical Research Centre of Finland

As a result of the discussion during the Final Meeting additional information
is given here to sub-chapter 4.11. It will help to better understand both the
pre-test and post-test (parametric study) results.

The break line from the primary side hot collector to the top of the steam
generator secondary is modelled with two volumes and one valve junction. The
pipe line is divided into two parts according to the inner diameter (04 and
013mm) of the pipe. At the break valve junction the two velocity option and
the discharge coefficient of 1.0 for both the subcooled and two-phase regimes
are used. The pressure loss of the break orifice (d = 3.8 mm) is included
into the valve junction using the abrupt area change option. The pressure
losses due to the flow are change are also computed with the abrupt area
change option in two other junctions of the break line.

The transient calculation was performed as a restart from the steady state
run. All boundary volumes required in the steady state calculation were
deleted. The transient calculation was stopped at 2000 s. The transient
restart run required a total of 5338 s CPU time on the CDC Cyber 180-840
computer. The number of calculated time steps were 9603 of which 266 were
repeated due to the time step control of the code.

Two other important parameters are also included for the better understanding
of the break line behaviour: void fraction in break line inlet junction (Fig.
6.7.1) and void fraction in break junction (Fig. 6.7.2).

Conclusions on the pre-test calculations

Most parameters were calculated reasonably well and all key events were
predicted to happen. However, the dominating feature in the calculation was
the too fast depressurization of both the primary and secondary sides as a
result of the overpredicted break flow rate at the beginning of the transient.

The secondary pressure increased due to the overpredicted break flow being too
fast, causing a premature openings of the secondary pressure-reducing and
safety valves. As the overpredicted primary depressurization had caused scram
and initiated pump trip simulation earlier as was measured, also the
depressurization of the secondary was started earlier in the calculation.
After the choked flow was ceased, the water flow through the break pipeline
was determining the pressure difference between secondary and primary side.
Thus the primary pressure followed the excursion of the secondary pressure,
which had started too early. Clearly the effect of the too fast
depressurization can be seen on the too early termination of the accumulator
injection.
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Preliminary results of a parameteric study
Break flow rate, which affects the timing of the events considerably, and
forms a boundary condition for the primary system analysis, is one of the key
parameters in SPE-3. Because it was overpredicted in the pre-test
calculation, a parametric study of the effect of the changes in the break line
nodalization was performed.

In the sensitivity study the main principle was to replace the abrupt area
change model with smooth area change model in all junctions at the break
line. This additional coefficient describing the local pressure loss was
introduced in each junction. The wall friction was computed by the code as in
pre-test analysis.

The effect of this change can be seen in Figures 6.7.3a through 6.7.5b. Due
to the limited time schedule and difficulties with plotting system it was
neither possible to get the pre- and post-test calculation on the same plot
nor to plot with the same scale, which makes the exact comparison difficult.
However, it is evident that this change caused the break flow to increase and
made the events happen earlier than in the pre-test calculation. Due to the
earlier scram, the secondary pressure did not reach the opening pressure of
the secondary safety valve.

Thus one key event that has a triggering effect on the transient behaviour did
not happen. This effect can clearly be seen on the secondary side pressure
behaviour. Because of the limited time available to finish the comparison
calculation more detailed examination was not possible.
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6.8 GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC - Zentralinstitut für Kernforschung

The analysis of the pre-test calculation with RELAP4/MOD6 code in comparison
with the experimental data showed that the calculated break flow was initially
too high. As a result the pressurizer emptied within 10.7 s and the SIT's
started injection already at 31 s (Table 6.8.1). The BRU-A opened at 16 s
which is in good agreement with the experimental data. However, due to the
early scram (12.8 s) and pump coast-down initiation (13.6 s) the secondary
side pressure did not reach the set-point (5.63 MPa) of the safety relief
valve. As a consequence the transient is considerably different from the
experiment.

Table 6.8.1 - SPE-3: Timing of major occurrences

Occurrence Time [s]
Pre-test Post-test

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

Break valve opens 0
Pressurizer empty 10.7
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase 13.9
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation (6.248 m)
SIT-1 flow begins (5.86 MPa) 31.
SIT-2 flow begins (5.86 MPa) 31.
SIT-1 injection terminates (0.27 m)
SIT-2 injection terminates (1.12 m)
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line (9.332 m) 38.
BRU-A opens (5.26 MPa) 16.
BRU-A closes (4.89 MPa) 128.
Safety relief valve opens (5.63 MPa)

Scram & HPIS initiated (10.05 MPa) 12.8
Pump coast-down initiated (9.00 MPa) 13.6

0
25.
-
33.
-
-
-

-
100.
100.
898.
864.

31.
18.

128.
33.

31.
33.

Exp.

0
54.
-
71.
-
-
-

-
78.
78.

1258.
1258.

-
18.

117.
54.

44.
51.

End of transient 1896. 957. 1819.
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Starting from this analysis post-test runs were performed. these were based
on the input model used in the pre-test calculation. The same nodalization
scheme (Fig. 6.8.1) has been chosen. Modifications were restricted to the
correction of the flow rate characteristics ofthe junctions for the break
simulator (J25, J26) and for the two pressure reducing valves (J30, J31).

As a first measure the value of the energy loss coefficient applied to the SG
hot collector/break pipe junction (J25) was revised (PJUN=7.4).
Then a parametric study with different contraction coefficients C26 for the
break junction J26 was performed for the initial phase of the transient (up to
200 s). This study aimed at matching the experimental timing of important
events.

The results are shown in Table 6.8.2.

As can be seen from this table, low values of C26 give better agreement with
experimental data for scram and pump coast-down initiation, but SIT-injection
occurs too late. The opening times of BRU-A and relief valve remain unchanged
because they are controlled primarily by the steam generator heat transfer to
secondary side. It is obvious that variation of a single parameter C26 cannot
lead to improvement of all event times of interest.

Because coolant injection from SITs is considered to effect the transient
process esentially, the C26 with SIT-timing closest to experiment was chosen
as the "best" one.
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Table 6.8.2 - SPE-3/ Post Test
Parametric study with different contraction coefficients

C26, C30, C31 for break and valves

Event Time [s]

C30=C31=0.85 C30=C31=1

BRU-A opens
Relief valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Scram
Pump coast -down
SIT injection
BRU-A closes

C26

0.26

19.
33.
39.
49.
52.

>201.
201

C26

0.30

19.
33.
33.
42.
45.
146.
177.

C26

0.425

18.
33.
25.
31.
33.

104.
140.

C26

0.42b

18.
33.
25.
31.
33.
100.
128.

Exp.

18.
54.
54.
44.
51.
78.
117.

As a third measure the contraction coefficient of 0.85 originally applied to
both valve junctions (J30, J31) was changed to 1.0. This increased the valve
flow rate and consequently the BRU-A closes earlier.

The following figures show selected parameter vs. time curves for a post-test
run of 957 s.

Primary pressure (Fig. 6.8.2)

Because the break flow (Fig. 6.8.3b) is initially too high, the pressurizer
empties faster (25 s) than in the experiment (54 s). This leads to an earlier
drop of primary pressure to saturation pressure. Then the pressure closely
follows the saturation value. Because the pressure is slightly above the
experimental curve SIT-flow begins later (100 s). As a result of
SIt-injection which is too strong (Figs. 6.8.4 and 6.8.5), there is a pressure
drop. Further drops of primary pressure can be observed at about 300 s, 450 s
and 600 s when subcooled water enters the pressurizer (Fig. 6.8.6a) and steam
condensation occurs. This is accompanied by stronger SIT-injection (Figs.
6.8.4 and 6.8.5) which leads eventually to earlier termination of SIT-flow (at
898 s and 864 s respectively). The unrealistic partial refilling of the
pressurizer caused numerical problems. Therefore the calculation was stopped
at 957 seconds.

Secondary pressure (Fig 6.8.7) and valve flow rate (Fig. 6.8.8)

The secondary side pressure starts rising from an initial value of 4.59 MPa.
BRU-A valve opens at 18 s as in the experiment. The flow through its orifice
is not sufficient to stop the secondary pressure increase. Hence pressure
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continues to rise and safety relief valve opens at 33 s, earlier than in the
experiment (54 s). The peak value of 5.71 MPa, slightly higher than the
measured one, is reached at 41 s. The totaldischarge through both valves
becomes a maximum of about 0.24 kg/s at 44 s. After closure of the BRU-A at
128 s the secondary pressure curve matches the experimental one (Fig. 6.8.7).
In conclusion, flow from valves and secondary pressure behaviour is fairly
well modelled. The short arrest of the measured pressure after BRU-A opening
could not be reproduced.

Levels in reactor model and in upper plenum (Figs. 6.8.9 and 6.8.10)

These levels start to decrease sharply at about 130 s, which is a consequence
of the high break flow rate between 100 s and 300 s (Fig. 6.8.3). However,
the levels do not drop to hot leg elevation (6.225 m). The minimum value is
6.44 m at about 280 s. Due to strong SIT-injection at times where the
pressurizer is partly refilled (300 s, 450 s, 600 s) the upper plenum is
periodically filled up to the top. Thus the level curve exhibits a
"saw-tooth" shape.

Coolant temperatures (Figs. 6.8.11 and 6.8.12)

Coolant temperatures at core inlet (Fig. 6.8.11) and in upper plenum (Fig.
6.8.12) show an average behaviour similar to the measured one.

Conclusions

The comparison between measurement and post-test calculation allows to
conclude that significant improvements have been obtained in the prediction of
pressures, coolant temperatures and flow rates of the two pressure reducing
valves. A realistic break flow prediction remains, however, an open problem.
With the homogeneous equilibrium model of RELAP4/MOD6 adequate modelling of
SITs operation is not possible. The cold water injection results in rapid and
non-realistic condensation. Similar condensation occurs during partial
refilling of the pressurizer. A subdivision of the pressurizer in e.g. 3 of
volumes could improve the modelling.
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6.9 GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC - Dresden University of Technology

Post-test calculation with RELAP4/MOD6 code has been performed.

Changes in input data set for post-test calculation are as follows:

Nodalization (Fig. 6.9.1)
- 34 volumes, 41 junctions, 20 heat slabs

subdivision of pressurizer into 3 volumes (V20, V31 , V32)
subdivision of upper plenum dead end part into 3 volumes (V9,
V33, V34)
injection of sIT to upper plenum was shifted to V7

- physical models and options
- modified Moody critical flow model for leak with contraction

coefficient of 0.45
maximum of Henry-Fauske and Moody critical flow model for SGSV
and BRU-A
temperature of water stored in SITs was changed to 200°C in
order to damp the non-equilibrium effects.

Comparison of experimental data with pre- and post-test calculations

The timing of major occurrences is compared in Table 6.9.1. Pig. 6.9.2-6.9.17
are comparison plots of the most important parameters.

The results of the pre-test calculation must be considered to be poor. The
most essential reasons are:

(1) - overprediction of mass flow through leak,
(2) - nonequilibrium effects due to injection of cold water by safety

systems, which cannot be reproduced adequately by the RELAP4
basic thermohydraulic model.

The consequences are in detail:

too rapid primary pressure decrease after break opening (Fig.
6.9.2, scram, SIT-injection, pump coast down much earlier than in
the experiment;

SGSV does not open (Fig. 6.9.7),
back flow of water from secondary to primary side (Fig. 6.9.6),
complete pressurizer refill (Fig. 6.9.10).

- SG secondary side very early full of water (Fig. 6.9.13),
strong oscillations in core flow rate (Fig. 6.9.16),
quick and complete refill of upper plenum after about 300 s.

The changes made for the post-test calculation are directed to reduce these
main sources of errors. Indeed the results of the post-test can be considered
to be fairly good, at least they are much better than the pre-test results.
On the other hand, there are still significant deviations between experiment
and post-test calculation. The influence on non-equilibrium effects could be
reduced, but not eliminated yet. Therefore upper plenum andpressurizer refill
can be observed again, but both components are not completely refilled. The
reason for the rapid level drop in the upper plenum after 55 s (pressurizer
empty) is initial temperature, which is too high in this component.
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FIG. 6.9.1. Nodalization scheme — post-test (34 volumes, 41 junctions, 20 heat slabs).

Table 6.9.1 - Main events of the transients

event (s) pre-test post-test experiment

break
BRU-A opens
pressurizer empty
reactor scram
initiation of HPIS
initiation of pump coast down
SG-SV opens
break flow two-phase
SIT open
BRU-A closed
SIT injection terminates

0.0
18.5
9.5
6.5
6.5
11.0
-

11.0
29.5
70.0
-

0.0
18.0
46.0
39.0
39.0
48.5
33.0
53.0
140.0
132.0
665. /674.

0.0
18.0
54.0
44.0
44.0
51.0
54.0
71.0
78.0
117.0
1258.0
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The primary pressure decrease after about 200 s, is faster than in the
experiment, because the leak mass flow is still too high. This leads to an
earlier emptying of the SIT's on one hand, on the other hand to strong
oscillations of the loop and core mass flow due to non-equilibrium effects.

Significant back flow of water from secondary to primary side (as in the
pre-test) does not occur in the post-test.

At least the change of the temperature of the SIT water may have an influence
on the parameter history, but this must be tested by performing sensitivity
studies and further post-test calculations in future.
The post-test calculation was stopped after about 880 s real time because of
the time shift of SIT-injection termination.

Conclusions

In particular the post-test calculation shows, that RELAP4 is able to predict
the experiment with acceptable results. However, the application of this code
to such kinds of transients is problematical, because some essential effects,
especially thermal non-equilibriums, are not exactly calculated because of the
equilibrium.

Further on, the computational cost is high (118 CPU hours for pre-test, 123
CPU hours for post test on EC 1055/56).

Improvement of post-test results could be realized by correcting the upper
plenum temperature and by performing sensitivity studies with respect to
location and temperature of SIT-injection.
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6.10 GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF - Stuttgart University

This sub-chapter gives a short summary on the evaluation of the pre-test
calculations and a few results of the pre-test analysis in form of comparison
plots as presented at the Final Meeting. The computer code used is
RELAP5/MOD2 cycle 36.05.

6.10.1 Highlight of the pre-test calculations

Depressurization rate in primary system is predicted perfectly - compared to
experiment - in the initial phase of the accident (t = 0-80 s).

SG secondary side pressure (after SG isolation) is mainly governed by residual
heat transfer rate from primary and, SG relief and safety valves.

Both SG relief and safety valve opening times are earlier than that of
experiment due to relatively rapid pressure increase in secondary side.

Break flow is mainly choked flow and highly fluctuated in t=0-120s (as high as
two times than the experimental result).

Reactor collapsed level decrease is drastic and earlier (t=50-200s) than
experiment due to relatively high break flow. The same holds true for hot leg
loop seal level in SG side.

All primary and secondaryside related parameters follows the same trend as of
experiment between approx. t=0-200 s. After 200 s result exhibits deviations
from experiment i.e. pressure, temperature in primary loop follows secondary
side and underestimated with respect to experiment.

Pressure and level of SIT-1 and SIT-2 decreases faster than that of experiment
after t = 200 s.

Time when primary and secondary side pressures are equal (t = 460 s) is
earlier than experiment i.e. 1480 s.

Primary loop flow is nearly stagnant from t = 200s until the end ot the
calculation. Flow in experiment is approx. 0.4 kg/s higher than our
calculation. This shows that, the driving force due to SG heat sink is poorly
predicted when the loop flow is governed by natural circulation.

6.10.2 Possible deficiencies in pre-test calculation and modifications made
for post test analysis

The problem of break flow instabilities, during t = 0-120 s, could not be
overcome in post-test calculations and discharge coefficients are not
attempted to change i.e. the value 1.0 is used for both subcooled and
two-phase coefficients.

Natural circulation in primary loop is underestimated after the pump is valved
off due to unrealistic SG heat sink prediction. Same problem holds true for
post-analysis.

The problem of early primary and secondary pressure equilization could be
overcome in post-test calculation by modifying the discharge coefficients of
SG relief and safety valves i.e. 1.1 and 0.5 respectively.
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The pump coast-down curve, i.e. time versus pump rotationa speed, has a
considerable effect over primary pressure history and due to that reason, this
data changed accordingly.

The effect of SG tube modelling is tested, i.e.:
a) Model A:

b) Model B:

c) Model C:

volume 14 ( 9 tubes)
volume 15 (20 tubes)
volume 16 (53 tubes)

volume 14 (20 tubes)
volume 15 (30 tubes)
volume 16 (32 tubes)
volume 14 (30 tubes)
volume 15 (20 tubes)
volume 16 (32 tubes)

But models B and C have not any positive effect in improving the post-test
results (Model A is used for pre-test and post-test calculations).

General occurrences in pre-test and post-test calculations

Occurrence
Pre-test

Timing ( t> )
Post-test Exp.

01
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve opens
Pressure reducing valve closes
Safety relief valve opens

0.0
58.5
——

70.0
——
——
——

——
111.0
103.0
705.0
674.0

___
7.5

126.0
21.5

0.0
62.0
___
70.0
——

— -

---
148.0
142.0
1000.0
950.0

——
8.0

180.0
22.0

0.0
54.0
— -

71.0
———
———
——

— —
78.0
78.0

1258.0
1258.0

——
18.0

117.0
54.0
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6.11 INDIA - Bhabha Atomic Research Centre

Post calculations are in progress. So far results of only the first 130
seconds of transients are available and are reported here.
Pre-test results were compared with experimental data and reasons for
differences were inv

In order to reduce computation time for the pre-test calculations, break line
volume was included in the hot collector volume. This resulted in incorrect
modelling of break junction inertia and hence very high break flow.

In the pretest calculations specified level for the pressurizer and the steam
generator secondary side was taken as mixture level, while it should have been
collapsed level.

Heat losses from the primary were clubbed into a single volume in the cold
leg. This was done to reduce computation time.

In order to take care of these differences, the following changes have been
made:

- Break line has been separately modelled in two volumes,
- Liquid level in the pressurizer and the steam generator secondary

has been correctly modelled,
- Heat losses from the primary have been divided into four parts.

After incorporating these changes, analysis has been done for the first 130
seconds of the transients and the results are given in Table 6.11.1. Results
now are closer to experimental data.
Parametric studies have indicated that results are very sensitive to the
modelling of break line.

Table 6.11.1 Comparison of Occurrences

Occurrence
Measured

Timing (s)
Pre-test Post-test

01
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

Break valve opems
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Collapsed level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
closes
Safety relief valve opens

0
54
No
71
No
No
No

No
78
78

1258
1258

No

18

117
54

0
10.4
No
0*
-
-
No

NO
29.7
27.9
580.0
565.0

No

8.4

64.5
16.2

0
28
—
5
-
-
—

-
91
91
-
—

-

16

123
32

.9

.3

.3

.0

.4

.6
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6.12 ITALY - Universita di Pisa

Post-test calculations have not been performed. This sub-chapter contains the
information on pre-test calculation presented at the Final Meeting.

6.12.1 An overview of the transient

In order to give an overview of the transient scenario, some significant
variables measured during the test are reported in Figs. 6.12.1 and 6.12.2;
primary and secondary pressure are given in Fig. 6.12.1, while the overall
mass lost from the break as a function of time is compared with the
massinjected by the accumulators and by the HPIS in Fig. 6.12.2. The main
events occurring during the transient are also reported in these figures.

After the subcooled depressurization period, lasting about 100 seconds, the
primary pressure follows the secondary pressure that is determined essentially
by the imbalance between energy coming from the break and energy exiting from
the safety valve (Fig. 6.12.1). At about 1500 s into the transient, primary
pressure equals secondary pressure. Fig 6.12.2 demonstrates that the mass
lost from the break remains very near to the injected mass from the emergency
core cooling systems; in particular at about 600 s into the transient the
overall injected mass becomes larger than the mass lost. As a consequence
dryout situations are not expected (and do not occur) in this transient.

The above outline shows that the main phenomena to be addressed in the code
calculation are the depressurization rate in both primary and secondary
circuits, the discharge of accumulators, the pressure drop at the break
orifice and the mass distribution in the loop.

6.12.2 Analysis of results

The calculated variables are given in Figs. 6.12.3-6.12.14. Table 6.12.1
contains the comparison between measured and calculated sequence of the main
physical events.

A preliminary look at the Figures and Table leads to the conclusion that all
the main physical events are qualitatively well calculated by the code. A
quantitative comparison demonstrates that all the main events occur earlier in
the calculation than in the experiment. With regard to the events 1,3,8 and 9
in the Table, the reason for the discrepancy appears to be linked with the
high values of the heat losses considered for the pressurizer (> 10 kw) in the
code input and of the mass flowrate across the SGTR break calculated at the
transient beginning. Later on into the transient, the anticipation of the
stop in the accumulator flowrates may also depend upon a wrong choice of the
discharge coefficients (local pressure drops - 'K' factors) of the
accumulators lines.

The detailed analysis of the Figures leads to the following considerations:

- Figure 6.12.3: the measured initial value is much higher than the
calculated value; this appears to be due to experimental
uncertainty considering that the initial value of fluid
temperature at core outlet is well calculated by the code.

- Fig. 6.12.4: two calculated trends are compared with the measured
trends of fluid temperature and relate to the liquid and steam
temperature; a relatively rapid decrease of break flow causes the
rise in the temperature trend at about 1000 s in the calculation
while this occurs at about 1400 s in the experiment.
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Fig. 6.12.6: the comparison between upper plenum pressure trends
clearly shows the underproduction of this quantity in the
calculation owing to the above mentioned causes.

Fig. 6.12.10: the reasons for the different trends of RPV level
do not appear very clear; a possible explanation could be that
mixture levels have been considered in the experiment.

Fig. 6.12.12: two calculated trends are reported in this case:
the CNTRLVAR 097 considers only the large diameter part of the
steam generator, while the CNTRLVAR 001 also includes the upper
part and is the actual value to be compared with the experimental
signal; the disagreeme
of break flowrate.

Fig. 6.12.13: the overprediction of break flowrate, in the early
part of the transient, appears, as already mentioned as one of
the main source of discrepancy between measured and calculated
trends.

there is quite a large overprediction of the flowrate exiting
from the secondary side valves that could also have affected the
SGTR break flowrate trend in the early part of the transient;
after about 700 s, the experimental signal appears to be
unreliable.

Table 6.12.1 - Comparison of calculated and experimental events

Event Exp. (s) Cale, (s)

01
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Collapsed level in upper plenum drops
to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve opens
Pressure reducing valve closes
Safety relief valve opens

0
54
No
71
No
NO
NO

No
78
78

1258
1258

No
18
117
54

0.
26.
NO
50.
No
No
No

No
44
44
918
887

No
15
72
25

6.12.3 Conclusions

The application of the RELAP5/MOD2 code to the blind prediction of a SGTR in
the PMK-NVH facility (IAEA SPE-3), demonstrated the capability of the code in
predicting the transient scenario from a qualitative point of view.
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Two main sources of quantitative discrepancies have been found from the
comparison between measured and calculated trends.

a) high value of critical flowrates predictions in both the SGTR
break and in the valves of discharging steam from secondary side:
this is a clear limitation of the code in predicting critical
flow when a generic geometric configuration is assigned.

b) high value of heat losses in the pressurizer: this appears to be
a wrong user choice.

Furthermore, the quite well known limit of the code in predicting the mixing
between liquid discharge from accumulators and fluid in the main loop, has
been confirmed from this analysis.

The overall evaluation of the obtained results, confirmed that the strategy
(nodalization, user options, achievement of initial conditions, etc.) of code
application at DCMN is reasonable.
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6.13 POLAND - Institute of Atomic Energy
(IAE-POLAND R5/M2.5 POSTTEST)

The nodalization is based on the model obtained from VTT Finland. The
secondary side is the same as in the pre-test calculations except for the two
volumes representation (see Pig. 6.13.1), discharge coefficients of the break
BRU-A and SRV equal to 1.0 both for subcooled liquid, two-phase flow and steam
flow.

FIG. 6.13.1. SPE-3 nodalization scheme of secondary side for post-test calculations.

The comparison of occurrences are in Table 6.13.1

Table 6.13.1 - Comparison of Occurrences

0

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Occurrence

Break valve opens
Scram
Pump trip
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot leg loop-seal cleared
Cold leg loop-seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Collapsed level in upper plenum
drops to hot leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
SG filled to steam line elevation
BRU-A opens
BRU-A closes
RV opens

Experiment

0.
44.
51.
54.
-
71.
-
-
—

—
78.
78.

1258.
1258.

-
18.
117.
54.

Time (s)
Pre-test

0.
20.
23.
26.
-
11.
-
-
-

210
29.
29.

1820.
1820.
1580.

7.
230.
16.

Post-test
0.
52.
60.
72.
-
80.
-
-
—

-
155.
155.
1280.
1280.

-
9.1

149.
33.
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Concluding remarks

Overall transient behaviour was reproduced by RELAP5/MOD2 without special
adjustment of input data.

Break flow rate, which forms a boundary condition of the analysed system, is
one of the most important parameters in SPE-3. The prediction was
insu

Attention should be focussed on modelling a break pipe component:

nodalization,
- junction loss coefficients.

Improvement of discharge flow model is required.

Fuel and coolant temperature history were calculated reasonably well.

Results are shown in Figs. 6.13.2-6.13.13.
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6.14 SWEDEN - Studsvik Nuclear

Post-test calculation had not been performed until the Final Meeting.
Compasion of calculated (pre-test) results are compared to the measured values
for a few parameters. Results are included as presented at the Final Meeting.

Mass flow rata, break

!„,-

00-

-01
00

— Calculât»!
-- ExpaiitiBiH FLU

——I——
5000 10000

TlmeCs)

BREAK FLOW
Break flow overpredicted until initiation of the
accumulator injections.
Spikes in the flow rate occurred when the void was
high upstream of the break orifice.

FIG. 6.14.1.
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Too fast depressurization rate until saturation was reached.

FIG. 6.14.2.
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orifice of the vessel.
The heated section did not uncover.

FIG. 6.14.5.
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FIG. 6.14.6.
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Temperature, heater rod at elevation 2 084 m

Measurement not correct until 50 3 - Calculated
-• Experiment TE18

5000 10000

Tlme(s)

ROD TEMPERATURE

The temperature responds on the time shifted depressurization
and on the termination of the accumulator injection.

FIG. 6.14.7.

Conclusions

General

There were no particular problems encountered with the set-up of
the model or with the calculations.

Misleading
Timing of certain events (uncover of core, clearing of loop
seals) had been requested as part of submitted data but the
events were far from going to occur.

Break Model
The model used for the piece of narrow tube in the break ]ine was
suspected to be the main cause for a predicted early opening of
the pressure reducing valve.
The pressure loss of this tube was large compared to the loss of
the break orifice.
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6.15 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Texas A&M University

RELAPS Model

The RELAP nodalization scheme for PMK-NVH experimental facility is illustrated
in Pig. 6.15.1. The model utilizes 103 control volumes, 118 junctions and 66
heat structures. Prior to the transient simulation steady-state conditions
(system pressure = 12.3 MPa, core inlet temperature = 591 K) were calculated
by RELAP5/MOD3, and a fairly good agreement with the test data was obtained.
The atmospheric boundary conditions were imposed by time dependent volumes at
room temperature (293 K) and atmospheric pressure (0.101 MPa).

Results

A comparison, of the upper plenum pressure for SPE-3, between the RELAP5/MOD3
prediction and the experimental result is presented. As a result of break,
the primary side of system starts to depressurize and in approximately 100 s
it attains saturation conditions. RELAP5/MOD3 calculated temperature profile
in upper plenum during the transient depicts a fair agreement with the data
(Fig. 6.15.3). Initially, as the system depressurizes, the coolant
temperature in the upper plenum rises, but the activation of reactor SCRAM at
approximately 45 s causes the temperature to recede. The secondary pressure
profile also agrees closely with the experimental results (Fig. 6.15.4). The
opening of the pressure reducing valve causes the secondary pressure to drop.
The safety valve opens when the setpoint pressure is reached.

Conclusions

A simulation of the Third Standard Problem Exercise (SPE-3), sponsored by the
IAEA, has been performed on RELAP5/MOD3 computer code. Code predicted
scenario is compared with the experimental results. A reasonably good
agreement between the simulation and the test is achieved. This indicates
that reactor thermal hydraulic computer codes like RELAP5/MOD3, that are
especially designed with PWR's in mind, can be used with reasonable confidence
while dealing with reactors significantly different from the conventional
ones. This exercise also validates the capability of RELAP5/MOD3 in
successfully simulating the SPE-3 transient.
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SPE-3: UPPER PLENUM PRESSURE
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SPE-3: STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY SIDE PRESSURE
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6.16 UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS - OKB Gidropress

The post-test calculations have been performed by the TECH-M-4 code using the
same nodalization as in the pre-test case. The only difference between pre-
and post-test calculations is that different values of loss coefficients were
applied to the break unit.

The comparison of occurrences are given below:

Occurrence Experiment

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared*
Cold-leg loop seal cleared*
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to
the elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
closes
Safety relief valve opens

0
54

71

78
78

1258
1258

18

117
54

Timing (s)
Pre-test

0
25

55

68
61

1080
1040

18

127
40

Post-test

0
51

65

115
112

1190
1190

20

158
38

The comparison of the measured and calculated parameters are given in Figs.
6.16.1-6.16.9.
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FIG. 6.16.1. Fuel rod surface temperature at the outlet.

500
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400
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FIG. 6.16.2. Coolant temperature at core inlet.
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550

500
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200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 t (s)
—— SPE-3. PRE-TEST
—— SPE-3, POST-TEST

EXPERIMENT

FIG. 6.16.3. Coolant temperature in upper plenum.

10

200 400 600 BOO 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 t(s)
—— SPE-3, PRE-TEST
—— SPE-3, POST-TEST
—*- EXPERIMENT

FIG. 6.16.4. Pressure in upper plenum.
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200 400 BOO 800 1000 1200 14001600 1800 t (S)

—— SPE-3, PRE-TEST
—— SPE-3, POST-TEST

EXPERIMENT

FIG. 6.16.5. Steam generator secondary side pressure.

—— SPE-3, PRE-TEST
—— SPE-3, POST-TEST
—X- EXPERIMENT

FIG. 6.16.6. SIT-1 pressure.
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200 400 600
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EXPERIMENT

BOO 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 t (s)

FIG. 6.16.7. Collapsed level in SIT-1.

200 400 600
—— SPE-3, PRE-TEST
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—*- EXPERIMENT

800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 t (s)

FIG. 6.16.8. Collapsed level in steam generator secondary side.
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—— SPE-3, PRE-TEST
—— SPE-3, POST-TEST

EXPERIMENT

FIG. 6.16.9. Break flow.
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6.17 UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS - OKB Gidropress
(GIDR -USSR DYN. POSTTEST)

The post-test calculations have been performed by the DYNAMIKA code using the
same nodalization as in the pre-test case. The only difference between pre-
and post-test calculations is that different values of loss coefficient was
applied to the break unit and the politropic exponent was changed to 1.0 (it
was 1.08 in the pre-test case).

The comparison of occurrences are given below:

Timing (s)
Occurrence Experiment Post-test

01
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum drops
to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
closes
Safety relief valve opens

0
54

71

78
78

1258
1258

18

117
54

53

67

J?3
123

1 17 5
1 1 6 'S

21

165
36

Comparison of the measured and calculated parameters are given in Figs.
6.17.1-6.17.12.
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6.18 YUGOSLAVIA - Institute Jozef Stefan

The calculation presented are post-test parametric studies for the IAEA SPE-3
on the PMK-NVH facility.

6.18.1 Computer code used and the input models description

The calculations were performed with RELAP/MOD3 (5m5 series) computer code on
the CONVEX C-220 vector and parallel computer at US.

The nodalization for the parametric calculations is presented in H'iy. 6.18.]
which was the "nodalization 3" from the pretest calculation, consisting of 79
volumes, 84 junctions and 41 heat slabs with 117 mesh points. A slight
variation of the break model nodalization is shown in the Figure with dotted
lines.

The measured conditions were introduced into the input model. The geometry
data from the facility were verified in the model and the misunderstood SG
safety valve (PV23) setpoints were altered along with the corresponding trip
logic.

The bypass line was modelled with two pipes (308 and 309), connected with a
time dependent junction 331, simulating the pump, bypass valves PV11 and MV12
were not modelled. The pump coastdown is attempted to be simulated with the
time dependent junction, which controls the flow through the bypass line.
After the conditions were reached for the pump stop, the bypass line was
simply removed from the model. Meanwhile, the opening of the MV11 was
modelled according to the Specifications.

Six different calculations to study the impact of the break model and the
discharge coefficients of the SG safety and relief valves were performed as
follows:

Case 1: default discharge coefficients used for the break model (valve 437)
and SG safety and relief valves. Normal junctions in the connection
line of the break.

Case 2: 10% decreased two-phase and superheated discharge coefficients on SG
safety and relief valves,

Case 3: 10% decreased two-phase and superheated discharge coefficients on SG
safety and relief valves, crossflow junction in the break line,

Case 4: 10% decreased two-phase and superheated discharge coefficients on SG
safety and relief valves, 10% decreased subcooled discharge
coefficient on the break model (valve 437), crossflow junction in the
break line,

Case 5: 10% decreased two-phase and superheated discharge coefficients on SG
safety and relief valves, 10% decreased all discharge coefficient on
the break model (valve 437), crossflow junction in the break line,

Case 6: 10% decreased two-phase and superheated discharge coefficients on SG
safety and relief valves, 10% decreased all discharge coefficient on
the break model (valve 437).
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6.18.2 Results

Timings for the main transient events from the six calculations are presented in
Table 6.18.1.

The time variation of some of the main parameters of the primary and secondary
system are comparably shown in Figures 6.18.2-6.18.12. The parameter numbers on
the figures are as required by the Specifications.

Since the flow through the bypass line is forced by a time dependent junction
and does not match the real flow which should be established by the centrifugal
pump during the simulated coastdown, a wrong course of the transient is obtained
from 50. to 190.s with the consequences to the later development of the main
primary and secondary parameters. The pressure drop in the primary system is
slowed down and the accumulator discharge is delayed till the moment when the
bypass line is removed from the model. In the meantime too much primary
inventory is lost through the break, which shows in the secondary liquid level.

However, a variety of chosen junction discharge coefficients for the SG relief
and safety valves, as for the break, show a slight impact, especially on the
primary pressure, as on the SITs and SG levels.

The outstanding case no. 1 with all the discharge coefficients set to 1 shows
that decreasing two-phase and superheated discharge coefficients for the SG
valves brings improved behaviour of the secondary pressure and liquid level.
Decreasing discharge coefficients at the break for 10% only slightly affects the
primary pressure and the break flow. Introducing a crossflow junction in the
break line, along with all the discharge coefficients at the break decreased for
10% even brings an additional delay to the SITs discharge and leads to the wrong
course of the transient much longer after the primary bypass removal.

6.18.3 Conclusions

The parametric study performed shows that the junction discharge coefficients
and the kind of break model do not significantly impact the transient. The
better conformance of the input model compared to the pre-test calculation,
results mainly from the altered setpointsand the trip logic for the SG safety
valve MV21.
The main defficiencies remaining in the model appear to be modelling of bypass
line and the pump coastdown simulation. The future improvements of the model
should be performed in these two parts.
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Table 6.18.1 - Timing of events for cases calculated

0

1

2

3

Occurrence

Break valve begins
to open

Pressurizer empty
f i r s t

Dryout f i r s t
occurs

Break flow
two-phase

1 2 3 4 5 6 E X P

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

60 60 60 60 61 60 54

No No No No No No No

43 45 45 46 44 44 71

4 Hot-leg loop
sealcleared*

5 Cold-leg loop
seal cleared*

6 Core uncovery begins

7 Mixture level in upper
plenum drops to hot-leg
evaluation

8 SIT-1 flow begins

9 SIT-2 flow begins

10 SIT-1 injection
terminates

11 SIT-2 injection
terminates

12 Steam generator filled
up to the elevation
of the steam line

13 Pressure reducing
valve (BRU-A) opens

14 Pressure reducing
valve (BRU-A) closes

15 Safety relief valve
opens

126 130 130 128 135 135 No

No No No No No No No

No No No No No NO No

120 121 122 122 123 123 No

227 228 228 229 245 24b 78

227 228 228 229 245 245 78

1010 1080 1060 1070 1080 1080 1258

990 1050 1050 1050 1060 10SO 1258

No No No No No No No

18

34

18 18 18 18 18 18

115 130 130 130 130 130 117

32 32 32 32 33 54

*Note: Definition of loop seal clearing: level is sufficiently low to allow
steam to pass the loop seal.
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IflEfl SPE-3: ITE18) PflRflMETER = 1
HEflTER ROD TEMPERflTURE fiT ELEV. 2.084 m (K)
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© CflSE l
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X CflSE U
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175.oc aoo.oo

Fig. 6.18.2. Heater rod temperature at elevation 2.084 m (K).
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IflEfl SPE-3: (TE63J PflRflMETER = 3
CORE INLET TEMPEHflTURE IKJ
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FIG. 6.18.3. Core inlet temperature (K).
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FIG. 6.18.4. Upper plenum temperature (K).
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FIG. 6.18.5. Upper plenum pressure (Pa).
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IflEfl SPE-3: (PR81) PflRRMETER = 10
SG SECONDflRY SIDE PRESSURE (Pa)
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FIG. 6.18.6. Steam generator secondary side pressure (Pa).
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FIG. 6.18.7. SIT-1 pressure (Pa).
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FIG. 6.18.8. Reactor model level (m).
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FIG. 6.18.9. SIT-1 level (m).
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IflEfl SPE-3: (LE81J PRRflMETER = 26
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FIG. 6.18.10. Steam generator secondary level (m).
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TIME UJ

FIG. 6.18.11. Break mass flow (kg/s).
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SPE-3: IFLOD PRRRMETEH = 30
MV21 RND PV23 FLOW lieg/«)

E MERSUREn® CHSE 1* CRSE 2+ CHSE 3X CRSE U* CRSE 5+ CRSE 6

25.50 SO.CO 75.Ca 133.00 125.30 153.03 175.0,0 300.S t.:

FIG. 6.18.12. MV21 and PV23 flow (kg/s).
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6.19 HUNGARY - Central Research Institute for Physics

A series of post-test calculations have been performed by use of the code
RELAP5/MOD2 available at the IAEA in Vienna on the IBM 3081-type computer.

6.19.1 Nodalization scheme

The nodalization used for the calculation is shown in Pig. 6.19.1.

The nodalization scheme consists of 102 volumes including 5 time dependent
volumes, 108 junctions including 3 time dependent junctions and 66 heat
structures with 284 mesh points. This nodalization scheme is derived from the
scheme used for SPE-2 analyses at the Technical Research Institute of Finland
(VTT). The modified scheme considers break pipe as a PIPE component (560)
connected to the steam part of the SG (550) by BREAK VALVE (565). On the
secondary side new components were added to the model (570, 575, 577). To
model both the pressure reducing valve (BRU-A) and the secondary side safety
valve (RV-SG) trip valves were used (600, 605).

Ill
no

W%
%

l— 580

179
^^

«
175 —— i

123 « HEAT STRUCTURE

Ü - KEAT SOURCE

X • CROSS-ROW JUNCTION

— • 1»« DEPENDENT VCKUHE

— . TIME DEPENDENT JUNCTION

jr J"

FIG. 6.19.1. Nodalization scheme.
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Few cross flow junctions have been used to model the most critical connections
of the facility:

- cold leg - downcomer head,
- downcomer - vessel
- upper plenum 1 - upper plenum 2
- upper plenum 2 - upper plenum 3
- upper plenum 6 - hot leg.

Table 6.19.1

Group of components

hot leg
primary side of steam generator
cold leg from steam generator
collector to pump simulator bypass
pump coast down valve MV11
pump isolation valve MV12
pump simulator bypass tubes
pump flow controller valve PV11
cold leg from pump simulator tubes to
downcomer
reactor vessel
HPIS system
accumulators SIT-1 and SIT-2
pressurizer and surge line
feedwater simulation from NVH
secondary side of steam generator
secondary steam line volumes to NVH

component
numbers

100-112
120-156

160-165
199
192
166-174
191

175-183
200-250
620-621
660-685
400-426
580-581
500-550
598-599

number of
nodes

5
19

3
1
1
6
1

6
22
1
4
6
1

12
2

6.19.2 Initial conditions

The steady state control system for pressurizer liquid level - 427/ 428 in the
nodalization scheme - was used to achieve the desired initial conditions for
the transient calculation. The end of the steady-state calculations was at 10
s of process time.
The main parameters at the end of the steady-state calculation are presented
in Table 6.19.2.
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Table 6.19.2
Calculated and measured initial conditions

Parameter

Pressure in upper plenum
Loop flow
Core inlet temperature
Core inlet temperature
Core power
Collapsed coolant level above bottom
pressure tap of pressurizer
SIT-1 level
SIT-2 level
Primary coolant mass
Secondary side pressure
Collapsed SG level above bottom
pressure tap
Feedwater flow
Feedwater inlet temperature

Calculated

12.40 MPa
5.254 kg/s

535.1 K
560.1 K
700 kW

0.87 m
1.28 m
1.67 m

142.0 kg
4.574 MPa

1.95 m
0.377 kg/s

492. K

Measured

12.52 MPa
5.24 kg/s

534.8 K
560.5 K
700 kW

1.18 m
1.44 m
1.83 m
-

4.59 MPa

2.11 m
0.377 kg/s

492 K

Value used for both subcooled and two-phase discharge coefficients of break
junction is 1.0. Loss coefficients in break pipe are 5.0.
For the heat losses convective boundary condition was calculated in all wall
heat structures with a heat transfer coefficient of 5 W/km .

6.19.3 Timing of occurrences

The occurrences characterise the accident process derived from the measurement
and the calculation. In the absolute values, the differences of timing seems
to be large, but for the whole transient their influences are negligible and
the agreement can be qualified to be good.

6.19.4 Transient calculation

The results of the calculation compared with the measured ones are presented
in Figs. 6.19.2-6.19.12. Figure numbers correspond to plot numbers as
required by the Specification Report.

The transient process initiated by the break on top of the SG hot collector is
characterized by fast initial depressurization in primary system and pressure
increase in the secondary one (Figs. 6.19.5-6.19.6).

On the system pressure curve (Fig. 6.19.5), there is a slight change of
shape. This is the consequence of the start of the reactor trip. After this
time the pressure sharply drops near to the secondary side pressure, but
remains here until the injejction from SITs begins. The pressure differences
between primary and secondary sides can be seen in Fig. 6.19.8.

The pressure history of SIT-1 is shown in Fig. 6.19.7 and the level decreased
are presented in Figs. 6.19.10. The level decrease is almost a linear
function of the process time. When the pump is stopped and the pump bypass is
valved off, a slide ramp can be observed on the pressure curve. After this
process time no event can be seen in the pressure curve until the injection
from SITs is terminated.
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When the SITs valved off the SG secondary will play the role of the
pressurizer governing the system behaviour. This can be seen on the system
pressure (Fig. 6.19.5). It starts to drop sharply until about the value of
the secondary side pressure (there is only 100-150 kPa difference between
primary and secondary pressures in the late phase of the transient). Because
the break flow (Fig. 6.19.12) is governed by the pressure difference between
primary and secondary (Fig. 6.19.8), the break flow continuously decreases
until a pressure difference of 100 kPa between primary and secondary is
reached.
The coolant level in the reactor model appears at different times in the test
and in the calculation. The minimum value of the level does not drop to the
centerline of the hot leg elevation, namely to 6,225 m. The level is
stagnating at about 6,3 m in the test and 6,75 m in the calculation, until the
end of the process time of the test.
The coolant temperatures 6.19.3-6.19.4 and the heater rod temperature (Fig.
6.19.2) are governed by the system pressure near to the saturation values.

6.19.5 Discussion

The right modelling of the transient process can be achieved by the proper
modelling of the hydroaccumulator injection, especially the flow rate vs. time
function of the injection. Another key question is the modelling of the break
unit and break flow from the primary to the secondary circuit.

As shown in Table 6.19.3 the time interval of the injection from the SITs are
shifted in the calculation by a process time of about 40 s, but the prediction
gives almost the same interval as in the measurement. As a result this
relatively low shifting does not influence significantly the transient process.

Table 6.19.3

Occurrences Measured
Timing (s)

Calculated
01
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13

14

15

Break valve opens
Pressurizer empty
Dryout first occurs
Break flow two-phase
Hot-leg loop seal cleared
Cold-leg loop seal cleared
Core uncovery begins
Mixture level in upper plenum
drops to hot-leg elevation
SIT-1 flow begins
SIT-2 flow begins
SIT-1 injection terminates
SIT-2 injection terminates
Steam generator filled up to the
elevation of the steam line
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
opens
Pressure reducing valve (BRU-A)
closes
Safety relief valve opens
- Scram and HPIS flow initiated
- Pump trip simulation initiated

0
54
-
71
-
-
-

78
78

1258
1258

-

18

117
54
44
51

0
34
-
65
-
-
-

121
117

1307
1288

-

12

U'o
42
40
48
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In the behaviour of the system pressure almost complete agreement has been
achieved between the measurement and the calculation, except for the time at
the vicinity of the beginning of the SIT injection and after the SIT
termination. In this time interval the secondary side pressure in the
calculation is higher than in the measurement. Since the prediction of the
flow through the safety valve is right, the reason for the difference is the
poor modelling of the heat losses on the steam generator secondary side.
The right modelling of the break flow (from the primary to the secondary) is
very important in the early phase of transient time, because the drop of the
primary pressure is highly influenced by the break flow and as a consequence,
the reactor trip is achieved very early and the pressure in the secondary side
will not reach the opening pressure of the safety valve.
The prediction of the break flow can be considered to be good. However, the
prediction gives slightly higher values of the break flow in the intervals of
0-70 s, 150-1100 s and after 1500 s.

The prediction of the coolant collapsed levels is considered to be good except
for the upper plenum in the reactor model: in the time interval of 0-1000 s
the prediction gives lower, and after it higher values. These differences are
the consequence of the prediction of the break flow and the mass inventory
distribution in the system.

The flow to the environment through the valves MV21 and PV23 can be predicted.
It can be stated that this special transient process, namely leak from primary
to secondary circuit can be well modelled by the RBLAP5/MOD2 code.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1. Experimental aspects

The evaluation of the energy and mass transfer between primary and secondary
sides of the steam generator ( break flow ) constituted the main feature of
the experiment to be calculated by the codes. The accumulators discharge
behaviour was also an important aspect in this regard.

The experiment was well caractherized by the available instrumentation. On the
basis of the comparison with code calculations, it appears that the following
quantities presnt some minor uncertainties and may require further
improvements :

a) level in upper head (e.g. fluid temperature influence);
b) break pressure drop ( identification of K factors );
c) flow rates at discharge valves from secondary side;
d) quality at the steam line entrance at steady state;
e) three-dimensional circulation on secondary side (it neeils, local

measurements with thermocouples and void fraction transducers);
f) more detailed information on heat loss distribution;
g) estimation of initial total mass in primary and secondary.

7.2. Analytical aspects

Prom the code modeling point of view, the critical aspect of the experiment
was the prediction of the opening of the steam-generator safety valve, which
remained open for the rest of the transient. Participants who predicted well
this event produced good qualitative results when compared with the
experiment. On the other hand, participants who did not predict correctly the
safety valve behaviour (due to error in valve modelling or other reasons),
calculated too high pressures for both primary and secondary sides, and the
main characteristics of the transients were not reproduced in the calculations.
With reference to the first group of calculations the following conclusions
can be drawn:

a) All participants overpredicted the break flow rate at the early
phase of the transient. The main inadequacy in this conection
appears to be the assumed values of K factors and the
calculation of the overall pressure drop in the whole break line.

b) All participants underpredicted the pressures in the
accumulators and overpredicted the discharge flow rates . The
reason for that appears to be the underprediction of primary
pressure ( due to a. above) and the inadequacy in the
evaluation of flashing and condensation at the accumulators
discharge points in the primary loop.
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c) Some participants reported difficulties in achieving stable and
consistent initial conditions for the secondary side of the
steam generator. The reason for that could be linked wit. h too
high liquid entrainment predicted by the codes in the iippur part
of the steam generator, or errors in the Lotal mass ot the-
secondary side.

d) Many participants had problems in achieving correct core inlet
temperatures. This appears to be due to inadequate heat transfer
modelling in the steam generator, confirming the need for a
detailed study of the steam generator nodalization, which would
be assisted by the installation of additional instrumentation
mentioned in item 7.I.e.

e) The RELAPS series of codes ( MODI, MOD2, MOD2.5, MOD3 ) produced
better results than the previous generation of this code,
including in terms of numerical stability and required CPU time
(in particular, non-equilibrium phenomena are not taken into
account in RELAP4 codes).

f) The spread of result obtained with the same code (e.g.
RELAP5/MOD2) by different users highlights the importance of the
"user effect" and of the selection of options in the results.

7.3. General conclusions

All the participants considered the exercise as a very useful step in the
process of code validation.

The fact that more advaced codes were used in this exercise than in the
previous ones shows a definite evolution on the safety analysis capability in
the participating countries.

There was a strong support for the continuation of the IAEA activities in this
field.
The organization of a new standard problem based on the PMK-NVH facility could
enlarge the experimental bases for further code assessment and could offer a
possibility of comparing the results of SPE-1, SPE-2 and SPE-4 for the
evaluation of the effectiveness of the emergency core cooling systems. It
would also have the advantage of requiring less effort from the participants
to develop computer code models.
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